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1 Executive Summary
The evolution of communications technologies, the availability of a plethora of multi-functional enduser devices, along with bandwidth-hungry applications and the rise of social networking have indicated
a continuously growing demand for even more advanced services and applications offered with high
Quality of Experience (QoE), while posing strict requirements on latency, bandwidth, storage and
computational capabilities. Nowadays, among the major trends that drive forward the Information
Technologies (IT) evolution are: (i) the Future Internet (FI) focusing on the expansion of IT intelligence
to the greatest possible number of end-user devices, and (ii) Cloud Computing addressing the
continuously growing requirements for storage space, processing and energy of the IT sector. As more
and more services are moving to the cloud and the Data Centers residing in the Internet, new networking
and IT architectures are required that also take into account a more energy/cost efficient and
environmental friendly approach. At the same time from the network perspective, Network Functions
Virtualisation (NFV) and Software Defined Networking (SDN) are the two major trends driving forward
the networks’ evolution.
The INPUT Project’s goal is to virtualise electronic and FI devices’ functionalities, capabilities and
content and to offer them as cloud services with high QoE, by residing closer to end-users and smart
devices. To this purpose, the project will exploit the NFV capabilities for the design of the cloud
architectural solutions deployed in the Access and Edge network, especially for application-level
services and network-specific functions, and it will utilize SDN for the support of the control
functionality needed to introduce computing and storage capabilities to edge network nodes.
This Deliverable entitled D2.1: “Definition of Use and Business cases requirements” provides an
overview of the output of the INPUT project initial activities as described in Task 2.1: Use and Business
cases, requirements, and INPUT architecture.
In this document, an overview of State-of-the-Art network topologies, technologies and their
capabilities such as NFV, SDN, and cloud solutions is presented, out of which the INPUT scope is defined,
along with the key INPUT market players and their role. INPUT’s effectiveness is mainly visible in the
following three main use cases:
1. The virtualisation of existing personal electronic devices and their
content/functionalities. Indicative business case scenarios can be identified in the
virtualisation of each of the following devices: entertainment home devices, set-top-boxes
(with stored photos/videos digital content), video streaming/recording devices (used for
entertainment or for monitoring/surveillance purposes), online gaming devices, plain
Personal Computers (PCs) running multiple applications and shared content, etc.
2. The virtualisation of IoT services offered in the context of the smart cities.
The virtualisation of Intelligent Transport System (ITS) services, personal health services,
sensors/energy smart meters/etc. centralised management, and pervasive intelligent
machines management are indicative INPUT business case scenarios.
3. The virtualisation of existing mobile/portable devices (e.g., netbooks/notebooks) so
that users are able to access any content (photos, videos, documents, etc.), either own
personal material, or from external service providers (e.g. Live TV, streaming content)
while on the move, even at car and train speeds.
This use case emphasises on the mobility requirements of some of the aforementioned
business case scenarios involving mobile devices.
Specific – functional or non-functional regarding performance, security/privacy, modularity,
extensibility, maintainability, interoperability, energy efficiency, etc. – requirements from the
perspective of the main INPUT stakeholders (namely, the end-users, the service providers and the
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network operators), derived from the INPUT use cases and business case scenarios, are described in this
document.
On this basis, the high-level INPUT architecture has been designed to enable telecom Edge Networks
to host and orchestrate cloud services, while optimising specifically targeted Quality of Service (QoS)
and energy efficiency KPIs. The main INPUT solution architecture is described in this document in terms
of functional nodes, their basic functionality and interfaces between them.
Finally, a comparative analysis of the carbon footprint savings of the INPUT technologies in contrast
to existing ones is explained in this deliverable. On this basis, the virtualisation of a set-top-box device
is investigated, showing a clear advantage of the INPUT technologies when adopted by a significant
number of devices - in the order of hundreds of units.
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2 Introduction
The evolution of communications technologies, the availability of a plethora of multi-functional enduser devices (e.g. smart devices), along with bandwidth-hungry applications (e.g., HD video streaming,
online gaming) and the rise of social networking (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn), have indicated
demanding requirements both from the user and the network operator infrastructure viewpoint for low
latency, bandwidth, storage, computational capabilities, as well as fast roll-out of new
services/technologies. While more and more services are moving to the cloud and the Data Centers,
new, more energy/cost efficient and environmental-friendly networking and IT architectures are
required, since facts and predictions on power consumed by the Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) sector are alarming.
The need for cloud applications’ performance requirements meets the “softwarisation” revolution that
has been undertaken in the networking and telecom fields during the last few years. This revolution
aims at enabling fast and economically-sustainable converging of multiple wired and mobile network
technologies onto general-purpose programmable hardware and high-performance modular software
platforms, and allows not only the hosting of third-party software applications, but also reduction of
Telco operating expenses (OPEX) opportunities by the unification of complex network and business
management systems and procedures. In this respect, Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network
Functions Virtualisation (NFV) are well known to be the best candidates for achieving the suitable levels
of flexibility, upgradability and integration with IT services that are needed for supporting the
aforementioned revolution in network architectures fitting in the Future Internet (FI).
The INPUT Project aims at exploiting the NFV capabilities for the design of the architectural solutions
deployed in the Access and Edge network, especially for application-level services and network-specific
functions. In the same context, the utilisation of SDN will allow supporting the control capabilities
needed to introduce computing and storage capabilities to edge network devices, and consequently for
moving cloud services closer to end-users and smart devices.
To fulfil the purposes of the project, initial steps include the definition of the use cases in which the
INPUT solution is applicable, with special reference on specific business case scenarios, and the
identification and collection of the requirements posed by the key stakeholders. On this basis, we
defined the high-level INPUT architecture that will be elaborated at next stages. Deliverable D2.1
“Definition of Use and Business cases requirements” is the output of these initial activities described in
Task 2.1: Use and Business cases, requirements, and INPUT architecture, and comprises the first
technical output of the INPUT project.

2.1 The INPUT Project
The INPUT Project aims at designing a novel infrastructure and paradigm to support FI personal cloud
services in a more scalable and sustainable way and with innovative added-value capabilities. The
INPUT technologies will enable next-generation cloud applications to go beyond classical service models
(i.e., IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS), and even to replace physical Smart Devices (SD), usually placed in users’
homes (e.g., network-attached storage servers, set-top-boxes, video recorders, home automation
control units, etc.) or deployed around for monitoring purposes (e.g., sensors), with their “virtual
images”, providing them to users “as a Service” (SD as a Service – SDaaS). The INPUT Project defines a
virtual image to be a software instance that dematerializes a physical network-connected device, and
that provides its virtual presence in the network along with all its functionalities. Virtual images are
meant to realize smarter, always and everywhere accessible, performance-unlimited virtual devices into
the cloud. Virtual images can be applied both to fully dematerialized physical devices and provide all
their functionalities by the cloud, and to add potentially infinite smartness and capacity to devices with
performance- and functionality-constrained hardware platforms.
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Virtual and physical SDs will be made available to users at any time and at any place by means of
virtual cloud-powered Personal Networks, which will constitute an underlying secure and trusted
service model (Personal Network as a Service – PNaaS). These Personal Networks will provide users
with the perception of always being in their home Local Area Network (LAN) with their own (virtual
and physical) SDs, independently of their current location.
To achieve these ultimate objectives, the INPUT Project will overcome current limitations on the cloud
service design due to the underlying obsolete network paradigms and technologies, by:





introducing computing and storage capabilities to edge network devices (i.e. “in-network”
programmability) in order to allow users/telecom operators to create/manage private clouds “in
the network”;
moving cloud services closer to end-users and smart devices, in order both to avoid pointless
network infrastructure and datacentre overloading, and to provide lower latency reactiveness to
services;
enabling personal and federated cloud services to natively and directly integrate themselves with
the networking technologies close to end-user SDs in order to provide new service models (e.g.,
Personal Networks).
assessing the validity of the proposed in-network cloud computing model through appropriately
designed use cases and related proof-of-concept implementations.

The INPUT Project will foster future-proof Internet infrastructures that will be “smarter,” fully
virtualised, power vs. performance optimised, and vertically integrated with cloud computing, with a
clear impact on Operating and Capital Expenses (OPEX and CAPEX) of telecom operators, service
providers and end-users. In this respect, the INPUT Project will extend the programmability of network
devices to make them able to host cloud service applications, which will cooperate with those in users’
terminals and datacentres to realize the aforementioned cloud services. Moreover, the INPUT
infrastructure and approach will contribute to the top line growth of European Telecom Operators by
increasing the revenue opportunities, thanks to new service offers and shifting their role in a higher
position in the value chain.
A key objective of the INPUT Project will be the sustainability and the energy efficiency of the proposed
architecture, especially through the replacement of the physical end-user’s devices with their virtual
images; this will assure an important reduction of the carbon footprint of the ICT sector.
INPUT will also enable Telecom Operators to offer their infrastructure in support of novel value-added
personal cloud services with reduced investments (CAPEX) and operative expenses (OPEX). To this
purpose, “in-network” programmable network devices will be designed on top of state-of-the-art offthe-shelf hardware with advanced power management capabilities, and suitable consolidation and
orchestration mechanisms will be developed to optimise energy consumption and performance/quality
perceived by the users (QoE).

2.2 Work package description
WP2 “Network and Service Abstraction, Automation and Virtualisation Interfaces” constitutes the first
technical WP of the INPUT project, providing the design and specifications background to the
development and testing phases that follow.
WP2 initially provides an overview of the current technical landscape with regard to the
softwarisation and virtualisation of network functions, as well as to cloud infrastructures and services,
and identifies the position of INPUT in this landscape through a number of use cases and detailed
business case scenarios. In the context of WP2, different INPUT stakeholders and their requirements are
identified, while performance metrics are specified for the validation of the technologies and solutions
developed by the Project.
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Further, WP2 aims at extending current SDN architectures and protocols to advanced
programmability features for customizable security and privacy to Personal Network and overlying
personal cloud services (e.g., virtual images) as well as to power management features involving
monitoring, managing and finely tuning the power configuration of the “in-network” programmable
network devices. It also aims to define hierarchical abstraction levels to expose these novel network
primitives and the in-network programmable resources (i.e., the SouthBound Interfaces – SBI) towards
cloud services and application providers.
WP2 also aims at designing new virtualisation approaches that allow the seamless integration of
multiple services in networks and datacentre networks. The design of Consolidation and Orchestration
algorithms for autonomously and dynamically driving energy-efficient and performance-effective
configuration of network infrastructures is also one of the objectives of WP2. Towards this end,
sophisticated management and monitoring features, functions and primitives to provide good insight
into the nodes will be designed along with control algorithms for optimising in-network applications’
localisations, as well as operations to provide end-users with the requested QoS/QoE levels while
minimising energy and network resources consumption.
WP2 consists of the following tasks:





Task 2.1: Use and Business cases, requirements, and INPUT architecture
Task 2.2: Abstraction of the “in-network” Programmability
Task 2.3: Service NorthBound Interfaces (NBI)
Task 2.4: Orchestration, Consolidation and Monitoring

2.3 Deliverable structure
Deliverable D2.1 “Definition of Use and Business cases requirements” summarises the activities
performed in the context of Task 2.1 which aims at defining the use of INPUT through reference basic
use cases and a number of corresponding, detailed business case scenarios, as well as identifying the
deriving user, service and network level requirements. Special attention is paid to the requirements
related to energy-efficiency and optimisation both at device and network level. The identification of a
high-level INPUT architecture along with performance metrics to evaluate the INPUT mechanisms and
functionalities is also part of this task, while special emphasis is given to the calculation of energy
efficiency provided by INPUT infrastructures compared to existing ones. More specifically, after the
Executive Summary (Section 1) and the introductory Section 2, this Deliverable report is structured as
follows:
Section 3 provides an overview of the current State-of-the-Art solutions and research trends in the
field of next-generation networks with special focus on SDN and NFV as well as cloud infrastructure
solutions. The main INPUT concept and the basic INPUT market players are also described in this
section.
In Section 4, the basic use cases in which INPUT is applicable are identified and described along with
a number of corresponding, detailed business case scenarios, whose detailed descriptions are provided
in Annex A.
In Section 5, the requirements of the primary INPUT stakeholders – namely, the end-users, the service
providers and the network operators deriving from the use cases and business case scenarios – are
identified and analysed.
In Section 6, the high level INPUT architecture is defined along with initial performance metrics to
evaluate the INPUT mechanisms and functionalities.
Section 7 describes a comparative analysis of the potential impact (in terms of both carbon footprint
saving and business strategy) of the INPUT technologies in contrast to existing infrastructures. Finally,
conclusions are drawn in Section 8.
Page 10 of 90
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3 INPUT in the current Technology Landscape and the main
INPUT Market Players
In the last several years, new ways of interaction, mainly driven by the diffusion of new technological
opportunities like social networks and smart devices, have contributed to a fast-paced shift of the users’
demands towards the hyper-connectivity paradigm, and consequent information overload. Apart from
being a huge phenomenon from the social science point of view, this request for multiple means of
communication is also affecting the evolution of the Internet infrastructure.
For example, the diffusion of “smart” devices, like smartphones and tablets, calls for some new, special
requirements. In fact, contrary to the computers traditionally used to communicate through the
Internet, such devices are characterized by limited storage and computational capabilities. These
characteristics have led to the development of a significant number of cloud services to provide the
support needed by smart devices. As a result, datacentres have evolved from a room packed with
workstations to large-scale warehouses including hundreds of thousands of servers.
This operating model has exacerbated the concern, both economic and environmental, regarding the
power consumed by the ICT sector. In [1], the authors assess that the relative share of the worldwide
total electricity consumption of communication networks, personal computers, and datacentres
products and services has increased from about 3.9% in 2007 to 4.6% in 2012, and estimate that the
yearly growth of all three individual ICT categories (10%, 5%, and 4%, respectively) is higher than the
growth of worldwide electricity consumption in the same timeframe (3%). Another issue that has
restricted the Internet evolution regards the typical, ossified structure of the TCP/IP architecture, which
operates most of the time on top of proprietary and specialized firmware/hardware components, and
requires a large number of active packet processing engines across the network, even when underutilized, which worsens their impact on the carbon footprint even more [2]. In this perspective, classic
network paradigms and protocols are rapidly proving inadequate and are being rendered obsolete by
novel approaches that allow more flexible and more pervasive integration with IT services.
State-of-the-art cloud computing infrastructures allow mobile smart devices to access the required
computing and storage resources by directing service requests to nearby Datacentres in the Internet. In
order to satisfy low latency level and bandwidth requirements posed by next generation cloud services,
like high-definition video streaming applications, online gaming, etc., there is the need of deeply rethinking network and IT technologies in a holistic fashion.
For instance, as underlined by Nokia in [3], next-generation cloud services will have very challenging
requirements for the maximum end-to-end response time, which in some cases will be in the order of
few milliseconds. Moreover, as underlined by Figure 1, given the computational weight of
applications/services, network infrastructures can use only a small share of these latency times.
In this perspective, it is worth noting that different studies (like [4] among others) outlined how
today’s network latencies are extremely higher (even of two orders of magnitude) than the values
required by next-generation cloud services. If, on the one hand, upcoming 5G network technologies are
envisaged to provide much better network performance in terms of bandwidth and network latency [5],
on the other side, traffic exchange among Internet operators still remains a big concern [6][7][8].
Already in the last decade, with the clear aim of reducing such latencies and improving users’ Quality
of Experience (QoE) for legacy services, Google globally expanded its infrastructure [9] in order to
maximize the proximity to end-users and, consequently, to reduce network-related delays due to the
crossing of multiple Internet eXchange Points (IXPs).
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Figure 1. Maximum cloud service response times and related network budget (Source:[3]).

Following this line of reasoning, the next frontier to reduce the end-to-end network latency will clearly
consist of hosting cloud applications directly into network operators’ infrastructures, and of being as close
to end-users as possible.
This need for cloud applications’ performance requirements meets the “softwarisation” revolution
that has been undertaken in the networking and telecom fields during the last few years.
Due to the ossification of Internet and telecommunication networks technologies, network operators
and service providers are facing difficulties to deploy new network functionalities and services in order
to support changing business requirements, seize new market opportunities and improve Return on
Investment (RoI). Thus, this “softwarisation” revolution aims at enabling fast and economicallysustainable convergence of multiple wired and mobile network technologies onto general-purpose
programmable hardware and high-performance modular software platforms, as in today’s datacentres.
On one side, programmable hardware will give the possibility of hosting third-party software
applications; on the other side, advance network software platforms will provide an irremissible
opportunity of unifying complex network and business management systems and procedures that are
responsible for a large share of the Telco OPEX [10][11][12].
The deployment of new services is still requiring time-consuming and expensive efforts, which are
preventing to rapidly cope with new businesses opportunities. In this respect, SDN and NFV [13] are
well known to be the best candidates for achieving the suitable levels of flexibility, upgradability and
integration with IT services that are needed for supporting the aforementioned revolution in network
architectures.
Through today’s emerging SDN and NFV technologies, the network can be fully “softwarised”, in the
sense that traffic paths can be customized by software and any network process can be removed from
the device and made running (with custom patches) as application in a remote server [14]. However,
this upcoming network “softwarisation” process is not free of drawbacks and open issues that may even
threaten its viability. For instance, general-purpose hardware that will host NFV applications is well
known to provide much lower performance (up to 500 times [15]) and to consume much more energy
than the application-specific hardware used in today’s network equipment.
Thus, specific architectural solutions to make the SDN and NFV paradigms fit the Future Internet
sustainability and scalability requirements need to be integrated into the core specification of these
technologies as soon as possible. With these aspects in mind, the INPUT Project will exploit the
Page 12 of 90
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capabilities provided by NFV for the design of the architectural solutions deployed in the Access and
Edge network, especially for application-level services and network-specific functions. In the same
context, SDN will allow supporting the control capabilities needed for introducing computing and
storage functionality to edge network devices, and consequently for moving cloud services closer to endusers and smart devices.
Owing all these considerations, section 3.1 and 3.2 will introduce a concise summary of state-of-theart approaches in the two technological fields more relevant to the INPUT project: SDN/NFV networks
and cloud infrastructures. Section 3.3 will focus on current techniques for evaluating service and
network Quality of Service (QoS) and of Experience (QoE), and the impact of these KPIs on today’s
applications and network technologies. Finally, section 3.4 will introduce the reference infrastructure
scenario considered as well as the research approach and objectives that will be pursue by the INPUT
project. Section 3.4 will also define the key players that will use the INPUT framework by specifying
their perspectives and roles.

3.1 The Current Network Technologies Landscape and Research
Trends
This section is organized as follows. Subsection 3.1.1 introduces the state of the art in programmable
and software-defined networking. Current approaches in NFV and some related example of function
virtualisation (e.g., Cloud Radio Access Network) are touched upon in Subsection 3.1.2.

3.1.1 Software Defined Networks
Software Defined Networking (SDN) [16][17] is a technology paradigm based on the concept of
decoupling hardware from software in Telco equipment and executing said software not necessarily in
the equipment, but potentially in the Cloud or in any standard processing resources (e.g. servers). As an
example, today routers are mainly based on specialized hardware and the software is strictly bound
with the hardware. The adoption of SDN principles for a tomorrow router would mean decoupling
control plane (software) from data plane (hardware). Another key aspect about SDN regards providing
a wide number of abstractions and Application Programming Interfaces (e.g., API) to program/control
the functions and the services of the network resources.
The SDN vision seeks for a control plane abstraction for: i) a general forwarding model (this includes
e.g. simple packet processing like addition/removal/modification of headers) compatible with low-level
hardware and software; ii) global network state abstraction to be able to compute forwarding decisions;
iii) simple configuration of each physical device. Therefore, the SDN control plane abstraction defines a
global network view through the concept of a control plane API, which provides an abstracted network
graph and configuration control to network elements. The global network view is maintained in a
Network Operating System (NetOS), which runs on servers in the network (possibly replicated for
reliability and scalability). Information flows from routers/switches to the NetOS to form the global
network view and NetOS configures routers/switches to control forwarding. The Global Network View
can be used by control programs, which thereby program and define the detailed functions of the
network.
Figure 2 shows the SDN reference architecture as under development in the Open Networking
Foundation (ONF) [18].
The northbound interface of the SDN controller, where applications are supposed to interact with the
network, is proprietary to each of the available controllers. Open descriptions of northbound interfaces
are available, and initiatives such as OpenDaylight [19] aim to bring some alignment in the plethora of
specifications. They were developed from the perspective of a data centre network. As such, they lack
extensive support for carrier-grade features such as service orientation, high availability and assurance.
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As far as the southbound interface is concerned, today, the most popular one is probably the OpenFlow
protocol [18]. Several controller northbound interface specifications are open and based on open
source, such as those for the NOX [20] and Floodlight [21] controllers, and the NetIC interface [22].
Others, such as the Cisco OnePK API [23] are open but the manufacturer retains ownership and may
change the interface specifications at any point. All these interfaces are very limited with respect to how
applications may request support from network capabilities and, in general, are not service-oriented.

Figure 2. SDN reference architecture.

OpenDaylight is an Open Source Software project under the auspices of the Linux Foundation. The
project has designed an architecture (see Figure 3) that defines separated layers, several, extensible
north- and southbound interfaces to applications and infrastructure as well as a modular set of functions
of the controller platform. OpenDaylight supports the Java based OSGi framework and bidirectional
REST [24] for the northbound API and for example OpenFlow 1.0, 1.3, OVSDB as south bound interfaces.
Another aspect is that the business logic and algorithms reside in either of these (northbound)
applications, which use the controller to gather network intelligence, run algorithms to perform
analytics, and finally use such algorithms to orchestrate the new rules.
ONOS (Open Network Operating System) is another example of open source distributed network
operating system. ON.Lab (a non-profit organization founded by SDN inventors and leaders from
Stanford University and UC Berkeley) has released a version of ONOS in Open Source. An early prototype
of ONOS was demonstrated at ONS 2013 with features such as scale-out design, high availability, and
network graph as a north bound abstraction. The prototype was built by using Floodlight for the
OpenFlow controller, Cassandra for distributed key-value store for network state, Titan for network
graph abstraction, and Zookeeper for coordination among multiple ONOS instances. Initial use cases for
ONOS focus on services and applications for service provider and WAN networks. Examples include
multi-layer optimisation and traffic engineering over packet optical core; seamless peering of SDN
islands with the Internet; SDN-based WAN control with segment routing; bandwidth calendaring;
bandwidth and network provisioning; and a variety of configuration applications.
OpenStack [26] is an open source cloud operating system under consideration for its potential
extension to become an orchestrator for SDN-NFV architectures. OpenStack functionalities and
capabilities are discussed in Section 3.2.3.
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Figure 3. OpenDayLight reference architecture.

3.1.2 Network Functions Virtualisation
Network Functions Virtualisation (NFV) is a network architecture paradigm that uses IT technologies
to virtualise entire classes of network node functions (e.g., router or middle-box functions) into building
blocks that may be chained together to create communication services. SDN and function virtualisation
are mutually beneficial, but are not dependent on each other. Network Functions can be virtualised and
deployed without an SDN being required and vice-versa.
NFV is the focus of the ETSI NFV industrial study group [25] in order “to enable and exploit the
dynamic construction and management of network function graphs or sets, and their relationships
regarding their associated data, control, management, dependencies and other attributes”. The ETSI
NFV ISG describes and specifies service models that are intended to represent the roles and interactions
of tenants who are involved in the process of providing services, which are delivered to the end users
via virtualised network functions (VNF). Further, it provides a number of use cases for the virtualisation
of network functions that can be part of a service chain. In addition, ETSI specifies an architectural
framework that describes various functional blocks and reference points, which are created by the
virtualisation of network functions.
Thanks to NFV, network operators can decrease costs through the use of generic hardware platforms,
as well as the separation of software and hardware lifecycles. Improved time to market for new services
and reduced power consumption, thanks to virtual function consolidation, are key aspects as well. Some
benefits of NFV include:


Flexibility – easier and quicker installation and provisioning of the network, allowing for more
rapid service deployments.



Cost – thanks to increase in flexibility, lowering costs for managing deployed services is
possible.



Scalability – software services allow for easier scaling of available hardware resources. This
can be done over the day or in reaction to extraordinary events. In this way, it is possible to
achieve better equipment utilisation.



Security – a major challenge in networking. NFV helps operators achieving security through
separation and isolation (as long as the environment is secured).
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The introduction of SDN adds even more potential to NFV. Traffic no longer needs to be steered based
on IP addresses alone. With SDN technology, it can instead be handled on a per-flow basis, which allows
for fine granular control of the traffic.
Cloud based services provide an opportunity for operators to add value and improve the quality of
their delivered customer services and applications. On the one hand, network-enabled cloud technology
brings cloud capabilities into the network with the flexibility and elasticity to deploy software
applications wherever needed. In this way, deploying or modifying a new service is just a matter of
minutes. On the other hand, Service Provider SDN brings SDN capabilities to the network (outside the
data centre) with policy-based and centralized control for improved network programmability and
payload elasticity. Thanks to the above points, NFV became possible, and posed the advantage of sharing
and orchestrating network resources in an efficient way.
By adopting a layered, virtualised cloud approach, whether centralized or distributed, operators are
able to orchestrate the network and cloud in sync with common SDN and operations support systems
(OSS) capabilities. This not only optimises resource utilisation, but also ensures a truly dynamic service
delivery process and improves user experience (connectivity requirements can be changed in real time).
This aspect is crucial due to the ever-increasing volumes of data traffic in mobile networks, driven by
the prevalence of streamed audio and video services. Operators need to handle increasing traffic loads
and they must also roll out new services rapidly. New service rollouts that take months or even years to
complete will no longer be credible or acceptable.
NFV provides the means to virtualise applications and to be able to run them on different hardware
platforms, whether telecom-grade or commercial off-the-shelf (COTS). The virtualisation of a network
must include the following characteristics:


Seamless user experience of network functionality, whether implemented in legacy
architecture or as a virtualised application.



Telecom-grade performance, meaning, for example, high availability, redundancy and
upgradeability. This can be achieved using telecom-grade platforms, or through a redundant
and high-availability network design of selected third-party provider COTS platforms.



Coexistence with the legacy network, as well as a common network management and
orchestration.

From the standardisation point of view, on the one hand, ETSI NFV aims to define an architecture and
a set of interfaces so that physical network functions, like routers, firewalls, CDNs and telco applications,
can be transformed: from software applications designed to run on specific dedicated hardware into
decoupled applications – called VNFs (Virtual Network Functions) – deployed on Virtual Machines
(VMs) or containers, on generic servers. On the other hand, OpenStack [26], addresses service
provisioning and virtualisation, by providing an open-source software service framework that is APIdriven and pluggable, enabling public and private clouds to be quickly deployed and managed
effectively. The transformation to VNF services and deployment scenarios needs an API framework, and
OpenStack is a suitable candidate (to ensure carrier-grade service and support for provisioning of NFV
services, some extensions may be needed).
VNFs can be provisioned in a VM environment or via bare metal, as well. Network functions that
require all available resources on a given compute blade, such as RAM, CPU cores, disk I/O and/or full
NIC bandwidth, are best suited to be provisioned without a hypervisor.
The network management system is responsible for managing the required virtual network functions
in their lifetime. As a first step, the VNFs should be instantiated and configured. Considering the nature
of the network functions, it should be required to validate it before starting to populate the node with
live subscribers. When the function is deployed on the network, the NetOS is responsible for scaling it
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in or out. Scaling can be driven on demand, from the VNF itself, or on management request. This last
point can cover emergency situations.
A number of significant use cases have been identified by ETSI NFV to show the possibility of
instantiating real network services through VNFs. The scenarios presented in [27] provide an
interesting overview of such services and are perfectly in line with the research activities that will be
undertaken in the scope of the INPUT Project. A slightly different approach in the exploitation of the
NFV paradigm is represented by the Cloud Radio Access Networks, and is reported in the next section
to complete the picture of the current network technologies.

3.1.3 Cloud Radio Access Networks
Cloud Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is an emerging network architecture first envisioned by the
China Mobile Research Institute [28] for next generation mobile networks. In perfect harmony with the
SDN and NFV paradigms (in fact, it can be meant as use case for NFV technologies), the C-RAN concept
is based on the idea of moving the baseband and packet processing functions of a traditional base station
to a pool of computing resources to centralise the processing [29]. A centralised pool of virtualised
baseband units (for example deployed in the TelcO PoP or central datacentres) allows serving a number
of distributed radio access nodes enabling efficient processing aggregation and dynamic allocation of
resources. It also allows reducing the power consumption, by adapting the processing resources
according to the access network load.
Recently, several vendors like ZTE [30], Alcatel-Lucent [31], Huawei [32] and Nokia Networks [33]
deployed preliminary C-RAN features into their products.
As introduced at the beginning of this section, bringing computing facilities closer to mobile users
enables mobile operators to offer not only the possibility of deploying connectivity services in a
“softwarised” fashion (and therefore bringing all the advantages of a NFV infrastructure) but also new
business opportunities. For instance, similarly to the INPUT approach, the Nokia Liquid Net solution
[31] combines the C-RAN concept (Liquid Radio [34]) with the possibility of bringing application layer
functionality closer to the mobile access network through the Liquid Application solution [35]. At the
heart of Liquid Applications is the ground-breaking Nokia Radio Applications Cloud Server (RACS),
which deploys the latest cloud technology and service creation capabilities, running on standard IT
facilities. The RACS is a combination of the following:




A server with processing and storage capacity;
A radio gateway that interfaces applications to the user plane, as well as extracting real-time
radio and network information, for example radio conditions, subscriber location, direction of
travel, and more;
A private cloud providing the capability to configure and manage virtual machines.

On one hand, the Liquid Applications architecture allows for the improvement of QoS in terms of
throughput acceleration and latency minimization, which can be only achieved by having
content/applications stored and processed in close proximity to the user, that is, at the network edge.
On the other hand, Liquid Applications by collecting and processing subscriber and network data (e.g.
related to proximity and location) from inside the base station add a new capability to the BS to create
personalised and contextualised new mobile broadband services that can use proximity and location to
connect subscribers with local points of interest, businesses, and events.

3.2 Existing Cloud Infrastructure Solutions
Cloud infrastructures are large-scale distributed architectures that provide computing resources such
as computer hardware, operating systems, networks, storage, databases, and even entire software
applications, on-demand. In general, the architecture of a cloud infrastructure can be divided in four
layers: the physical layer, the infrastructure layer, the platform layer, and the application layer. The
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physical layer is generally implemented in datacentres, which contain thousands of servers organized
in racks and interconnected through switches and routers.
Cloud solutions generally build their foundation on the virtualisation of the physical layer, i.e., the
infrastructure layer, which is essentially an abstraction of logical functions from underlying physical
resources. In fact, with the advance of virtualisation technologies in the last few years, datacentres have
evolved from rigid, mainframe-based infrastructure to flexible distributed architectures based on
commodity hardware. Thanks to virtualisation, administrators can dynamically partition and adapt
their infrastructure to different cloud services and variable workloads.
Virtualised datacentres abstract compute, network, and storage service platforms from the underlying
physical hardware; this abstraction enables server consolidation and on-demand provisioning
capabilities, which results in high server utilisation rates and significant cost and energy savings.
In this context, the efficient and scalable management of the virtualised resources is essential to
guarantee optimal datacentre operation; thus, a cloud software platform is a key component of the cloud
architecture. The main role of this component is to orchestrate the deployment of virtual resources and
manage the physical and virtual infrastructures. Examples of cloud software platforms are OpenStack
[26], OpenNebula [47] and Cloudstack [48], which will be briefly presented in the following.
Built on top of the infrastructure layer, the platform layer consists of operating systems and
application frameworks. The purpose of the platform layer is to simplify the deployment of applications
directly into virtual containers. For instance, Google App Engine [49] and Microsoft Azure [50] provide
means for implementing storage, database and web applications.
Finally, at the highest level of the hierarchy, the application layer consists of the actual cloud
applications.
In the following of this section the main building blocks of a cloud infrastructure and existing solutions
are described. In detail, Section 3.2.1 summarizes existing virtualisation technologies, and Section 3.2.2
introduces virtual networking. Finally, Section 3.2.3 summarizes the most representative cloud
infrastructure platforms.

3.2.1 Virtualisation Technologies
As previously anticipated, cloud computing architectures are mainly based on virtualisation platforms,
since they permit to isolate workloads among different service instances and to easily control the
resource usage of every cloud application.
Most of the cloud infrastructures, like Amazon EC2 [51], extensively make use of VMs, hosted by
hypervisors to run services like databases inside VMs. Most of the Platform as a Service (PaaS) and
Software as a Service (SaaS) providers (built on IaaS) deploy their services inside VMs. Virtualisation
hypervisors can be classified in two main categories:


Bare-metal hypervisors (Type 1): they have direct access to hardware resources, which
results in better performance, scalability and stability. However, the hardware support is
typically more limited, because the hypervisor usually has a limited number of device drivers
built into it.



Hosted virtualisation hypervisors (Type 2): these hypervisors run on a conventional
Operating System (OS), just as other computer programs. This approach provides better
hardware compatibility than bare-metal virtualisation, because the OS is responsible for the
hardware drivers instead of the hypervisor. However, a hosted virtualisation hypervisor does
not have direct access to hardware and must go through the OS, which increases resource
overhead and can degrade VM performance. Moreover, because there are typically many
services and applications running on the host OS, the hypervisor often steals resources from
the VMs running on it.
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Nevertheless, this classification is not always clear. For instance, the Linux's Kernel-based Virtual
Machine (KVM) [52] and FreeBSD's bhyve are kernel modules [53] that effectively convert the host
operating system into a Type 1 hypervisor. However, since Linux distributions and FreeBSD are still
general-purpose operating systems, with other applications competing for VM resources, KVM and
bhyve can also be categorized as Type 2 hypervisors.
Another interesting alternative to hypervisor platforms is represented by Container-based
virtualisation. Container-based virtualisation is a method in which each container shares the same
kernel of the base native OS; thus, hosting a different OS in a container is not possible as it is in the
hypervisor case. Container virtualization is considered “light” since, unlike in hypervisors, it induces less
overhead when resources are accessed. However, a still unresolved aspect of container resource
management is the fact that processes running inside a container are not aware of their resource limits
[54].
In the following, the most representative virtualisation solutions for cloud infrastructure are
described and categorised.

Hypervisors
The main representative open source hypervisors are KVM and XEN [55] while the
proprietary/commercial ones are VMware Vsphere [56] and Microsoft Hyper-V [57].
However, most of the cloud solutions for datacentres tend to be built around KVM, which is a Linuxhosted virtualisation hypervisor, and Vsphere, which is a bare metal hypervisor. In Table 1, a brief sideby-side comparison on selected characteristics between the aforementioned hypervisors is presented.
The open source KVM is compared in its commercial bundling from Redhat, and Xen in its commercial
bundling from Citrix. For a more thorough comparison of these products, the reader may refer to [58].
The selected core characteristics presented in this comparison roughly refer to the host configuration
and capabilities, to the VM configuration, interoperability and to supported functions regarding
resources management, security and VM migration.

Containers
Lightweight process virtualisation is not a new concept; in fact, it was exploited in the past in Solaris
Zones, BSD jails, AIX WPARs (Workload Partitions) and Linux-based containers projects [59]. Most of
the focus is currently on Linux Containers (LXC) [60] and other solutions that are based (or were at least
initially based) on them, like Docker [61]. The building blocks of LXC are namespaces and cgroups
supported at the kernel level [59]. According to the namespaces man page [62]: “A namespace wraps a
global system resource in an abstraction that makes it appear to the processes within the namespace
that they have their own isolated instance of the global resource” while cgroups (control groups) is a
Linux kernel feature that limits, accounts for and isolates the resource usage (CPU, memory, disk I/O,
network, etc.) of a collection of processes [63].
Containers aim to offer an environment close to the one of a VM, but without the overhead that comes
from running a separate kernel and simulating all of the hardware. LXD [60] is a “hypervisor” for
containers aiming to combine the speed and density of containers with the security of traditional virtual
machines. It is made of three components: A system-wide daemon (lxd), a command line client (lxc) and
an OpenStack Nova plugin (nova-compute-lxd), while the daemon exports a REST API.
Docker is an orchestration solution built on top of the Linux kernel. Docker originally used LXC as the
“engine,” but recently developed their solution called “libcontainer”. Docker containers focus on a single
application by designing a container that can only run a single app. Furthermore, layered containers are
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Table 1: Comparison among different hypervisors (Source [58]).
VMware
vSphere 5.5
Virtual Hardware 'version 10',
VMware ESXi 5.5: Build
1331820, vCenter Server 5.5:
Build 1312298, vCenter Server
Appliance 5.5

Redhat
RHEV 3.5
KVM with RHEV-H
or RHEL

Microsoft
HyperV 2012R2
Hyper-V '3'

Citrix
XenServer 6.5
XenServer 6.5:
Xen 4.4 -based

Max Consolidation Ratio

512vm, 4096 vCPU , max 32
vCPU / core

No limit stated

1024 vims/host, 2048
vCPUs/host

Max CPU - Host
Max Cores per CPU
Max Memory - Host
Max vCPU per VM

320 (Logical)
unlimited
6 TB (New with Update 2)
64

160 (logical)
unlimited
4TB
160 vCPU per VM

Max RAM per VM
Serial Ports

1TB
Yes max 4 (incl. vSPC)

Hot Add/Plug

Yes (CPU, Mem, Disk, NIC),
PCIe SSD - NEW!
Yes (Memory Ballooning)

4TB
No (serial console
via hooks possible)
Yes (disk, NIC, CPU)

320 Logical CPUs
unlimited
4TB
up to 64 vCPU (Win) /
64 vCPU (Linux)
1TB
yes (named pipe)

500 vm (Win) or
650 (Linux) per
host
160 (logical)
unlimited
1TB
16 (Win) /
32(Linux)
192GB
No

VM Config

Host Config

General

Hypervisor Details/Size

Memory

Dynamic / Over-Commit

Interoperability
Other

Yes (disk, NIC)

Yes (virtio), Mem
Balloon
optimisation and
error messages
Yes (KSM)

Yes - Dynamic
Memory (Linux guest
support - new)
No

No

Yes

Yes (SLAT)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, incl. vApp

Hardware Compatibility

Very Comprehensive (see link)

Comprehensive

Guest OS Support

Very Comprehensive (see link)

Limited

Yes (OVF
Import/Export)
Strong Windows
Ecosystem
Closing the gap

Scripting / APIs

Web Services API/SDK, CIM,
Perl, .NET, Java SDKs, Client
Plug-In API, vSphere Clip, vMA

REST API, Python
CLI, Hooks, SDK

Yes (WMI API,
PowerShell 4 - NEW)

Yes (SDK, API,
PowerShell)

Cloud API

vCloud API

REST API

CloudStack APIs,
support for AWS
API

Resource Pools

Yes

Security

Free: ESXi Firewall, vShield
Endpoint; Advanced (with
Vendor Add-On: NSX / vCloud
Networking and Security)

Yes (Quota, Devices
SLA, CPU Shares)
SELinux, iptables,
VLANs, Port
Mirroring

Service Provider
Foundation API, Azure
Service Management
API
Yes (Host Groups)

Basic (NetScaler
- Fee-Based AddOn)

Live Migration of VMs

Yes vMotion, Metro vMotion
and 'shared nothing' vMotion
(4-8 concurrent)

Migration Compatibility

Yes (EVC)

Yes (Live Migration
- unlimited
concurrent
migrations, 3 by
default)
Yes (except with
CPU pass-through)

Windows Security,
Hyper-V Extensible
Switch (DNSSEC,
PVLANs, port ACLs,
BitLocker etc.)
Yes ('Unlimited'
Concurrent, 'Shared
Nothing'; new
compression & SMB3
options)
Yes (Processor
Compatibility)

Maintenance Mode

Yes

Yes

Yes

Automated Live
Migration

Yes (DRS) - CPU, Mem, Storage
(new affinity rules, migrate
replicated vm)

Power Management

Yes (DPM), Enhanced Host
Power Management (C-States)
Yes (Live Storage vMotion);
including replicated vm

Yes (LB) - Built-in
(CPU) and
Scheduler for
'custom'
Yes (Power Saving)

Yes - Dynamic
Optimisation (CPU,
mem, disk I/O, Net
I/O)
Yes - Power
Optimisation
Yes (Live and 'Shared
Nothing')

Memory Page Sharing
Hardware Memory
Translation
OVF Support

VM Mobility

disks and memory
(dynamic) only

Storage Migration

Yes (Transparent Page
Sharing)
Yes

Yes

Yes (DMC)

Improving
Good

No

Yes XenMotion

Yes
(Heterogeneous
Pools)
Yes
Yes Workload
Balancing
Yes Workload
Balancing
Yes (Storage
XenMotion)
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supported. Thus, it has a different design approach than LXC, being application oriented while LXC is
more like a VM.
Microsoft, as well, is about to present its own solution to support Windows OS containers: Hyper-V
Containers, a new container deployment option with enhanced isolation powered by Hyper-V
virtualisation and Nano Server, a minimal footprint installation of Windows Server that is highly
optimised for the cloud, and ideal for containers [64].

3.2.2 Virtual Networking
The deployment of cloud services involves not only the provision of VMs (i.e., computing and storage
resources), but also the dynamic instantiation of virtual communication networks to interconnect the
different service components and to make the service reachable for external users.
In this respect, the virtualisation of networking equipment allows exposing isolated virtual instances
of routers and switches and thus provides the ability of building virtual infrastructures over physical
ones, through their segmentation into logical devices [65], [66].
In order to move towards this direction, a combination of the SDN and NFV paradigms seems ideal to
enable network virtualisation. In fact, on the one hand, it guarantees a simple initial deployment, as
these paradigms can be adopted on practically any hardware platform by just a firmware upgrade, and
on the other hand they guarantee flexibility in the reconfiguration phases, for example upon requests
regarding scaling, optimisation objectives and sustaining continuity of operation under system’s
dynamics.
As different virtual networks can share common physical links, the cloud infrastructure should also
offer additional mechanisms to guarantee traffic isolation between different virtual networks. To this
goal, a virtual switch inside the same physical server can be used to switch the traffic between the VMs
and aggregate the traffic for connection to the external physical switch. As will be extensively described
in the deliverables produced in the scope of WP3, this virtual switch can be implemented inside the
hypervisor or at the user-space level. The implementation of any of these two solutions is constrained
to hardware parallelism issues, and can provide high performance and fine-grained configurability only
if these conflicts are overcome.
Furthermore, SDN’s separation between the controller and the data-plane state can improve the live
migration of a complete network as an ensemble—the VMs, the network, and the management system—
to a different set of physical resources. In [67] and [68], the authors introduce a method for migrating a
network that clones the data-plane state to a new set of switches transparently to the application
running on the controller, and then incrementally migrates the traffic sources (e.g., the VMs). During
this transition, both networks deliver traffic and a synchronized state is maintained. A similar solution
will be adopted in the INPUT Project for the management of the Personal Cloud Services that will be
introduced in Section 6.

3.2.3 Existing Cloud Platforms
As highlighted in Section 3.2, most of the research and development activities around Cloud Software
Platforms are focused on the infrastructure layer of the cloud architecture.
In this context, the main role of this component is to efficiently manage virtualised resources to
provide a secure and isolated execution environment for cloud services and providing tools for
dynamically orchestrate VMs and virtual networks, configuring load balancing and server consolidation
policies, resizing and partitioning the infrastructure.
These platforms generally abstract the underlying physical infrastructure by exposing different
interfaces and APIs for interacting with the virtual resources.
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In the following, the cloud software platforms that are gathering most of the attention, efforts and
large-scale deployments are introduced, along with some newest platforms expected to gain significant
interest.

OpenStack
OpenStack is a cloud operating system mainly used to deploy and manage an IaaS solution [26].
OpenStack controls large pools of compute, storage, and networking resources throughout a datacentre,
managed through a dashboard that gives administrators control, while empowering their users to
provision resources through a web interface. OpenStack is developed and supported by a global
collaboration of developers and cloud computing technologists. The project seeks to deliver solutions
for all types of clouds, by being simple to implement, scalable, and feature rich. The technology consists
of a series of interrelated projects delivering various components for a cloud infrastructure solution. All
OpenStack source code is available under an Apache 2.0 license.
As shown in Figure 4, OpenStack has a modular design that enables integration with legacy and thirdparty technologies. It is built on a shared-nothing, messaging-based architecture with modular
components, of which each one manages a different service.

Figure 4. OpenStack modular architecture. Source [26].

The main components of the OpenStack platform are listed and described in the following; further
details can be found in [26].


Compute (Nova); a cloud computing fabric controller designed to manage and automate pools
of computer resources, which can work with widely available virtualisation technologies
(such as KVM, XEN, VMWARE, Hyper-V, Linux Containers), as well as bare metal and highperformance computing (HPC) configurations. The compute architecture is designed to scale
horizontally on standard hardware.



Image Service (Glance); provides discovery, registration, and delivery services for disk and
server images.



Object Storage (Swift); it is a scalable redundant storage system.



Dashboard (Horizon); provides administrators and users a graphical interface to access,
provision, and automate cloud-based resources.



Identity Service (Keystone); provides a central directory of users mapped to the OpenStack
services they can access. It acts as a common authentication system across the cloud operating
system and can integrate with existing backend directory services, like LDAP.



Networking (Neutron); it is a system for managing networks and IP addresses. OpenStack
Networking provides networking models for different applications or user groups.



Block Storage (Cinder); provides persistent block-level storage devices for use with OpenStack
compute instances.
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Orchestration (Heat); it is a service to orchestrate multiple composite cloud applications using
templates, through both an OpenStack-native REST API and a Cloud Formation-compatible
Query API.



Telemetry (Ceilometer); provides a Single Point Of Contact for billing systems, providing all
the counters they need to establish customer billing, across all current and future OpenStack
components.

OpenNebula
OpenNebula is a cloud computing platform focused on datacentre virtualisation for the management
and orchestration of VMs. OpenNebula is designed to enable the integration of different storage and
network configurations and hypervisor technologies. Its architecture includes three layers:


Tools Layer: provides interfaces such as command line interface (CLI) and APIs to configure
virtual resources.



Core Layer: is a centralized layer that orchestrates the VMs’ full life cycles, and sets up virtual
networks dynamically.



Driver layer: This layer contains the pluggable drivers used by the Core Layer that provide a
layer of abstraction over the lower level operations, such as virtualisation hypervisor and
cloud drivers.

Differently from OpenStack, OpenNebula supports cloud federation to interface with external clouds.
By using cloud drivers such as Amazon EC2, this feature allows organizations to supplement the local
infrastructure with additional computing capacity from other public clouds to meet peak demands.

Apache CloudStack
Apache CloudStack provides an open and flexible cloud orchestration platform to deliver reliable and
scalable private and public clouds [48]. It provides a management server and agents for hypervisor hosts
so that illustrating an IaaS cloud is possible. Indicatively, it works with hosts running XenServer/XCP,
KVM, Hyper-V, and/or VMware ESXi with vSphere, manages storage for instances and orchestrates
network services from the data link layer (L2) to some application layer (L7) services, such as DHCP,
NAT, firewall, VPN.

3.3 QoS/QoE Provisioning
Referring to another INPUT relevant trend in the current network technology landscape, the quality
of a communication service – be it based on the perspective of the user or on network-related
parameters – is nowadays always considered as part of the quality provisioning for services within a
current network architecture or technology; or it is ultimately used as part of the performance and costeffective analysis of the technology for evaluation, especially with respect to complexity and
effectiveness of the architecture/technology. As also envisaged in INPUT, service quality metrics (in
terms of KPIs in INPUT) are thus commonly defined for new network technologies/architectures. They
are used, on the one hand, to determine the quality of a service and user satisfaction with the service.
On the other hand, they are used as an input parameter for active mechanisms in the system (e.g.,
resource management and/or control loops) to perform provisioning of QoS/QoE.

3.3.1 Quality Measures for Services and Applications
Several different types of quality measures are known in the literature including Quality of Service
(QoS), Classes of Service (CoS), Grade of Service (GoS), Quality of Reliance (QoR) and Quality of
Experience (QoE) [33].
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The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) defines QoS as a set of “service requirements to be met by
the network while transporting a flow” [34]. Inside a network system, technical parameters can be
arranged in order to make service guarantees to the clients. The most intrinsic QoS parameters are
packet transfer delay, packet delay variation, also known as jitter, packet error ratio, packet loss ratio
and throughput [35], [36]. In terms of QoS, providers practically assure certain ranges or limits for
different QoS parameters. QoS is usually guaranteed for IP flows at the network layer, but may also be
enforced at the data link layer (e.g., by prioritizing certain MAC addresses). By choosing robust
modulation schemes in order to mitigate packet errors or ensuring a reserved traffic rate for throughput
guarantees, QoS is also applicable for mobile communication networks.
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) defines QoE in “the overall acceptability of an
application or service, as perceived subjectively by the end-user” [37]. Hence, QoE is a difficult-toestimate conglomerate of several subjective and objective aspects. First of all, the so-called source
quality represents the basis of the QoE that can hardly be improved. All system elements within the endto-end delivery including the defined QoS parameters influence the QoE. Next to the technical
components like network, devices, protocols, the evaluation of QoE is significantly affected by subjective
influences, such as the expectations and application-specific features, pricing policies, psychological and
sociological factors, or the location at which the service is received. In order to quantify and estimate
the QoE, measures are commonly used such as Mean Opinion Score (MOS), etc. The MOS is ranged from
1 (bad) to 5 (excellent quality) and describes the perceived quality of a service [38]. Hence, the QoE
corresponds to the perceived quality of a client and includes several factors, e.g. the QoS that is a
measurable service guarantee for one distinct flow.
Different approaches describe the relationship between QoS and QoE, such as the IQX hypothesis that
exponentially connects the two quality classifications [39].

3.3.2 Key network-related QoS parameters
By hosting the cloud applications directly into network operators’ infrastructures as close as possible
to the end-users, latency reductions can be achieved. However, the provision of adequate quality cannot
be guaranteed. This is due to the fact that currently network operators maintain networks of multiple
technology generations (2G/2.5G, 3G/3.5G, 4G/4G+, ADSL/ADSL2/ADSL2+, VDSL, PON/GPON), with
different QoS performance capabilities (upload and download bitrates, latency, bit error rates, etc.).
Although the continuous introduction of new access/core network technologies leads to better network
performance, “islands” of legacy technologies –e.g., rural/remote areas– with relatively lower
performance characteristics still remain and possibly will not be upgraded (for business/economic
reasons). For example, in a geographically remote low populated area that is typically served by 2G/2.5G
technologies, one cannot expect to enjoy high definition video streaming. Another example is that of
geographical areas with either no connectivity at all or low bitrate wired connectivity in the order of a
few kbits/s in the downstream.
The key network-related parameters that have an impact on the user QoE include the following ones:






Network availability/reliability: Defined as the downtime per year (e.g. 30 seconds correspond
to 99.999% availability) [98].
Network coverage: Indicates that a certain geographical area is covered by the signal of a
particular base station. The received signal strength along with the interference level may impact
the QoS (call dropping probability, outage probability, bitrates, latency, etc.)
Network Congestion: High network loading may have an impact on the offered QoS (bitrates,
latency, call blocking/dropping, etc.).
Throughput: Refers to the effective data transfer rate measured in bps. A minimum throughput is
usually guaranteed by a service and/or network provider.
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Packet delay (latency): This is the amount of time it takes a packet to reach a receiving point after
it has being transmitted from a sending point (one-way delay).
Packet loss: Refers to bit errors or packet losses during transmission, as well as any degradation
introduced by media coding. The tolerance of delay and packet loss for different services is depicted
in Figure 5.
Packet delay variation (jitter): Refers to the variability in packet arrival times at the destination.
It corresponds to the difference in the end-to-end delay between packets.

3.3.3 QoS parameters on a per service/application basis
The “level” of QoS may differ on a per service/application basis. Voice and video applications, for
example, require higher QoS compared to web browsing or file transfer services [96]. ITU has set specific
performance targets for audio and video applications (Table 2) and data applications (Table 3)
regarding the one-way delay, delay variation and information losses. In addition, Table 4 depicts some
typical QoS parameters for multimedia content distribution. Indicative theoretical QoS parameters for
mobile networks, DSL networks and PONs are listed in Table 5 and Table 6, respectively.

Figure 5: Tolerable delay and packet loss for different services [95].
Table 2: Performance targets for audio and video applications [95].
Medium

Audio

Application

Conversation
al voice

Degree of
symmetry

Two-way

Typical data
rates

4-64 kbit/s

Key performance parameters and target values
One-way delay

Delay
variatio
n

Information
loss (Note 2)

<150 ms preferred
(Note 1)

< 1 ms

< 3% packet
loss ratio
(PLR)

< 1 ms

< 3% PLR

<< 1 ms

< 1 % PLR

Other

<400 ms limit
(Note 1)
Audio

Voice
messaging

Primarily
one-way

4-32 kbit/s

< 1 s for playback
< 2 s for record

Audio

High quality
streaming
audio

Primarily
one-way

16-128 kbit/s
(Note 3)

< 10 s
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Video

Videophone

Two-way

16-384 kbit/s

< 150 ms preferred
(Note 4)

< 1% PLR

Lip-synch:
< 80 ms

< 400 ms limit
Video

One-way

One-way

16-384 kbit/s

< 10 s

< 1% PLR

NOTE 1 – Assumes adequate echo control.
NOTE 2 – Exact values depend on specific codec, but assumes use of a packet loss concealment algorithm to
minimise effect of packet loss.
NOTE 3 – Quality is very dependent on codec type and bit-rate.
NOTE 4 – These values are to be considered as long-term target values which may not be met by current
technology.

Table 3: Performance targets for data applications [95].
Medium

Data

Application

Web-browsing –
HTML

Degree of
symmetry

Typical
amount
of data

Primarily
one-way

~ 10 kB

Key performance parameters and target values
One-way delay
(Note)

Delay variation

Information loss

Preferred < 2
s/page

N.A.

Zero

N.A.

Zero

N.A.

Zero

Acceptable < 4
s/page
Data

Bulk data
transfer/retrieval

Primarily
one-way

10 kB –
10 MB

Preferred < 15 s
Acceptable < 60 s

Data

Transaction
services – high
priority e.g. ecommerce, ATM

Two-way

< 10 kB

Data

Command/control

Two-way

~ 1 kB

< 250 ms

N.A.

Zero

Data

Still image

One-way

< 100
kB

Preferred < 15 s

N.A.

Zero

Preferred < 2 s
Acceptable < 4 s

Acceptable < 60 s
Data

Interactive games

Two-way

< 1 kB

< 200 ms

N.A.

Zero

Data

Telnet

Two-way
(asymmetric)

< 1 kB

< 200 ms

N.A.

Zero

Data

E-mail (server
access)

Primarily
one-way

< 10 kB

Preferred < 2 s

N.A.

Zero

Acceptable < 4 s
Data

E-mail (server to
server transfer)

Primarily
one-way

< 10 kB

Can be several
minutes

N.A.

Zero

Data

Fax (“real-time”)

Primarily
one-way

< 10 kB

< 30 s/page

N.A.

< 10−6
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Data

Fax (store &
forward)

Primarily
one-way

< 10 kB

Can be several
minutes

N.A.

< 10−6

Data

Low priority
transactions

Primarily
one-way

< 10 kB

< 30 s

N.A.

Zero

Data

Usenet

Primarily
one-way

Can be
1 MB or
more

Can be several
minutes

N.A.

Zero

Table 4: Typical QoS parameters for multimedia content distribution [99].
Input Parameters of Performance Testing

Output Parameters of Performance Testing

Service

Number of
Streams

MAC Payload Rate
(per stream)

Packet Size
(bytes)

Max PER

Max
Latency

Max Jitter

Multiple Stream
(1 HDTV/2SDTV)

3

35 Mbps

228

3.6 * 10-5

90 ms

+/- 10 ms

HDTV

1

19.68 Mbps

228

3.6 * 10-5

90 ms

+/- 10 ms

SDTV/DVD

1

3/8 Mbps

228

3.6 * 10-5

90 ms

+/- 10 ms

HQ Video Conf. Call

2 per call

1.5 Mbps

228

3.6 * 10-5

10 ms

+/- 5 ms

CD Quality Audio

1

256 kbps

360

5.8 * 10-5

100 ms

+/- 10 ms

Table 5: QoS parameters for mobile networks.
QoS parameter
System
Throughput

Latency

Coverage

2G
Up to 172kbps
(GPRS)
Up to 384kbps
(EDGE)
Up to 1Mbps (Evolved
EDGE)
700ms (GPRS)
300ms (EDGE)
150ms (Evolved
EDGE)
-85 to -110 dbm

3G
Up to
DL/UL: 672/70 Mbps
(With HSPA+ Release
11, 8-carriers with
4x4 MIMO)

4G
Up to
DL/UL: 326/86
Mbps (4x4 MIMO)

4G+
Up to
DL/UL: 3/1.5 Gbps (Data
rate depends on channel
quality, BW and antenna
elements at Tx and Rx)

50ms (HSPA+)

20ms

5ms

-95 to -115 dbm

-75 to -120 dbm

-75 to -120 dbm

Table 6: QoS parameters for DSL networks [105].
XDSL Series

Type

Down speed

Up speed

Distance

ADSL

Asymmetric

6-8 Mbps

640 kbps

3500-5500 m

ADSL 2

Asymmetric

12 Mbps

1 Mbps

2000 m

ADSL 2+

Asymmetric

27 Mbps

1 Mbps

1000 m

RADSL

Asymmetric

640-200 kbps

27-1088 kbps

5500 m

VDSL

Asymmetric/Symmetric

13-52 Mbps

1.5-2.3 Mbps

1500 m

HDLS

Symmetric

2.3 Mbps

2.3 Mbps

3500 m

IDSL

Symmetric

144 kbps

144 kbps

> 500 m
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Figure 6: Typical QoS parameters for PONs [107].

3.3.4 Theoretical and Practical Assessment of WAN Technologies
To enlighten the impact of the performance capabilities on QoS/QoE of both wireless and wired legacy
state-of-the-art and emerging technologies for the last-mile (access network), an overall technology
comparative assessment is provided in Annex B. The analysis is based on the comparison of the key
technology characteristics, as described in the standards, while also a practical QoS assessment (in
terms of uplink/downlink bitrates and latency) is presented, based on the performance of commercially
available wireless and wired networks. Indicatively, the QoS of different (commercial) wireless access
networks (e.g. 2G/3G/4G) is depicted in Figure 7.
Finally, to assess the impact of the end-user device on the QoS offered by the network, a comparative
study in terms of bitrates and latency has been conducted (see Annex B) for 2 devices of similar radio
capabilities.

3.3.5 Mechanisms for QoS Support per Technology
Initially, 2G networks were designed primarily for the provision of voice services (Circuit Switched)
and secondarily for low bitrate data services (Circuit Switched). In 2G, prioritisation can only be
provided for voice services (emergency services – “112”). The 2.5G (GPRS, EDGE) could support higher
bitrates for data services (Packet Switched) without the capability to offer prioritised data services to
the users. Though the introduction of 3G/3.5G technologies allowed for some kind of prioritisation of
the data services (Gold, Silver, Bronze users) the operators did not proceed with the introduction of the
relevant QoS mechanisms. The main “QoS mechanism” adopted by the 2G/3G operators was the over
dimensioning of their networks (access, backhaul, core networks) that led to significant investments.
LTE networks support QoS mechanisms inherently (indicatively see [108] - [112]).
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Max/min/Avg Latency Times
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Figure 7: 2G/3G/4G QoS comparison in terms of latency, Downlink and Uplink bitrate.

3.3.6 Mapping QoS to QoE - Exponential Relationship between QoE and QoS
In order to be able to build effective QoE control mechanisms onto measurable QoS parameters,
quantitative relationships between QoE and QoS are required. In [42], a generic formula is proposed,
which connects QoE and QoS parameters through an exponential relationship, called IQX hypothesis.
The formula relates changes of QoE with respect to QoS to the current level of QoE, is simple to match,
and its limit behaviours are straightforward to interpret.
The IQX hypothesis is based on the assumption that the subjective sensibility of the QoE is more
pronounced the higher this experienced quality is. If the QoE is very high, a small disturbance will
strongly decrease the QoE. On the other hand, if the QoE is already low, a further disturbance is not
perceived significantly. This relationship can be motivated by considering a restaurant QoE: If we dined
in a five-star restaurant, a single spot on the clean white table-cloth would strongly disturb the
atmosphere. The same incident would go unnoticed in a simple tavern.
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Based on this assumption, the change of QoE depends on the current level of QoE, given the same
amount of change of the QoS value, but with a different sign. Assuming a linear dependence on the QoE
level, the following differential equation is derived:
𝛿𝑄𝑜𝐸
~ − (𝑄𝑜𝐸 − 𝛾)
𝛿𝑄𝑜𝑆
The solution to this equation is an exponential function, which expresses the basic relation of the IQX
hypothesis:
𝑄𝑜𝐸 = 𝛼 ⋅ 𝑒 −𝛽⋅𝑄𝑜𝑆 + 𝛾

Figure 8: General shape of the mapping curve between QoS and QoE [42].

Figure 8 shows the exponential decay of the QoE dependent on the QoS disturbance. On the x-axis, the
QoS disturbance (e.g., packet loss or delay) is denoted, while the y-axis indicates a QoE value (e.g., an
opinion score). The QoE of the outcome of the transmission as a function of QoS disturbance is split in
several areas, separated by thresholds x1 and x2.
In Area 1 the QoS disturbance is negligible and does not affect the perceived quality, such that the user
considers the QoE equivalent to that of the reference. Hence, a slight growth of the QoS disturbance may
not affect the QoE at all. For instance, small delays and delay variations may be eliminated by a jitter
buffer, without the user noticing the additional delay. A similar effect is observed for web surfing delays
up to half a second. Even if web pages were delivered faster than threshold x1, it would not matter to
the average user.
In Area 2 a certain threshold x1 of the QoS disturbance is exceeded. The former quasi-optimal QoE
level cannot be maintained anymore. As the QoS disturbance grows, the QoE and thus the user
satisfaction sinks. In case of a high QoE, a certain additional QoS disturbance might have a considerable
impact on the QoE, while for low QoE, the particular additional QoS disturbance might not be that critical
anymore. Consequently, as the QoE sinks, its negative gradient is expected to do so as well.
In Area 3 the quality perceived by the user is unacceptable. As soon as the QoS disturbance reaches
another threshold x2, the outcome of the transmission might become unacceptably bad in quality, or the
service might stop working because of technical constraints such as timeouts. A user might give up using
the service at that point; this is illustrated by the dashed line.
As an example, Figure 9 shows the impact of QoS degradation of packet loss on the QoE of voice
transmitted with the iLBC codec used by Skype. The QoE scores are mapped to subjective MOS according
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to ITU-T Recommendation ITU-T P.862.1, taking on the values 1 = bad, 2 = poor, 3 = fair, 4 = good, and
5 = excellent. As the packet loss ratio approaches 100%, the QoE in terms of MOS approaches its
minimum of 1. The QoE scores are fit with an exponential function to obtain the unknown parameters
α, β and γ of the above equation. The fit for the chosen iLBC voice codec according to the IQX hypothesis
is given in the legend. Based on these results the QoE perceived by users can be assessed by knowing
the degradation of QoS parameters measured in the network.

Figure 9: Measurement results and obtained mapping function between packet loss ratio and QoE [42].

3.4 The INPUT Approach and Network Infrastructure
The INPUT Platform considers a telecommunication Network Infrastructure (NI) with full
technological convergence of the mobile and the wire-line access. The NI is supposed to be constituted
by the following segments:


Core Network (CN): Is the backbone part of the NI that is characterized by very high capacity
links connecting access networks to other networks and datacentres.



Access Network (AN): Is the part of the NI that connects subscribers to their immediate
Internet Service Provider (ISP).

In the state-of-the-art NI the traffic from the AN to the CN is aggregated and routed in the Edge
Network (EN) segment between the AN and the CN (see Figure 10). Moreover, specific nodes in the EN
interface the end-user with the Authentication, Authorization and Accounting (AAA) systems. In today’s
networks, such nodes are the only devices in charge of authenticating TelcO customers, authorizing their
traffic and services, as well as extracting information for pricing and billing processes. In other words,
they constitute the only network nodes in the TelcO infrastructure where network services follow a
“Personal” paradigm. For instance, in fixed networks the Broadband Remote Access Servers (BRAS)
provide layer 2 connectivity to the end-user, connection authentication and transmission encryption
through PPP sessions over Ethernet or ATM sessions.
Likewise, in mobile networks the aggregation of mobile traffic is performed by specific access network
nodes. In 3GPP standardized 2G and 3G networks, this node is called Base Station Controller (BSC) and
Radio Network Controller (RNC), respectively. User authentication and authorization is performed by
the Authentication Center (AAA) using information stored in the HLR (Home Location Register).
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Figure 10. High-level architecture of a fixed and mobile convergent network.

In LTE (Long Term Evolution) networks the first stage of the mobile traffic aggregation is performed
by the eNodeB. eNodeB handles control plane functions such as paging, radio resource management
(RRM) (radio admission control, radio bearer control, congestion control, etc.) and data scheduling
functions according to required QoS, handover functions based on load balancing rules and inter-cell
interference coordination functions. The aggregated traffic is then forwarded to the mobile core
network, namely, the Evolved Packet Core (EPC), the main control element of which is the MME
(Mobility Manager Entity).
The MME supports three basic functions: authentication and security, subscription profile
management and service connectivity, as well as mobility management. Authentication and security
functions involve the exchange and comparison of user credentials with the Home Subscriber Server
(HSS) and the UE. The HSS comprises the main subscription data repository. The information stored in
the HSS is used at session establishment and session handling procedures, by supporting mobility
management and services authorization functions, as well as security, integration and ciphering. This
information is also used to support functions such as user identification, authentication, network access
authorization –e.g. used for roaming to a visited network, as well as naming/addressing resolution,
service provisioning and subscriber policies enforcement/modification, location dependencies, etc.
Moreover, the Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) comprises the entity that supports/enforces
the policy and charging control (PCC) rules, as it decides how services shall be treated in terms of QoS
and priority in the core network nodes (PDN-GW, S-GW), based on user subscriber policy and
information obtained from HSS. The deployment of PCRF is optional especially at initial network stages.
As shown in Figure 10, fixed and mobile network convergence requires the interfacing of
heterogeneous systems coming from the two technology domains. In this respect, the SDN and NFV
technologies can certainly simplify the deployment of a universal central office, which can provide
aggregation and AAA services for both fixed and mobile domain (see Figure 11). On one hand, NFV
servers can host specific network functions, which today are provided by dedicated equipment; on the
other hand, an SDN controller can provide a seamless chain of network functions and configure different
virtual networks according to the traffic requirements.
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Starting from the envisaged future networks evolution, the INPUT Platform aims at integrating
personal cloud services in ENs, where the Network Operator terminates the user network access, and a
direct trusting/control on user accounts and services is performed. In particular, the INPUT Platform
introduces/controls computing and storage capabilities in the edge network enabling users/network
operators to create/manage private clouds in the network. This allows moving cloud services closer to
end-users, supporting novel latency-sensitive applications, and vertically integrating cloud services into
the network (better integrated with their heterogeneous network access technologies thanks to a wide
adoption of SDN and NFV paradigms).
The INPUT technologies will enable to replace physical Smart Devices (SD), usually placed in users’
homes (e.g., network-attached storage servers, set-top-boxes, video recorders, home automation
control units, sensors, etc.), with their “virtual images,” providing them to users “as a Service” (SD as a
Service – SDaaS).

Figure 11. High-level architecture of a fixed and mobile convergent network with SDN and NFV
technologies.

A Virtual Image is defined as a software instance that fully or partially dematerializes a physical
network-connected device, and that provides its virtual presence in the network along with all its
functionalities.
Moreover, cloud services will take advantage of a vertical integration in the network environment,
where applications can benefit from the SDN/NFV capabilities to intercept traffic or to directly deal with
network setup configurations and parameters.

The INPUT services provision involves three main stakeholders:




The (Telecom) Network Operator: It is in charge of providing Internet access, accounting and
billing to their subscribers and providing the infrastructure/platform for supporting and
deploying cloud services.
The Service Providers: They are in charge of “interacting” through standard APIs with the
INPUT Platform for defining personal cloud services, their computing and storage
requirements and the service level agreement. They can directly create cloud services and/or
allow users create/configure their own personal cloud network.
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The Users: they are the final consumers of the personal cloud services– individuals or
enterprise customers.

Note that the same actors can play several different roles at the same time. For example, a Service
Developer can be a Service Provider or the Network Operator may also be the Service Provider.
Conventional stakeholders such as network infrastructure providers/vendors, application/software
developers/software houses, end-user devices vendors, etc., also participate in the INPUT value chain;
however, their role is in the INPUT services development and support, rather than the INPUT
network/services operation.
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4 INPUT Use Cases
In this Section, three representative Use Cases (UC) of virtualisation and cloudification of devices,
applications and functionalities fitting in the INPUT concept are identified and described. Each of these
UCs can be considered as an “umbrella” that may be further analysed in a number of individual business
case scenarios (BCSs) (see the Annex A – “INPUT Business Case Scenarios”) with similar characteristics.
For the systematic UC description a common template is utilized, which allows highlighting their
common characteristics, the weaknesses in their current implementation, as well as the optimisation
and benefits that can be expected with INPUT for all involved parties/stakeholders. In addition, an initial
investigation of potential restrictions and challenges expected are included, towards the architectural
design and implementation of the INPUT solution.
In these UCs and the relevant BCSs, one can easily identify the lack of flexibility (in terms of the user’s
location and device type), cost inefficiency, service quality and network performance related issues that
the user has today without the INPUT solution, in order to manage (access, store, consume, process, etc.)
its own content or share an Internet service (on line gaming, etc.). On the other hand, the cloudification
of services intends to address the aforementioned weaknesses and render the user able to enjoy high
QoS at any device, anywhere, anytime, while the Service Providers and Network Operators can achieve
savings in CAPEX/OPEX (energy, network resources, etc.), as well as explore new business
opportunities. Last but not least, new challenges arise, such as the additional effort expected on the
virtualization process, issues related with the user’s location identification or billing, the mobility
support, the communication and interoperability among the different network domains.

4.1 Virtualisation of existing End-User Electronic Devices
Table 7: Use Case 1: Virtualisation of existing Personal Electronic Devices.

Generic Info
Use Case 1

Virtualisation of existing Personal Electronic Devices (VoPED)

Goal/
Objective(s)

Virtualisation of existing Personal Electronic Devices is envisaged to replace
existing mobile/portable devices (e.g. netbooks/notebooks) with a virtual image
of them provided “as a service,” through which user will be able to access any
digital content (e.g., photos, videos, documents), either own personal material or
from external service providers (e.g., Live TV, streaming content).

Detailed
Description

The Set-top box virtualization use case consists in the virtualization of the
commonly used users’ set-top boxes provided by external content providers to
enable services to their customers, like pay-per-view, video on demand,
recording of television programs or exclusive events, vision of the recorded
events, and so on. In the vision of the INPUT project, the STB will not be present
as a physical device at the user home; rather, it will be a service provided by the
contents provider and the telecommunications network to their customers. More
in detail, the STB will be an instance of a virtual machine template, created by a
content provider. This virtual machine template, if and when necessary, will be
instantiated by the TELCO operator at the edge nodes of the network the
customer is connected to. Under this perspective, audio and video devices such
as smart TVs, tablets, home theatres, speakers, and so on, will be connected to
the local area network and, through this, to the edge of the INPUT network, in
order to be connected to the personal area network. The INPUT edge node will
present a number of virtual network functions based on the required services for
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each customer. Among these, the ones requiring the STB service will have a
virtual network function running the STB service.
As far as the local area network domain is concerned, the virtual STB will enable:
1. the real time streaming of multimedia contents transmitted from the
content provider to one or more local player devices;
2. the recording of contents;
3. the playout of contents previously recorded.

Figure 12. Virtualisation of STB.
All the above-mentioned functions will be made available by using an app for
smartphone or tablet. A Graphic User Interface (GUI) will guide the user across
the above-mentioned virtual STB functions. For the sake of clarity, the GUI will
permit to choose the action (playing live contents, recording and viewing users’
contents), the content, and the device where to finalize the action, i.e. the player,
among the devices connected to the personal area network.
The potentiality of the STB virtualisation use case becomes clear when the user
moves from the own local area network towards another LAN: the main scope of
the use case is, in fact, the extension of the LAN concept to the more complex idea
of personal area network. When the user is connected to an external LAN the
INPUT network should perform different kinds of actions, taking into account
whether a user is allowed to have one or more instances of virtual STB, according
to the contract with the contents provider. More specifically:
1. the user has only one instance of virtual STB, i.e. he/she can use the STB
only on one device at a time; if this is the case, the INPUT user can choose:
a. to migrate the virtual machine running the virtual instance of STB in
the visited local area network, i.e. the LAN the user is connected to;
b. to export one device (smart TV, home theatre, tablet, speakers, etc.)
of the visited network to his personal area network, by using the
functionalities provided by the INPUT full SDN compliant network;
2. the user has N instances of virtual STB, i.e. he/she can use the STB in N
devices at the same time; if this is the case the INPUT user can choose:
a. to duplicate the virtual machine running the STB, and export the new
instance of virtual STB in the visited LAN;
b. as in case 1.b, one or more devices of the visited LAN can be exported
to the user’s personal area network; in such a way the user can
choose – means of a smartphone app – the action to be performed
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and the device where to play the multimedia content, by viewing
his/her own devices and the ones exported.
In order to optimise the storage occupation and the number of data stream flows
from the content providers to the customers, nevertheless each user will have a
personal instance of the virtual STB; a shared storage space will be employed,
where multimedia contents recorded by users will be saved and retrieved when
required. As far as the storage server is concerned, it might be allocated one
server for the whole TELCO network or one for each edge node, in order to serve
all the users connected to it. Such approach allows employing light virtual
machines running the STB instances and optimising the copy and migration
procedures’ needs in case of user movements from the user’s local area network
to other ones.
The same solution can be employed concerning the video-stream receiver, i.e.
the functional block that receives all the live contents coming from the content
providers and that interfaces with the virtual STB to send the required stream
(i.e. a live channel, an event, and so on).
Stakeholder roles
Stakeholder
roles and their
interests

Interests
-

Content accessible anytime, anywhere, with at least
the same QoS as if being locally stored

Service Provider

-

Attract business customers
Efficiently use/Save computing/server resources

Network Operator

-

Increase market share
Efficiently use/Save network resources

Users

INPUT Approach

INPUT
innovation
vs. Current
Status

Current status:
Currently, end-users are overwhelmed with a large number of end-user devices,
either stationary or mobile, in which they store their data. Having personal data
available at different end-user devices and locations requires keeping copies of
them, which raises capacity issues, as well as overhead of synchronising/
transferring data among a multitude of devices.
On the other hand, Service Providers’ content is usually stored at datacentres
that reside outside the telecom operator network. Accessing this content from
multiple users at various locations incurs undesired high latency and high
consumption of telecom network resources.
INPUT innovation:
In the context of INPUT, user data or Service Providers’ content are stored at an
optimal location of a distributed cloud infrastructure, and can be moved or
copied/reproduced at other devices with the same QoS.

Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

Prerequisites:
- Flexible/programmable network.
- Virtualisation environment at the edge nodes.
- VMs management functionalities such as creation, copy, migration, etc.
- Management of a virtual presence of a physical device, like for example a TV
in the visited local area network. This virtual presence has to encapsulate
traffic crossing the visited local area network to be transferred to the physical
LAN in order to include the TV into the personal area network.
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Constraints/restrictions:
- Content/Service Providers’ systems must be re-developed/adjusted to run
on cloud infrastructure and images.
- Some of the required parameters might be not known a priori and must be
assumed (e.g. type of device, configuration settings).
Challenges

-

Service consolidation, orchestration and management of Service Provider
content to be accessible by multiple devices.
Network programmability.
Re-development/Adjustment of third party applications/systems.

Miscellaneous
Reference
Business Case
Scenarios (see
Annex A)

-

Virtualisation of Home Device/Functionalities.
Set-Top Box Photo Album.
Video Streaming/Recording on Edge Cloud
Surveillance with Recording Capability).
Online Gaming towards the Edge.
Office Collaboration over Cloud.

(Remote

Monitoring/

4.2 Virtualisation of IoT Services in Smart City Scenarios
Table 8: Use Case: Virtualisation of IoT Services in Smart City Scenarios.

Generic Info
Use Case

Virtualisation of IoT Services in Smart City Scenarios (VIoT)

Goal/
Objective(s)

Virtualization of IoT Services offered in the context of the smart cities (related
to smart mobility and smart energy management, personal health, home
automation, etc.), where a number of measurement units (e.g. vehicles
distributed in an urban area for the ITS case) growing exponentially, generate
sensed data (collected via sensors/intelligent machines) that need a scalable,
reliable, secure and self-healing approach taking into account delay
restrictions.

Detailed
Description

Smart Cities will leverage Internet of Things technologies to improve the usage
of all types of public resources (spanning from the air we breathe to the parking
spots). In fact, the "smartness" of the cities will need information about the
status of the environment provided by a variety of heterogeneous sensors and
the ability to modify it granted by actors executing control on a wide range of
assets, such as public lighting, traffic lights, heating and/or cooling of public
building, etc. Smart Cities being possibly seen as composed by several smart
environments (smart automated homes, smart hospitals, smart buildings, etc.),
the same concepts and the use case application of the INPUT project will be
extended to these environments.
In such a context, sensors and actuators (referred to as "objects" in the
following) will generate and use data, will interact with each other and with
applications/services. The above process must be executed in a timely, scalable,
reliable and trustworthy manner.
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Unfortunately, in most cases the above objects do not have the energy,
processing, and communication capabilities to execute the above processes by
themselves. This is why several solutions are available, which rely on the
instantiations of processes running in servers of the cloud representing the
digital counterparts of physical objects. In other terms, in most solutions virtual
objects are instantiated representing the real world objects in the cyberspace.
Solutions based on (logically) centralized servers in the cloud have several
advantages, but suffer from a few major problems. In fact, objects might be far
away from the datacentre hosting the cloud, which results in long delays and
inefficiency in the use of communication resources.
In the INPUT project we propose to bring the virtual representation of objects
closer to their physical counterpart. The INPUT project builds on SDN and
virtualisation techniques to improve the quality of service perceived by users.
Furthermore, moving the virtual representation of objects closer to their
physical counterpart can increase the efficiency in the use of resources. In fact,
in the INPUT architecture, access routers of Internet service providers are
equipped with processing and storage capabilities that can be used to run
virtual machines. Such virtual machines execute user application functions to
reduce the latency and improve resource and energy efficiency.
In our scenario the access router will provide virtualized
platforms/infrastructures, where virtual representations of the objects can
run. An Orchestrator will decide which virtual representation of the objects is
most convenient to move close to the physical object and which to leave in the
remote cloud. Such decision is a function of the rate with which interactions
between pairs of (or several) nodes occur. An SDN Controller will then update
routing in such a way that the virtual representation of an object can be reached
in its new location.
Stakeholder roles

Interests
-

Users

-

Stakeholder
roles and their
interests

Service Provider

-

Network Operator
-

Enjoy timely added value IoT services making their
everyday life easier, safer, and more enjoyable.
Maintain control over the usage of their personal
information
Reduce costs while not reducing the level of the
services offered to citizens
Increase transparency of the processes executed to
manage public resources
Build new integrated IoT services using shared data
generated by devices’ of collaborative citizens
Reduce the usage of communication resources (and
thus energy consumption) utilized to support
exchange of information between real world objects
and their virtual counterparts
Achieve a more central role in the Smart City
ecosystems (not just bit pipes)

INPUT Approach
INPUT
innovation

Current status:
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vs. Current
Status

Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

Currently, a common centralized cloud IoT architecture is made of the following
layers:
- a virtualisation layer made of so called Virtual Objects (VOs) that abstract
Real-World Objects (RWOs), such as sensing devices and also non-ICT
objects such as vehicles, traffic lights, etc., and process the related
components needing some kind of interface to the digital world;
- an aggregation layer made of so-called Composite Virtual Objects (CVOs)
that are cognitive mash-ups of semantically interoperable VOs created with
the aim to aggregate VOs in order to accomplish a certain high-level task;
- a service layer, which has the role to organize the application requirements
into services to be fulfilled thanks to CVOs.
In centralized architectures, sensed data are collected from the equipment at
the field level and sent to the control centre (to the VO). This means that all the
virtualisation entities reside remotely at a central location (i.e. in the operation
zone) where control centres perform all data analysis and decision-making.
This approach is suitable in a small network without latency and security
constraints, but does not fit in a context where the number of measurement
units (e.g. in smart cities’ scenarios) is growing exponentially and needs a
scalable, reliable, secure and self-healing approach that takes into account delay
restrictions.
INPUT innovation:
To successfully address issues like scalability, reliability, security, self-healing
delay restrictions in a wide network, a distributed network architecture making
the most out of edge computing should be adopted. In edge computing, instead
of sending all data and taking all decisions remotely, certain data analysis
considering strict latency and security constraints, as well as computationally
simple actions, are carried out locally (i.e. at the edge of the network). Only
those functions that need a broader vision of the architecture or a significant
computational power would be forwarded to the control centre. Thus, control
centres only take care of the highest-level supervision and of those actions that
cannot be conducted locally.
This distributed approach for VO management has been only partially designed
till now, so that only some functionality has been implemented. Specifically, the
entire VO could be transferred and executed in a distributed way, i.e., moved
from one virtual machine to another. However, the best solution would be to
design VOs in a modular fashion and allow that each single piece of process be
executed in the proper location on the basis of the QoS constraints and available
resources. This vision is brought in the smart city and smart home environment
to significantly reduce communication overhead and, hence, increase system
scalability. Besides, according to this view, there is also the possibility, when the
service allows this, of “federating” private cloud to always use the proper VOs
(or modules of VOs) in any situation and location, whoever the owner is.
Prerequisites:
- Flexible programmable network.
- Runtime environment in each physical devices.
- Selection of strategies for the correct identification of the optimal location
for the execution of the micro-services.
Constraints/restrictions:
- Edge routers must have the capabilities for hosting a large number of
heterogeneous virtual objects.
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Challenges
-

To provide/develop/support the separation of the micro-services that
should be instantiated in the optimal edge cloud from the VOs.
To develop scalable solutions given that the number of objects is expected
to increase exponentially in the next few years.
To optimise the usage of resources considering that each object will interact
with a large number of other objects through frequent exchange of short
messages.

Miscellaneous
Reference
Business Case
Scenarios (see
Annex A)

-

Dynamic deployment of ITS Services in Smart Cities.
Personal Health Agent.
Centralised Management of Sensors/Energy Smart Meters/etc.
Pervasive Intelligent Machine.
Information about Historic Sites/Museums.
Home Management Systems/Home automation.

4.3 Digital Content on the Move
Table 9: Use Case: Digital Content On the Move.

Generic Info
Use Case

Digital Content On the Move (DCoM)

Goal/
Objective(s)

DCoM is envisaged to replace existing mobile/portable devices (e.g.
netbooks/notebooks) with a virtual image of them provided “as a service,”
through which users will be able to access any content (e.g. photos, videos,
documents), either own personal material or from external service providers
(e.g. Live TV, streaming content) while on the move, at car and/or train speeds
(emphasis on mobility requirements).

Detailed
Description

Given the increasing adoption of ICT technologies, users require to have access
to own digital content (e.g., photos, videos, documents) or to digital content from
external service providers (e.g., Live TV, streaming content) anywhere, anytime.
Especially when being “on the move” (e.g., when travelling by train, boat, car),
having a large amount of own data stored locally at mobile devices requires high
capacity and processing capabilities from the mobile devices, while keeping
synchronised/updated copies of data between multiple stationary (PCs) and
mobile devices is time-consuming and even annoying . On the other hand,
especially considering external data/content services provisioning, having the
content at remote (network) location incurs high latency and consumption of
communication network resources.
In the context of DCoM, the INPUT concept proposes the “cloudification” of the
various end-user devices focusing on the mobile ones, so that users’ own data is
handled on a virtual image of these devices that can be accessible everywhere –
under specific authorization/authentication procedures. In practice, content can
be duplicated or distributed over the network depending on user’s location and
mobility status. The same can be also applied in case of content that is received
from external service providers, instead of having the content placed outside the
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telecom operator network; thus minimizing the impact on storage, QoS and
network resources consumption.
In both DCoM cases, the primary storage and distribution of data is determined
by a variety of factors such as: users/customers’ locations/most visited places,
energy policies, service quality requirements, resource consumption policies,
available resources at the edge network (datacentre/conventional
datacentre/nano-/micro-datacentre). A management service to monitor service,
resources and network availability and metrics will be necessary.
Stakeholder roles
users
Stakeholder
roles and their
interests

Service Provider

Network Operator

Interests
-

Content accessible anytime, anywhere, especially
when on the move with at least the same QoS as if
being locally stored.

-

Attract business customers.
Save computing/server resources.

-

Increase market share.
Increase and make more efficient network resources
utilisation.

INPUT Approach

INPUT
innovation
vs. Current
Status

Current status:
Currently, end-users are overwhelmed with a large number of end-user devices,
either stationary or mobile, in which they store their data. Having personal data
available “on the move” requires keeping copies of these personal data on mobile
devices, which usually have capacity limitations, besides the overhead of
synchronising/transferring data between these multiple end-user devices.
On the other hand, Service Providers’ content is usually stored at data centres
that reside outside the mobile network. Accessing this content from multiple
users at various locations incurs undesired high latency and high consumption of
telecom network resources – especially depending on the adoption of
unicast/multicast/broadcast technologies.
INPUT innovation:
In the context of INPUT, user’s mobility requirements are considered (including
car and train speeds) with the user data or Service Providers’ content being
stored at an optimal location of a distributed cloud infrastructure, and moved or
copied/reproduced to other locations so that it is available everywhere with the
same QoS and the same or equal cost, especially to users “on the move.”

Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

Prerequisites:
- Flexible programmable network.
Constraints/restrictions:
- Content/Service providers’ systems must be re-developed/adjusted to run
on cloud infrastructure and images.
- Some required parameters might be not known a priori and must be
assumed/calculated (e.g. location of the user, velocity, direction).

Challenges

-

Service consolidation, orchestration and management of service provider
content to be accessible by multiple users.
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-

-

High mobility scenarios may incur multiplication of content or frequent
content re-distribution on distributed cloud infrastructure; proper/cost
efficient selection of initial storage and distribution of content from core
towards the access/edge network nodes.
Network programmability.
Re-development/Adjustment of third party applications/systems.

Miscellaneous

Reference
Business Case
Scenarios (see
Annex A)

All use cases may have an “on-the-move” requirement, but especially the
following:
- Virtualisation of Home Device/Functionalities.
- Video Streaming/Recording on Edge Cloud (Remote Monitoring/Surveillance
with Recording Capability).
- Office Collaboration over Cloud.
- Dynamic deployment of ITS Services in Smart Cities.
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5 Stakeholders’ Requirements
As specified in Section 3.4 the INPUT ecosystem involves three main category of stakeholders: the
Users, the Service Providers and the Network Operator. According to this scenario the requirements
have been organized into three different groups:


User-related requirements (Section 5.2): these requirements are posed by the end users,
which will get access to cloud services through the INPUT infrastructure;



Service Provider-related requirements (Section 5.3): this group of requirements is posed
by the Service Providers that want to exploit the INPUT infrastructure’s computing facilities
for deploying their services;



Network Operator-related requirements (Section 5.4): these requirements specify what the
INPUT architecture has to provide to the Network Operator for both supporting Users and
Service Providers requirements and enabling the management of the infrastructure.

The requirements summarised in this section have been identified on the basis of internal surveys and
literature studies performed by those INPUT partners with relevant experience in each
field/stakeholder domain, as well as on the basis of the main, relevant objectives of INPUT.

5.1 Taxonomy
For the purpose of having a homogeneous reading of user requirements, each requirement has been
specified by the contents of the following fixed format table:
Table 10: <Title of Requirement>.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

USER-TYPE-RQT01

Essential/Optional

Business Case Scenario No

Description
The ‘Description’ field contains the specification of the requirement (description of the purpose and
goals to be fulfilled), written in a preferably concise, yet clear way.
Notes
The ‘Notes’ field provides useful additional information, definitions, specific benefits, limitations and
references helping in the full apprehension of the requirement description.
Code: This field provides a unique code to exclusively identify each individual requirement and ease
tracking its fulfilment in the next steps of the project. This field has the following generic format: USERTYPE-RQT01. In this format, the following sub-fields are identified:
USER indicates the business entity/stakeholder that poses the requirement and may take the following
values:




EU – the End-User;
SP – the Service Provider;
NO – the Network Operator.

TYPE indicates the type of the requirements and may take the following values:
FUNC – functional requirement;
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PERF – non-functional performance requirement;
ENER – energy consumption related requirement;
SP – non-functional security & privacy requirement;
MOD – non-functional modularity requirement;
EXT – non-functional extensibility requirement;
MAIN – non-functional maintainability requirement;
INT – non-functional interoperability requirement;
OTH – other non-functional requirement.

RQT# is an incremental number uniquely identifying the requirement.
Priority: This element specifies the criticality of the requirement.
Reference Use-Case: This element provides a link between the requirements and the detailed INPUT
business case scenarios as defined in the Annex A of this Deliverable Report, and summarized in Section
4. The following acronyms are used to refer to the specific business use case of the Annex A:











VoHDF – “Virtualisation of Entertainment Home Device Functionalities” (Annex A – Section 1);
SEPA – “Set-Top Box Photo Album” (Annex A – Section 2);
VSREC – “Video Streaming/Recording on Edge Cloud” (Annex A – Section 3);
OGE – “Online Gaming towards the Edge” (Annex A – Section 4);
OCC – “Office Collaboration over Cloud” (Annex A – Section 5);
DITS – “Dynamic deployment of ITS Services in Smart Cities” (Annex A – Section 6);
PHA – “Personal Health Agent” (Annex A – Section 7);
REMS – “Remote Energy Management System” (Annex A – Section 8);
PIM – “Pervasive Intelligent Machine” (Annex A – Section 9);
HMS – “Home Management Systems / Home Automation” (Annex A – Section 10).

5.2 User-related Requirements
The user-related requirements for the INPUT architecture can be divided into three categories,
reflecting the demand that a user has on client, cloud service and connection, and more specifically into:




Client-side requirements: e.g. accessibility, device interoperability, QoE requirements;
Cloud service-side requirements: e.g. service/application functionalities, service dynamics and
flexibility, physical/virtual device sharing, flexible billing;
Service access requirements: mainly QoS related.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

EU-PERF-RQT01

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Accessibility and Interoperability: Depending on the service, the user must be able to access the
service from anywhere (e.g. at work, at home, in the car, while walking) and at any time, beginning
right after the service subscription procedure is complete. Furthermore, certain device
interoperability must be guaranteed depending on the service. The use of mobile devices as well
smart TVs should be possible.
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Notes
For different services, different accessibility and interoperability issues apply and must be taken into
account (see section above):





VeHD, VSREC, OCC, DITS, REMS, SEPA require mobile access
SEPA: Use via smartTV and smartphone. Access from the home network as well as Internet
cafes or other PCs
DCoM: scenario focused on mobile use with user mobility

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

EU-PERF-RQT02

Essential

All Scenarios (esp. those related to
VoPED, and
DITS and the user
interface of REMS)

Description
QoE Requirements: a satisfactory QoE must be guaranteed to each user. To achieve a good QoE,
service-, network- and user-related parameters must be managed depending on the type of service.
Notes
Overview on service-, network- and user-related parameters used for QoE estimation:
 Web-Based Services: Download time must be smaller than 0.5s [43].
 Gaming: The most important QoE indicators are latency (responsiveness) and video quality
of the game.
 HTTP Video Streaming: The most important QoE indicators are length of initial delay, number
and length of playback interruptions (stalling), and played out video quality levels. At 2-3
stallings (depending on the length of stalling) the user is dissatisfied [44][45].
 Live Video Streaming: QoE-relevant parameters for live video streaming are packet loss and
image quality [46].
 File Download: QoE-relevant parameters for file download is average throughput [43].
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Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

EU-PERF-RQT03

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Service/application functionalities: Basic functionality. The service must have the desired
functionality in the form of application functions.
 Set-top box/remote surveillance: streaming video, record video;
 Editing/viewing photos;
 Monitoring and managing energy consumption from cloud;
 Providing digital content;
 Office functionalities;
 Advanced ITS functions;
 Remote Energy Management;
 Pervasive Intelligent Machines’ functionalities.
Notes
Optional: application functions might be shared between different services, such as streaming
functionality.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

EU-PERF-RQT04

Essential

All Scenarios – esp. the VoPED ones

Description
Service dynamics and flexibility: The user wants to move the service on demand. The scenario
envisages that the user wants to use, if necessary, his/her service on holiday or at work. For this
he/she shifts the service either manually or the service is automatically migrated. Three different
types of migration are possible: full migration, restart in another place, migration of user data (preinstalled functionality for the service required at the new location).
Notes
See also Service Provider-related Requirements: migration according to energy or load criteria.
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Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

EU-FUNC-RQT05

Essential/Optional

VoPED related scenarios

Description
Physical/Virtual Device Sharing: the user should be able to share the functionality of her/his own
physical/virtual devices with other users in a secure way.
Notes
For instance, the user can use his/her virtual set-top box to stream his/her own contents to the smart
TV of another user (who grants the needed permission). The same applies for the photo album use
case (SEPA) reported in the Annex A.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

EU-FUNC-RQT06

Optional

All Scenarios (esp. the VoPED
scenarios)

Description
Flexible billing: the user must have the possibility to change his/her account/billing settings, from
anywhere and at any time, without any service interruptions
Notes
For instance, the user can decide to pass to a “premium” account, obtaining more storage space,
better performance or additional features, and have this new form of account available and active
right after the new subscription and payment.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

EU-INT-RQT07

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Interoperability with standard multimedia devices’ protocols: The user must be able to interact
with his/her own virtualized smart devices as in residential LAN independently of her/his position
and with standard communication protocols e.g., DLNA – Digital Living Network Alliance, UPnP –
Universal Plug and Play, etc.
Notes
This requirement will be satisfied by providing users with a Personal Network service, see Section
6.1.
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Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

EU-FUNC-RQT08

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Security: The INPUT solution shall provide secure interfaces towards the end-users. For this
purpose, where needed, end-user authentication and authorisation techniques shall be incorporated
when accessing especially the cloud-based parts of the Virtual Objects (VOs).
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

EU-FUNC-RQT09

Essential

All Scenarios (especially VIoT)

Description
Privacy: The INPUT solution shall provide interfaces enabling end users to control the disclosure of
their private information. In the IoT case, this refers to the information gathered by sensors, which
might be used to infer habits of the end users. The INPUT technology should enforce respecting the
user settings.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

EU-EXT-RQT10

Essential (commercial
versions)

All Scenarios

Description
Extensibility/Upgradability: INPUT applications shall be future-proof by continually following
the state-of-the-art applications and Middleware/Operating Systems’ trends. Therefore, the INPUT
applications solution shall be extensible/upgradable in terms of supporting:
 software/hardware enhancements, advanced features/functionality, and possibly new,
relevant applications, and
 newer Middleware/Operating Systems’ versions.
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5.3 Service Provider-related Requirements
As in the user-related requirements case, the service provider-related requirements refer mainly to:




Cloud service functionality requirements (e.g. service chain definition),
Cloud services management requirements (e.g. monitoring, reconfiguration, billing, virtual
machine deployment), and
Cloud services interfacing.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-FUNC-RQT01

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Cloud service deployment: Service Providers (SP) must be able to interact with the INPUT platform
to instantiate execution containers (e.g., virtual machines) composing a cloud service, by specifying
resources’ requirements and constraints.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-FUNC-RQT02

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Service chain definition: The SP must be able to interact with the INPUT platform to instantiate a
virtual network among execution containers for cloud services requiring the chaining of different
functionalities (i.e., a service chain).

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-FUNC-RQT03

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Service monitoring: Service applications are continuously monitored against a series of
performance metrics. Furthermore, there is interaction with the INPUT platform to acquire data
regarding resource utilisation at the execution container. Profiling information per executable or
even per function maybe monitored and recorded, as well. Historical data per application are kept in
order to gain insights on usage and performance and provide for various optimisation purposes (i.e.
assist reconfigurations, scalability support, meeting SLAs, make sure SP’s objectives are met).
Notes
The instantiation of an applications monitoring service is required.
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Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-FUNC-RQT04

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Service maintenance: Services and devices linked to the services should provide support for remote
diagnosis (extension of service monitoring - SP-FUNC-RQT03) and to carry out maintenance actions
such as remote reset, remote upgrade / update. Furthermore, there is interaction with the INPUT
platform to provide the data about the diagnosis status and carried out maintenance actions.
Notes
The maintenance of services that have linked physical sensors (specially IoT-related scenarios) will
present an additional component focused on the devices management.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-FUNC-RQT05

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Service Reconfiguration: SP must be able to interact with the INPUT platform to request redeployments of execution containers in order to either update a cloud service or re-define SLAs and
computing/storage requirements.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-FUNC-RQT06

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
User Interface: SP interacts with the user in order to illustrate management requests over the user’s
Personal Cloud by translating the requirements and interacting with the INPUT platform.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-FUNC-RQT07

Optional

All Scenarios

Description
Billing: SP keeps usage data per user along with other monitoring data and may build different
charging models.
Notes
SP charges the user while the Infrastructure provider hosting the input platform charges SP.
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Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-FUNC-RQT08

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Deployment Type of a virtual machine: The Service Provider should be able to declare the
deployment type of a Virtual Machine composing a cloud service – i.e., single-user or multi-user – to
the INPUT platform.
 If a virtual machine is single-user, the INPUT platform will instantiate it for each service
subscriber;
 If a virtual machine is multi-user, the Service Provider should be able to specify the
maximum number of users that can be served by it and the maximum distance from the
end-users in term of latency (to define the grade of geographical distribution).
Notes
In the INPUT platform every service chain realizing a cloud service must be declared with at least
one single-user virtual machine. This single-user virtual machine provides the user the interface to
access to her/his personal data and functions of the cloud service.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-INT-RQT09

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Interoperability: The virtual machines deployed in the INPUT platform should be able to
interoperate with applications residing in the Service Providers’ Datacentres.
Notes
For instance, a content delivery service provider must be able to update the contents of the
virtualised caches deployed in the INPUT platform.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-INT-RQT10

Essential/Optional

All Scenarios

Description
IaaS/PaaS Interface Support: The Service Provider must be able to interact with the INPUT
platform by using existing and different IaaS/PaaS interfaces.
Notes
The INPUT platform will provide the SPs a set of standard APIs, which will enable next-generation
cloud applications to go beyond the classical IaaS service model, by completely hiding the complexity
of the underlying network infrastructure.
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Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-INT-RQT11

Essential

IoT-related Scenarios

Description
End-to-end support: The Service Provider must be able to interact with the devices linked to the
services.
Notes
The INPUT platform will provide the SPs access to the devices by using standard protocols, to allow
them interact and access their data / services remotely. This requirement is focused on provisioning
IoT capabilities to the SPs.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-INT-RQT12

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Security – Deployment and Control: The Service Provider must be able to configure keys and
credentials to define the access control for the services and cancel access to services or upgrade the
level of access to the end-users.
Notes
The INPUT platform will provide the SPs an interface to define the credentials to access a specific
service via different roles (Identity Management) and to configure the access level for every user to
a specific service.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

SP-INT-RQT13

Low

All Scenarios

Description
Audit/Logging: The Service Provider must be able to access to the history of operations for audit
purpose.
Notes
The INPUT platform will provide to SPs an interface to recover the history of operations from a
service.
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5.4 Network Operator-related Requirements
The network operator-related requirements refer mainly to:






Network platform Energy, Cost and Network Resources efficiency,
Cloud services interoperability requirements (e.g. with various interfaces, technologies,
standards),
Cloud services Scalability-Extensibility-Expandability,
Security and Reliability, and
Other, such as service logging, monitoring, etc.

Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-ENER-RQT01

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Energy consumption management: The INPUT platform must be able to dynamically control and
optimise the energy consumption of the INPUT infrastructure according to the usage of the
computing and network resources. This should allow energy consumption of the INPUT
infrastructure being lower compared to existing solutions.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-OTH-RQT02

Essential (commercial
operation) /
Optional (prototype)

All Scenarios

Description
Cost Efficiency: The total cost to deploy, operate, maintain, upgrade, support, etc., the INPUT
infrastructure throughout its lifecycle shall be lower compared to existing solutions.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-INT-RQT03

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Interoperability of communication interfaces: The INPUT solution shall be interoperable with
various WAN (Wide Area Network) access technologies, namely xDSL, fibre optics, 3GPP
technologies’ families, etc. Access to the INPUT platform and services shall be made available over
various access network technologies, legacy and future networks.
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Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-INT-RQT04

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Interoperability with various service/application implementations: The INPUT solution shall
be interoperable with various service/application implementations that may:
 run over various OS (Operating Systems),
 be developed for different Hardware systems,
 be developed by different vendors, etc.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-INT-RQT05

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Standardised Interfaces: The INPUT system/platform shall provide standardised interfaces
towards the network operator, users and service providers. The communication between different
entities shall be based on standardised protocols, or standardised protocol extensions.
Notes
Standardisation is required in order to ensure interoperability of the INPUT system with different/
multiple technology domains.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-MAIN-RQT06

Essential (commercial
operation) /
Optional (prototype)

All Scenarios

Description
Maintainability: The INPUT solution shall be maintainable throughout its lifecycle, from its initial
development, and during its commercial operation, as all enterprise system solutions.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-EXT-RQT07

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Scalability: The INPUT solution must be scalable in terms of:
 Communication interfaces,
 Storage space,
 Processing power,
so that it will be capable of maintaining a large number of simultaneous connections serving a
growing number of users.
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Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-EXT-RQT08

Essential (commercial
operation) /
Optional (prototype)

All Scenarios

Description
Extensibility/Upgradability: INPUT shall constitute a future-proof solution by continually
keeping pace with state-of-the-art developments and innovations. Therefore, the INPUT solution
shall be Software and Hardware extensible/upgradable in terms of:
 supporting software/hardware enhancements, advanced features/functionality of existing
services/applications
 accommodating/supporting new services/applications.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-MOD-RQT09

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Modularity: The software of the entire INPUT system must be designed according to the most recent
design patterns and architectures. The different system functionalities must be assembled in one or
more logical blocks, thus implementing a modular architecture (in terms of Software and Hardware)
that will help improving software development and maintainability. Each block must interoperate
with the others by means of one or more well-documented interfaces, thus enhancing their
conceptual separation.
The modular architecture of the system is one of the key factors in order to enhance its
maintainability. Thanks to this approach, it will be easy to develop and deploy changes with minimal
risk of regression, so that any changes to the system will not negatively affect currently working
functionalities. Furthermore, the functional separation of blocks will also improve the reliability of
the system, since the failure of one module does not necessarily affect the overall operation of the
entire application, thus avoiding global breakdowns.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-SP-RQT10

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Security: The INPUT solution shall be able to authenticate end users and provide secure interfaces
towards the core Telecom Operator network systems. For this purpose the INPUT solution shall be
separated (to an appropriate extent) from the telecom network systems, in order to eliminate the
risk of security/privacy intrusions to the network coming from the INPUT system operation.
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Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-SP-RQT11

Essential (commercial
operation) /
Optional (prototype)

All Scenarios

Description
Secure administrative procedures: System configuration changes, parameter tuning, software
upgrades and other administrative procedures must be subject to specific access restriction policies.
Administrative/maintenance procedures shall only be performed by appropriately authorized users,
in order to preserve system integrity. At INPUT platform level, such integrity can be achieved
through network administration measures, such as maintaining a variety of rigidly defined
authorization levels for users and documenting system administration/maintenance activities.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-SP-RQT12

Essential (commercial
operation) /
Optional (prototype)

All Scenarios

Description
Logging of critical activities: The central platform must log all administrative activities and security
issues.
A comprehensive and targeted logging of critical/vulnerable operations (such as system
configuration changes, parameter tuning, software upgrades and other administrative procedures)
and security-related actions (such as user login attempts and failed authentications by remote
devices) may greatly contribute to the early identification of attack/intrusion attempts by
unauthorized parties, as well as unintentional/malicious actions by authorized users.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-PERF-RQT13

Essential (commercial
operation) /
Optional (prototype)

All Scenarios

Description
System reliability: The INPUT platform must guarantee an adequate level of robustness and
redundancy, in line with current standards for enterprise-level systems’ reliability.
In any case, in future commercial versions, during system operation scheduled system downtime for
maintenance must not exceed a certain amount of time per year, should not occur during peak
periods and must not exceed a certain amount of minutes/seconds that are specified in Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) between the NO/SP and the end-user.
A satisfactory level of reliability may be reached through the adoption of adequate redundancy and
hot-pluggable replacement schemes for CPUs, power supplies, mass storage devices, etc.
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Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-FUNC-RQT14

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Balancing of storage space: The INPUT solution shall incorporate mechanisms for effectively
balancing the storage space between different edge network points.
Maintaining and orchestrating effectively distributed data storage facilities at multiple edge network
locations is therefore required.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-FUNC-RQT15

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Load Balancing of data traffic: The INPUT solution shall incorporate mechanisms of balancing the
data traffic load coming from a great number of INPUT service requests, between multiple cells of
cellular network structures (e.g. in structures incorporating small cells, umbrella cells, SelfOptimising/Organising Networks).
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-FUNC-RQT16

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Efficient consumption of network resources: The INPUT solution shall minimise the consumption
of network resources required for:
 INPUT services signalling (end-to-end) throughout the telecom operator network (accesscore)
 INPUT services data transfer between different edge points of the telecom operator network
(access-core).
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-FUNC-RQT17

Essential
(commercial
operation) /
All Scenarios
Optional (prototype)

Description
Billing of INPUT services: The INPUT solution shall allow for effective, differentiated billing of each
specific service, based on various charging schemes/policies defined by the telecom operator.
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Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-FUNC-RQT18

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Composition and management of isolated virtual networks: The INPUT platform must be able
to dynamically set up multiple isolated virtual networks connecting network functions and layer 7
services.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-FUNC-RQT19

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Service and network function migration capability: The INPUT platform shall provide the
capability to dynamically move virtualised network functions and services from one computing
facility to another computing facility while guaranteeing service continuity.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-FUNC-RQT20

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Infrastructure Monitoring: The INPUT platform shall provide capabilities to collect performance
information regarding the usage of the computing facilities and networking resources and the energy
consumption of the devices composing the INPUT infrastructure.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-FUNC-RQT21

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Service Monitoring: The INPUT platform should provide mechanisms for performing per-user
service monitoring to support the SLA verification.
Code

Priority

Ref Business Case Scenario

NO-FUNC-RQT22

Essential

All Scenarios

Description
Consolidation: The INPUT platform should be able to dynamically re-configure the allocation of the
virtual resources over the physical resources in order to optimise the efficiency of the physical
infrastructure in terms of utilisation and power consumption.
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6 The INPUT Architecture
This section describes an initial design of the INPUT architecture. As anticipated in Section 3.4, the
INPUT project aims at replacing legacy Telco ENs with a distributed architecture composed by
computing and storage appliances and by physical/virtual SDN switches, in order to:


enable Telcos’ Edge Networks to host cloud services, e.g., to host virtualised Smart Devices
(SD) providing them to users “as a Service”,



provide a standard and simple environment to service providers to deploy cloud services, and



provide to users with the perception of always being in their home Local Area Network with
their own (virtual and physical) SDs independently from of their location, with a high level of
QoE.

Moreover, the architecture has been defined by considering the specifications imposed by the use
cases described in Section 4 and by stakeholders’ requirements presented in Section 5. It is worth noting
that, along with the INPUT framework definition reported in this section, a number of footnotes will be
used to pinpoint which architectural aspect have been introduced to satisfy the specific requirements
of Section 5.
This initial design involves: i) a detailed description of the personal cloud and personal network
services (Section 6.1), ii) the high-level functional description of the INPUT architecture, along with a
definition of the southbound and northbound interfaces (Section 6.2) and iii) a description of the
interaction between the different stakeholders when a new cloud service is deployed in the INPUT
architecture (Section 6.3).

6.1 The INPUT Personal Network and Cloud Services
In order to support an effective, scalable and sustainable fruition of the personal cloud services, the
INPUT architecture must provide a novel underlying communication service between the users and the
virtual images of their smart devices. This communication service is called Personal Network.
A Personal Network is a secure and trusted virtual overlay network that is able to interconnect
the smart devices of a user with standard L2 protocols and operations equivalent to the ones
today available in the user’s home network, independently of their location (inside/outside the
user’s home) or their nature (physical/virtual).
At the current stage of the project, the Personal Networks service is defined to be realized in the scope
of a single Telco Operator.
Personal Networks are designed with the goal of providing the user with the perception of being in
the user’s home LAN with his/her own (virtual and physical) SDs, independently of the current location1
(see Figure 13). In addition, a Personal Network allows exploiting the same communication protocols 2
(e.g., DLNA – Digital Living Network Alliance, UPnP – Universal Plug and Play, etc.) that are currently
implemented in any physical smart and virtual device.
Considering the networking-related capabilities, Personal Networks will be realized by virtualising
typical Network Functions provided by the user’s home gateway, and transferring them into software
instances (Net_Functions) running in commodity computing facilities deployed in the Telco Operator
edge network.

1
2

Accessibility and Interoperability - EU-PERF-RQT01.
Interoperability with standard multimedia devices’ protocols - EU-INT-RQT07.
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Figure 13. Mapping of the Users’ Personal Network in the INPUT edge network.

A Net_Function is a single software instance providing data- or control-plane network functionality
(e.g., IP forwarding/routing, firewall, deep packet inspection, NAT, DHCP, Protocol Translations,
Tunneling, etc.) able to run in commodity servers.
In the INPUT architecture L3 routing functions of the user’s home gateway are completely virtualised
by a chain of Net_Functions providing any L3 signalling and data-plane operations on behalf of the
physical device. Such Net_Functions will include any base protocols and operations that are needed for
the correct interconnection of the device inside the Personal Network (e.g., DHCP, ARP, and mDNS), and
outside the Personal Network (e.g., firewall, NAT, and DNS).
Physical SDs typically connected to the user’s LAN (e.g., network-attached storage servers, set-topboxes, video recorders, home automation control units, smart meters, etc.) will be fully or partially
virtualised in the INPUT computing facilities through software instances, named Service Applications
(Service_Apps), running at different levels of the edge network infrastructure.
A Service_App is a software instance running in a single “execution container” (e.g., a VM – Virtual
Machine) providing application level services.
In fact, as described in Section 3.4, the INPUT project aims to design an edge network infrastructure
able to provide computing capabilities comparable to an IaaS cloud computing service. However, the
allocation strategy of cloud services in a typical IaaS solution (see Section 3.2) is usually based on some
resource optimisation performance index.
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Differently, in the INPUT scenario, Service_Apps are supposed to be always in the proximity of the users
according to the service QoS/QoE requirements, and thus to be deployed and dynamically migrated
according to the user location.
As shown in Figure 14, Service_Apps are meant to cooperate with applications residing in the users’
smart devices (User_Apps) and optionally in datacentres (DC_Apps), to realize innovative personal cloud
services like or beyond the ones described in Section 4.
The presence of such Service_Apps allows user requests to be directly satisfied by completely
offloading datacentres and/or to be pre-manipulated before crossing the network and arriving at
datacentres in ways that enhance performance. Such manipulations can include pre-processing,
decomposition and proxying.
Starting from these considerations and taking into account the state-of-the-art approaches in cloud
computing presented in Section 3.2, a cloud service (providing virtual SD as a service) can be in general
deployed in the INPUT infrastructure as a chain of Service_Apps performing specific tasks (e.g., user
interface, web server, proxy, content caching, storage, computing, encryption/decoding, etc.).
This modularity will allow performing a more fine-grained management of the computing and storage
resources and of the QoS/QoE according to the user location3, and enabling cloud service providers to
easily upgrade/extend the functionality of SDs4.
For instance, Figure 14 shows three examples of possible cloud service instances, whose deployment
will be supported by the INPUT technology. In all these cases, the User_App communicates directly with
the Service_App 1 connected to the user’s personal network. This Service_App is in charge of realizing
the access interface to the cloud service at least.

Figure 14. Examples of service chains that will be supported by the INPUT technologies.

Other service components/functions can be provided by further Service_Apps5 or even by remote
DC_Apps, which in general can be shared with other service/users for scalability reasons and/or for the

QoE Requirements: EU-PERF-RQT02
Requirement: EU-EXT-RQT10.
5 Service/application functionalities - EU-PERF-RQT03
3
4
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nature of the service6 (e.g., content cache). When a service is composed by multiple Service_Apps, it is
referred to as “service chain”. Service_Apps in the same chain may run on different servers and with
heterogeneous QoS/computing and storage requirements.
In the example reported in Figure 14, the Cloud Service 1 has been deployed with three Service_Apps
performing specific tasks; however, to provide the complete service, the support of a DC_App is also
needed. Differently, for Cloud Services 2 and 3, the computing and storage facilities of the INPUT
infrastructure are sufficient for providing the complete service.
As stated in the requirement SP-FUNC-RQT02, the INPUT technologies will allow a cloud service
provider to dynamically set up and reconfigure service chains with internal structures even much more
complex than the simple examples in Figure 14.
In order to correctly manage the INPUT infrastructure resources, both Service_Apps and Net_Functions
must be specified by their computational and memory/storage requirements and by the expected levels
of QoS/QoE.
The communication and information exchanged among different Service_Apps of the same cloud
service will be handled through Back-End Networks. As shown in Figure 15, the Back-End Network is a
virtual L2/L3 interconnection among a set of Service_Apps (and/or even Net_Functions), which is
separated from the Personal Network. In other words, a Back-End Network is a L2/L3 broadcast
network domain built among two or more virtual/physical hosts, and whose traffic is isolated from the
one carried by the PN or other Back-End Networks.

Figure 15. High-level view of a personal cloud service chain.

Back-End Networks will also allow Service_Apps to communicate with DC_Apps providing further
resources and enable service providers to access and monitor the different components of the service.
The purpose is to keep track of its usage and fault events (see SP-FUNC-RQT07, SP-INT-RQT09, SP-INTRQT13).
The presence of DC_Apps in the service chain mainly depends on peculiarities, requirements and
features of the provided service, but also on the “strategic” choice of cloud service providers. Among the
possible peculiarities and requirements able to drive this choice, we can cite the computing and storage

6

Deployement type of a virtual machine: SP-FUNC-RQT08
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needed for running the service, the current amount of available resources in the INPUT infrastructure
and the QoS/QoE requirements. In fact, if on one hand datacentres can provide more resources, on the
other hand allocating more computing “power” and storage to Service_Apps running in the edge network
can improve the reactiveness of the service to user requests and reduce the operational costs due to the
lease of the cloud resources.

6.2 Functional Blocks and Interfaces of the INPUT Architecture
Figure 16 shows the main functional blocks and interfaces composing the INPUT architecture.

Figure 16 Functional blocks and interfaces of the INPUT architecture.

The control and the management processes of the programmable computing and network
infrastructure are composed of two main building blocks: the Network and Service Management (NSMAN) and the Network and Service Operating System (NS-OS).
The NS-MAN is responsible for the long-term configuration of the network, the administrative
configuration of the infrastructure, the overlaying cloud services and personal networks, and for the
monitoring7 of the resources utilisation and power consumption of the INPUT infrastructure. In
addition, it is in charge of reserving/releasing and managing the network and computing resources 8 to
properly satisfy bandwidth and quality levels required by the different cloud services instantiated over
time. Finally, it is in charge of monitoring faults, intrusions and attacks in the system and use trend
analysis to predict errors and guarantee that deployed services are always available 9. In this respect,
the following table reports the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) monitored and optimised by the NSMAN.Table 11: NS-MAN monitored and target KPIs.

Infrastructure Monitoring - NO-FUNC-RQT20
Efficient consumption of network resources - NO-FUNC-RQT16
9 Logging of critical activities - NO-SP-RQT12
7
8
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Monitored KPIs

Description

Target KPIs to be
optimised

Description

Energy
Energy
It represents the mean
It represents the mean energy
Consumption of the
Consumption of the
energy requirements of the
requirement of the INPUT
INPUT
INPUT
INPUT infrastructure.
infrastructure.
Infrastructure
Infrastructure
Energy
It represents the mean
Consumption of the energy requirement of the
Network Devices
network devices.

Energy
Consumption per
Service

It represents the amount of energy
required to run a specified cloud
service.

Energy
Consumption of the
Computing
Facilities

It represents the mean
energy requirement of the
commodity servers of the
infrastructure.

Network Load
Distribution

It measures the degree of traffic
load balancing of the entire INPUT
network.

Network Resource
Utilisation

It measures the average
traffic utilisation of the
network links.

Computing
Workload
Distribution

It measures the degree of
workload balancing of the entire
INPUT network.

Computing
Resource
Utilisation

It measures the average
Total number of
It is the maximum number active
utilisation
of
the
service subscribers subscribers supported by the
infrastructure computing
supported
INPUT infrastructure.
facilities.
It measures the frequency
of failures.

Service Downtime

It is the average amount of time
needed to recover from a failure.

Depending on the Service_
App,
measurable
application
parameters
with high correlation to QoE
QoE of Service Apps are defined as QoE KPIs
based on QoE models. These
KPIs will be monitored and
merged into a single QoE
score for a service.

Number of service
subscribers with
acceptable QoE
score

It is the number of service
subscribers which have good or
excellent QoE

Mean-time of
unacceptable QoE

It is the average time for which the
users have a bad or poor QoE with
the service

QoE fairness
among all users
and service apps

It is the fairness of the QoE
distribution whose measure is
subject to be defined

Failures Rate

The NS-MAN is also in charge of storing historical data received from the NS-OS and the network and
computing elements (e.g., network/servers usage, users’ mobility, Service_Apps computational
resources, etc.), for performing data analytics and providing trend estimates. To this goal, the NS-MAN
needs to be equipped with the required tools to support big data storage and the proper business logic,
like analytics algorithms, to get insights and to decide which policy needs to be applied to optimise
resource usage. For example, it must be able to trace, store and correlate:




the network and computing available resources;
the actual user service requirements;
the overall (end-to-end or hop-by-hop) cloud service needs.
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The goal of these correlations is to get insights on the overall operating behaviour of network devices and
computing facilities, in order to predict service demand, plan the resource provisioning, prevent congestion,
possible failures, and maximize energy saving.
Another focus area is represented by Performance Management. In this respect, the NS-MAN needs to
ensure that the network performance remains at acceptable levels. From the INPUT perspective, this
aspect requires monitoring the CPU usage, the deployed services QoS/QoE (required or currently
measured), the power consumption and the free/available resources for new virtual functions to be
hosted on a certain site. Trends can indicate capacity or reliability issues before they affect the services.
Also, performance thresholds can be set in order to trigger an alarm, which would be handled by the
normal fault management process. To exploit the above functions, the NS-MAN is organized in a layered
architecture. Starting from the layer closer to the node, we have mediation, data layer, service layer and
presentation (and/or northbound interface).
The mediation layer is responsible for the connectivity to the outside world. Mediated devices can be
NS-OS or servers hosting VMs and network applications. The mediation layer retrieves data from these
devices thanks to specific protocols like Netconf or REST, parses the received data and reorganizes them
according to the NS-MAN internal information model. Data is stored in the data layer database.
The data layer represents the heart of the system. A common (normalized) information model is used
to store the information received from different elements. Since data have different characteristics,
depending on the type and volume of information to be stored, more than one database can be present.
The data layer is also used to decouple the information flow between mediation and upper layers of the
architecture.
The service layer hosts the business logic, where events are processed to get insights on the data. This
layer hosts the analytics and Machine Learning algorithms (ML) used to decide and optimise the
deployment of the different VMs or containers. It also supports the closed-loop for automation and
problem fixing: thanks to these policies, the system can react to problems like bottlenecks, performance
decrease or congestion. The NS-MAN can optimise the overall cost by looking for a local minimum of a
cost function and suggesting a new consolidation strategy to the NS-OS.
Finally, the presentation layer offers a web portal to report performance information and service, or
a view of the user Personal Networks. Historical data can be visualized in this layer to monitor trend
goals. The user interface (UI) makes use of the newest IT technologies, like HTML5, REST interface or
responsive design (auto resizing, to easy interact with network operator on a standard terminal as well
as from a tablet or smart phone). In parallel, the northbound interface supports different standards for
easy integration with other systems. This allows also reusing business logic available in the service layer.
All these features need to be scaled in an easy and efficient way. To this goal, the NS-MAN architecture
needs to be designed to scale horizontally on a distributed deployment. This task can be easily achieved
making use of application servers (like JBOSS or WebSphere).
Differently, the NS-OS drives the real-time configuration of the programmable resources and the
dynamic instantiation and migration of Service_Apps and Net_Functions according to users’ locations. In
more detail, the NS-OS performs the following three main tasks: Consolidation, Orchestration and
Monitoring.
The Consolidation task is in charge of calculating the optimal re-configuration of the infrastructure
(e.g., the topology of the Personal Networks and the matching and action rules of the SDN switches) in
terms of network paths/overlays and of the Service_Apps and Net_Functions locations, with the objective
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to match the required QoE/QoS and the estimated workload/traffic volumes with the minimum possible
level of energy consumption10.
The Orchestration mechanism takes the re-configured set-up coming from the consolidation process
as an input and instantiates/migrates Service_Apps and Net_Functions to the identified subset of
devices/hardware resources, by changing the network configuration accordingly, without causing any
service interruption or performance degradation11.
Finally, the Monitoring task collects performance measurements and alerts, which include network-,
App-, and power-aware performance indexes listed in the following table12.
Table 12: Definition of the monitored and target KPIs of the INPUT architecture.
Target KPIs to be
optimised

Description

Energy Consumption It represents the mean
of the INPUT
energy requirement of the
Infrastructure
INPUT infrastructure.

Energy Consumption
of the INPUT
Infrastructure

It represents the mean
energy requirement of the
INPUT infrastructure.

Energy Consumption It represents the mean
of the Network
energy requirement of the
Devices
network devices.

Energy Consumption
per Service

It represents the amount of
energy required to run a
specified cloud service.

Consolidation
Efficiency

It measures the efficacy of
the consolidation policy.

Time to deploy a new
service

It is the average time
required to set-up a new
cloud service (i.e., deploy
the PN and the connected
virtual SDs).

Monitored KPIs

Description

End-to-End Latency

It measures the average
end-to-end delay between
the user and the server
hosting the service.

User Mobility
Statistics

They measure the mobility
patterns of end-users, and
give strategic information
for the management of
resource allocation in the
INPUT architecture.

QoE of Service Apps

Depending on the service
app,
measurable
application
parameters
with high correlation to QoE
It is the average time
are defined as QoE KPIs Service Set-Up Latency required to activate a cloud
based on QoE models. These
service upon user’s request.
KPIs will be monitored and
merged into a single QoE
score for a service

Consolidation - NO-FUNC-RQT22; Balancing of storage space - NO-FUNC-RQT14; Load Balancing of data traffic
- NO-FUNC-RQT15.
11 Composition and management of isolated virtual networks - NO-FUNC-RQT19; Service and network function
migration capability - NO-FUNC-RQT19.
12 Service monitoring – NO-FUNC-RQT21
10
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With short optimisation
cycles for a service, the
service quality in terms of
QoE can be improved. For
Individual service QoE instance upon identification
of QoE degradation the
service can be migrated can
be migrated closer to a user
and/or its traffic flow can be
re-routed to a underutilized path.

Minimum user QoE

This is to ensure that a
service does not fall below a
minimum
QoE
with
deployment policies related
to a specific service.

As shown in Figure 16, both NS-MAN and NS-OS functional blocks control and manage the INPUT
programmable resources through specific South Bound Interfaces (SBI), listed in the following table.
Table 13: Definition of the INPUT architecture interfaces and current protocols and APIs
SouthBound Interfaces
Interface
IDs

Description

Protocol/APIs

I1

It interfaces the NS-MAN with the network and computing resources. It

enables the NS-MAN to collect traffic, resource utilisation and power
consumption statistics from the network and computing equipment and the 
NS-OS.

I2

It is the communication interface between the NS-MAN and NS-OS.
Information flowing through this interface regards the configuration of the 
SDN infrastructure, the reservation/release of the network and computing
resources, and the management of the fault alarms.

REST APIs [24]

I3

It is the communication interface between the NS-OS and the physical/virtual
SDN switches. Information flowing through this interface regards the 
configuration of the users’ Personal Networks according to their locations
and the routing rules of the users’ traffic to Net_Functions, Service_Apps and
vice versa.

OpenFlow 1.4
[18]

I4

It is the interface between the NS-OS and the virtualisation platform residing
in the computing facilities (i.e., the Hypervisor) hosting the Service_Apps. 
Information flowing through this interface regards the management and
monitoring of the server’s local resources and the instantiation and
migration of Service_Apps.

libvirt 1.2.14
[74]

I5

It is the communication interface between the NS-OS and the NFV servers.
Information flowing through this interface regards the configuration and 
instantiation of the Net_Functions.

DROPv2 [77]

SNMP [69]
MIBs [70][72]
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I6

It is the interface between the NS-OS and the power saving capabilities of the 
programmable resources of the INPUT architecture. Information flowing
through this interface regards the configuration of the energy-aware
hardware, the discovery of the power saving capabilities and monitoring of
the energy consumption of the network and computing appliances.

Green
Abstraction
Layer (GAL)
[75]

NorthBound Interfaces
Interface
IDs

Description

Protocol/APIs

I7

This interface enables the NS-MAN to expose monitored performance
statistics and APIs to the Telecom Operator through a Graphical User 
Interface – GUI. The GUI will allow the Telco Operator manually configure the
INPUT infrastructure and monitor its behavior.

REST APIs

I8

This interface will allow Cloud Service Providers to define their cloud
services, the definition or updating of the Service_Apps, the type of data to be 
maintained, and their operative requirements and features (e.g., Service
Level Agreements – SLAs).

OpenStack
APIs [26]

I9

This interface will allow users define and update their Personal Network, e.g., 
the IP addressing rules and the list of connected virtual/physical SDs.

Web portal

Most of the SBIs listed in the table are well-known interfaces widely used in network and cloud
infrastructures13; however, extensions will be proposed during the project to support abstraction of the
novel in-network programmability primitives and the monitoring/communication of the necessary
KPIs. For instance, novel MIBs (Management Information Bases) and YANG models (used in the I1 and
I2 interfaces, respectively) will be designed for the management of the personal cloud services (i.e., PNs
and virtual SDs). Moreover, specific R&D activities will be devoted to extend the OpenFlow protocol (I3)
beyond stateless network operations.
The I4 interface allows control of the virtualisation platform residing in the computing facilities (i.e.,
the hypervisor) hosting the Service_Apps. This interface will be realized by the libvirt APIs, which can be
used to manage different virtualisation technologies (e.g., KVM, Xen, VMware ESX, etc.). Libvirt will
enable the NS-OS to start/stop and migrate Service_Apps and to monitor the resource usage on the
managed server.
For the development of the I5 and the I6 interfaces we envisaged to start from the achievements of the
ECONET project [76].
In particular, the Distributed Router Open-Source Project (DROP) platform [77] designed during
ECONET, already includes the DROP communication protocol, which allows the management of multiple
NFV servers acting as L3 forwarding elements. In this respect, the DROP protocol will be extended to
instantiate and control multiple heterogeneous Net_Functions14.
Another important achievement of the ECONET project that will be exploited for the power
management of the INPUT infrastructure is the Green Abstraction Layer (GAL). The current definition
of the GAL will be extended to include aspects related to the novel in-network programmability, and

13
14

Standardised Interfaces - NO-INT-RQT05
Interoperability with various service/application implementations - NO-INT-RQT04.
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provide feedback to cloud services regarding the energy consumption and the performance provided by
the network infrastructures.
On top of these policies and management mechanisms, the INPUT architecture will expose a standard
and simple environment to Telco Operator, Cloud Service Providers and Users by means of standard
North Bound Interfaces (NBI), (see Table 13).
The I7 interface will allow the Telco Operator manually control and monitor the INPUT infrastructure.
At the current stage of the project, this interface is envisaged to be based on Representational State
Transfer (RESTful) APIs, since this paradigm provides simple and flexible methods to access data
exposed by connected devices.
The I8 interface will allow cloud service providers define the resource requirements of the
Service_Apps, their operating requirements and features (e.g., the QoS/QoE), the service chains, and
activate, update and remove their services15. For this interface, we consider to partially use and extend
the OpenStack software APIs.
OpenStack is a software platform that allows controlling a pool of processing, storage and network
resources of a cloud infrastructure; it already provides APIs for defining the resource requirements of
the Service_Apps and their interconnection16. However, as described in Section 6.1, in the INPUT
scenario, Service_Apps will be deployed by the NS-OS in a server of the edge network according to the
QoS/QoE requirements (e.g., maximum latency, minimum throughput); for this reason, extensions to
the OpenStack APIs and the metadata specifying the Service_Apps will be proposed to enable the
communication of the desired level of QoS/QoE for each Service_App.
The objective is to supply cloud service providers with a simple and well-known interface to define
their services like a conventional IaaS system, and to leave the control and activation of the services and
the management of the users’ mobility to NS-OS.
Finally the I9 interface17 will allow end users to register and configure their Personal Networks (e.g.,
the DHCP, the DNS, the list of connected physical devices) and to connect/add virtualised smart devices
published by the cloud service providers18.

6.3 Instantiation of a new Cloud Service in the INPUT Infrastructure
The instantiation and deployment of a new cloud service require three steps:
1. Agreement on the requirements between Cloud Service Provider and Telco Operator.
2. Allocation of the required Service_Apps and Net_Functions according
consolidation/orchestration criteria inside the Edge Network.
3. User request for service and consequent Personal Cloud activation.

to

6.3.1 Communication between the Cloud Service Provider and the Telco
Operator
When a new cloud service is offered by a cloud service provider, the whole service chain, composed of
the specific Service_Apps and the related back-end network must be deployed in the Edge network. To
this goal, the I8 NBI is used to define the computing and storage requirements of the Service_Apps and
the desired levels of QoS and QoE. At this phase, it is also evaluated whether to deploy certain
functionalities as Service_Apps (e.g., in the Edge Network) or as DC_Apps (in a Datacentre), depending on

Cloud service deployment - SP-FUNC-RQT01; Service chain definition – SP-FUNC-RQT02; Service
reconfiguration – SP-FUNC-RQT05.
16 IaaS/PaaS interface support – SP-INT-RQT10
17 User interface – SP-FUNC-RQT06
18 Service dynamics and flexibility – EU-PERF-RQT04
15
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special features for the considered service or allocation choices driven by the resource and QoS/QoE
requirements. The cloud service provider may define additional terms of use for its service, for example,
it may limit its usage or specify billing rules19.
After this first stage of agreement and prior to established user requests for subscriptions, a number
of Service_Apps composing the service are stored in the catalogue repository owned by the INPUT
infrastructure provider (i.e., the Telco Operator) and published on the INPUT Web Portal (the I9 NBI)
for the “future” customers.

6.3.2 Subscription of a new customer to a personal cloud service
When a new user subscribes to a personal cloud service, the (previously described) corresponding
service chain must be activated and deployed to interconnect the user to his/her (partially) virtualised
smart objects, located inside his/her Personal Network, through standard L2 protocols and operations.
The interconnection must provide the user with the illusion of being in the user’s home network,
independently of his/her smart objects’ current location.
Before this, the user has to create/configure the environment composed of one or more available
services. This process can be divided into the following three steps:


Firstly, the user configures its own Personal Network through the Web Portal of the INPUT
infrastructure; he/she can decide on the addressing rules (auto-configuration, static addressing,
etc.), the NAT/firewall rules configuration, and the list of physical devices connected to the user’s
LAN that he/she wants to be part of his/her Personal Network;



Then, the user browses a list of available services (i.e., virtualised SDs) published on the INPUT
Web Portal, and selects one or more for connecting them to the PN. If a selected service requires
a User_App, the user either downloads the necessary application from the INPUT Web Portal or
from a dedicated App Store of the cloud service provider; additionally, some services could also
require to make use of some of the list of physical devices connected to the user’s local network
mentioned in the first step (e.g., sensors monitoring physical environment); in this case, these
requirements will be also considered for mapping during the service configuration.



Finally, when the user has finished configuring his/her Personal Network environment, he/she
can submit it.

Upon submission of the Personal Network environment the Telco Operator will take care of its
deployment and activation. Deployment of the Personal Network environment means that service chain
and required Net_Functions instances are created and allocated in the INPUT infrastructure as described
below.

6.3.3 Personal cloud service deployment inside the Edge Network and
mobility management
Once the Personal Network and required Apps have been identified, they have to be allocated inside
the Edge Network; hence, in the INPUT domain. The allocation must be performed in ways that enhance
performance, and involves the Service_Apps used to replicate the SD functionalities, the back-end
network among different Service_Apps of the same cloud service, and the Net_Functions used to provide
data- or control-plane network functionality of the Personal Network.
When activating a new cloud service, and after the identification of the required service chain as
described above, a Consolidation policy is used to identify the optimal allocation according to algorithms
specifically designed to optimise constrained shortest path problems, and to the current network

19

Billing - SP-FUNC-RQT07.
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statistics provided by Monitoring. Then, Orchestration mechanisms allow dynamically migrating
Service_Apps onto a suitable subset of devices/hardware resources, without causing any service
interruption or performance degradation. Both Consolidation and Orchestration are based on the SDN
and NFV paradigms.
The optimal allocation obtained in this phase needs to be re-computed in case of changes in the
network status or in the number/position of the customers. In the first case, re-computation may be
required if there is a direct request for a different level of performance from the Cloud Service Provider
or upon network status feedback from the Monitoring mechanism. In the second case, the allocation of
the service chain is driven by a new user subscription, according to the procedure described in the
previous sections, or it may be due to a mobile user connecting to his/her Personal Network, requiring
the seamless migration of software tasks to maintain latency under control.
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7 Expected Impact of the INPUT Technologies
This section describes the main benefits provided by the proposed architecture in terms of carbon
footprint savings and potential Return on Investment (RoI) for Telecom Operators adopting the INPUT
technology.

7.1 Carbon Footprint Savings
The ICT energy consumption has always been a relevant issue; however, in the last years, due to the
increasing costs of energy and the desire to reduce Green-House Gases (GHG), energy efficient
networking and computing have become more and more crucial ([1],[79],[84],[85]).
The huge number of connected devices people have at home and/or offices, often replicated in both
places, has a two-fold negative impact on the GHG emissions:
i.

Firstly, producing many objects means consuming a large amount of resources, material,
energy, which implies the emission of non-negligible quantities of GHG in the atmosphere.

ii.

Secondly, although such objects are actually used for a short period of time during the day,
they are often left switched-on all day long, collectively causing the additional emission of big
quantities of GHG in the atmosphere.

Among the technologies that could bring to a reduction of the emissions and to a lowering of CAPEX
and OPEX expenditures certainly appreciated by service providers, virtualisation represents a viable
answer. In fact, virtualising means replacing physical objects, usually placed in users’ homes (e.g., settop-boxes) or deployed around for monitoring purposes (e.g., sensors), with their virtual images,
providing them to users “as a Service.” We claim that this paradigm shift has the potential of being highly
beneficial to the reduction of energy consumption and GHG emission.
The INPUT technologies could have a significant potential impact on the ICT carbon footprint. In fact,
thanks to the replacement of the physical objects with their virtual images, the INPUT paradigms may
allow reducing the production of and subsequent energy supply to millions of physical connected smart
devices, e.g., Set-Top-Box, Network Attached Storage. For objects that cannot be totally virtualised
because they necessarily require some hardware components to work properly, like sensors, the INPUT
technologies may allow running some of their functions on highly efficient and consolidated
infrastructures (implicitly implying the partial virtualisation of their functions). As a consequence,
simpler hardware sensors could be produced, thus yielding a much lower embodied carbon footprint.
The drawback of removing physical objects from homes consists in adding servers at the network
edges: virtual images run on servers placed in the service provider network, therefore increasing the
operational expenditure of the network itself. Thus, it is necessary to evaluate if virtualising is actually
worthwhile, both in terms of energy efficiency and economically.
In this respect, this section will introduce a simple model that describes how the carbon footprint
varies depending on the virtualisation level of a device (partially, fully or not virtualised). Moreover, our
model also takes into account the possibility of optimising the network infrastructure by means of
power management and consolidation criteria.
The model has the aim of understanding how different levels of virtualisation could impact on the
overall energy efficiency, and whether replacing physical objects with their virtual images could reduce
GHG emissions. To do this, we will compare the Business As Usual (BAU) and the INPUT scenarios.
The term of comparison will be the Total Carbon Footprint, defined as:
𝑇𝐶𝐹 = 𝐸𝐶𝐹 + 𝑂𝐶𝐹

(1)

where ECF (Embodied Carbon Footprint) is the amount of GHG emitted in the atmosphere due to
manufacturing, transporting and packing the product, and OCF (Operating Carbon Footprint) is the
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amount of GHG due to the utilisation of the product. Both are measured in kgCO2eq units, which
represents the contribution of the GHG emissions to the global warming in kg of CO2 equivalent.
The section is organized as follows: subsections 7.1.1 and 7.1.2 present and analyse the two reference
scenarios, Business As Usual and INPUT, respectively, in terms of carbon footprint. In the INPUT
scenario, the impact of power management strategies (stand-by and dynamic adaptation technologies)
is taken into consideration to calculate the achievable energy gain. Finally, in subsection 7.1.3, we will
evaluate, as a numerical example, the set-top-box case, calculating the TCF due to this object in the
Business As Usual and INPUT scenarios and comparing the results.

7.1.1 Business As Usual Scenario
The BAU scenario consists of physical objects, placed at users’ homes, offices or in personal mobile
devices. In this scenario, a large amount of computational resources is replicated multiple times and
used sparsely, causing a waste of resources and of the consequent energy consumption.
When thinking of the energy consumption attributed to a device, one might erroneously believe that
it is only the amount one pays for in the energy bill. Actually, in order to evaluate the total energy
consumption of a device, it is necessary to take into account several factors:
1. Firstly, the energy consumed to manufacture, transport, pack, and also dispose of the product,
which contributes the Embodied Carbon Footprint;
2. Then, the average life of the product (the shorter the life, the greater will be its negative impact
on the total energy consumption per year); and,
3. Finally, the energy consumption caused by the utilisation of the device.
The TCF per year of a single device can be defined as20:
𝐵𝐴𝑈
𝑡𝑐𝑓1𝑦
=

(𝐴)

𝑒𝑐𝑓 (𝐴) +𝜏∗𝑜𝑐𝑓1𝑦
𝜏

(2)
(𝐴)

where τ is the lifetime of the appliance, expressed in years; 𝑒𝑐𝑓 (𝐴) is the ECF as defined above; 𝑜𝑐𝑓1𝑦
is the OCF per year, calculated by multiplying the annual energy consumption by the emission factor F,
as in formula (3) below:
(𝐴)

𝑜𝑐𝑓1𝑦 = 𝐹 ∗ 24 ∗ 365 ∗ 𝜑

(3)

It must be noted that 24 and 365 are the factors used to convert the power, 𝜑, to the annual energy
consumption (24 hours in a day and 365 days in a year). The terms consumption and energy
consumption will be indifferently used in the rest of this section.
F is the conversion factor between energy consumption, in kWh, and equivalent kgCO2 units. Its value
mainly depends on the energy source (coal, gas, oil, hydro, etc.). Values of F used in similar studies are
0.6 kgCO2eq/kWh [78], 0.4582 kgCO2eq/kWh [79]. In our example, we have decided to use the value,
0.6 kgCO2eq/kWh, as suggested by [78].
From this point forward, we will set:
𝐺 = 𝐹 ∗ 24 ∗ 365

(4)

Note that from this point forward, we will denote the TCF, ECF and OCF of a single device by using the
lowercase characters, whereas the uppercase format will be used for denoting the carbon footprint quantities of
multiple devices.
20
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7.1.2 INPUT Scenario
The INPUT scenario allows removing physical appliances, currently located at users’ homes, and
providing users with the virtual images of these appliances. The process of virtualisation can remove
redundancy and reduce consumption at the end-user level, but at the same time it can clearly cause
more computational effort to be moved to the Telco Operator and Cloud Service Provider sides. In fact,
from the Carbon Footprint point of view, although removing objects from the user’s home leads to a
reduction in GHG emissions, on the other hand it transfers more computational effort, therefore
presumably more equipment (servers) and energy consumption, to Telco Networks.
As such, in order to evaluate whether it is worth replacing physical objects with their virtual images,
it is necessary to estimate the ECF of servers, and how their energy consumption changes in the presence
of this additional computational effort. In particular, it is important to evaluate how many objects could
be hosted on a server: this quantity depends on the functionalities to be virtualised, therefore on the
computational and storage requirements, and on the category of server used (i.e., volume, mid-range,
high-end). In order to limit the cost and to scale, a large number of virtualised devices need to be
integrated on a limited number of servers: only one smart object on one server is surely not a clever
hypothesis! Understanding which economy of scale could allow decreasing consumption is one of the
objectives of this study.
As also envisaged in [27], there could be coexistence between virtualised and non-virtualised devices.
The same concept could also apply to single devices, allowing functions to be handled separately and
different virtualisation levels to be reached step-by-step. For example, some objects, like STB, game
consoles and hard disk recorders could be fully virtualised, whereas for other objects, like sensors, only
a portion of functionalities could be virtualised, keeping appliances and part of the functionalities
located in the user home.
In order to characterize how the carbon footprint changes in the presence of different virtualisation
paradigms, we define the following parameters:


𝜉, (0 ≤ 𝜉 ≤ 1), as the "grade of virtualisation" of a smart device, i.e., how much an appliance can
be virtualised as a service on a server (𝜉 = 1, object fully virtualised, 𝜉 < 1, object partially
virtualised);



𝛾, a zero-dimensional quantity, as the portion of a server, in terms of capacity, needed to run the
fully virtualised smart object. In other words, 𝛾 is the inverse of the number of smart objects of
the same type, 𝑛, that could run on a server, i.e.:

𝛾=

1

(5)

𝑛

With these parameters, the TCF per year for a single device can be written as:
𝐼𝑁𝑃𝑈𝑇
𝑡𝑐𝑓1𝑦
=

(𝑠)

𝑒𝑐𝑓 (𝑠) +𝜏(𝑠) ∗𝑜𝑐𝑓1𝑦
𝜏(𝑠)

(𝐴)

𝛾𝜉 +

𝑒𝑐𝑓 (𝐴) +𝜏(𝐴) ∗𝑜𝑐𝑓1𝑦
𝜏(𝐴)

(1 − 𝜉)

(6)

where the first term refers to the amount of TFC due to the virtualised part which runs on servers
(ECF, 𝜏 and OCF relevant to the server), and the second term refers to the non-virtualised physical
appliance at the user’s home.

Power Management Mechanisms
Virtualising smart objects also adds further advantages. Although objects at users’ homes are most of
the time switched-on, they are actually used only for a fraction of the day. The architecture and
capabilities of the servers located on the operator network facilitate the incorporation of optimisation
strategies for resource management, for instance to support power management.
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In this respect, let us now focus on power management and how dynamic power scaling and stand-by
(𝑠)
mechanisms impact on the server energy consumption, i.e. on 𝑜𝑐𝑓1𝑦 .
Dynamic power scaling enables the modulation of energy absorption according to the actual workload.
Sleeping/standby approaches are used to smartly and selectively drive unused network/device
portions to low standby modes and to wake them up only if necessary. Details on this topic can be found
in [2].
In Figure 17, a qualitative power profile of a server supporting both stand-by (flat part) and dynamic
(𝑠)
(𝑠)
power scaling (linear part between 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) versus workload is represented.

𝜑1𝑠

𝑠
𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑠
𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑠
𝜑𝑠𝑡−𝑏𝑦

𝜌=0

𝜌 =1

𝜌
Figure 17: Power profile of a server due to power management techniques: namely, dynamic power
scaling and stand-by.

In the figure the following parameters can be identified:
(𝑠)



𝜑𝑠𝑡−𝑏𝑦 , the stand-by power, when the device is sleeping in standby mode;



𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 , the minimum power, when the device is active, but operating at the minimum
speed;



𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 , the maximum power, when the device is fully active and operating at the
maximum speed;



𝜌, the fraction of time in which the device is active.

(𝑠)

(𝑠)

First, let us analyse only the energy consumption related to dynamic adaptation. For the sake of
(𝑠)
simplicity but without losing generality, we assumed power consumption values between the 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 and
(𝑠)

𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 vary linearly with respect to the 𝜌; therefore, the power profile of an active server can be written
as:
(𝑠)

(𝑠)

𝜑1𝑠 = 𝜌𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 + (1 − 𝜌)𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛

(7)

In addition to this effect, techniques based on smart standby and workload consolidation will help in
further cutting energy consumption, by allowing unused servers enter very low power sleeping states
and concentrate the total workload on a smaller number of devices.
If 𝑁𝑠 is the total number of servers present in the scenario, we can define:


𝑀 < 𝑁𝑠 , as the number of servers staying active after applying consolidation policies;



𝑁𝑠 − 𝑀 as the number of remaining servers, in stand-by after applying consolidation policies.

The total workload previously handled by servers now in stand-by is:
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(𝑁𝑠 − 𝑀) ∙ 𝜌

(8)

Notice that each server is supposed to have normalized load 𝜌. This workload has to be redistributed
on the 𝑀 active servers. Therefore, each active server has an extra load of
𝜀=

(𝑁𝑠 −𝑀)𝜌

(9)

𝑀

By adding the 𝜀 term to each 𝜌 in Equation (7), the power of each active server is modified in:
𝑃𝑀
𝜑1𝑠
=𝜌

𝑁𝑠
𝑀

(𝑠)

𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 + (1 − 𝜌

𝑁𝑠
𝑀

(𝑠)

) 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛

(10)

and the total power, due to active and stand-by servers, is
(𝑠)

𝑃𝑀
𝜑 𝑃𝑀
𝑇𝑂𝑇 = 𝑀𝜑1𝑠 + (𝑁𝑠 − 𝑀)𝜑𝑠𝑡−𝑏𝑦

(11)

(𝑠)

where 𝜑𝑠𝑡−𝑏𝑦 is defined in Figure 17.
By substituting Equation (10) in (11), the OCF per year for all the 𝑁𝑠 servers can be calculated,
according to (3), as:
(𝑠)

(𝑠)

(𝑠)

𝐼𝑁𝑃𝑈𝑇
𝑂𝐶𝐹1𝑦
= 𝐺 [𝜌𝑁𝑠 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 + (𝑀 − 𝜌𝑁𝑠 )𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 + (𝑁𝑠 − 𝑀)𝜑𝑠𝑡−𝑏𝑦 ]

(12)

𝐼𝑁𝑃𝑈𝑇
Therefore, from equation (6), the 𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
per year due to fully virtualised smart objects (𝜉 = 1) can
be written as:
𝐼𝑁𝑃𝑈𝑇
𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
=

(𝑠)

(𝑠)

(𝑠)

𝑁𝑠 ∗𝑒𝑐𝑓 (𝑠) +𝜏(𝑠) ∗𝐺[𝜌𝑁𝑠 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 +(𝑀−𝜌𝑁𝑠 )𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 +(𝑁𝑠 −𝑀)𝜑𝑠𝑡−𝑏𝑦 ]
𝜏(𝑠)

(13)

This global equation takes into account all the above-mentioned factors; namely, virtualisation,
dynamic adaptation and stand-by/consolidation techniques. It is worth noting that, in the absence of
consolidation policies, all the 𝑁𝑠 servers are always kept on and active, which results in setting 𝑁𝑠 = 𝑀
in (13). In the same way, removing dynamic adaptation means setting, for all the 𝑁𝑠 servers, the power
(𝑠)
(𝑠)
at the maximum value, without any modulation, i.e. 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝜑 (𝑠) . In this scenario, all servers are
up, operating at the maximum speed.

7.1.3 The Set-Top-Box Example
In order to evaluate the impact of the INPUT technologies on the ICT carbon footprint, and to
understand how replacing physical objects with their virtual counterparts could change the GHG
emissions, in the following we will analyse a practical example, choosing it from the pool of use-cases
considered in Section 4.
Specifically, we have selected an object we estimate it could be fully virtualised, moving all its
functionalities to servers, and completely removing any hardware from the user’s home: the Set-TopBox (STB) introduced in details in the use-case in Section 4.1/Annex A. In particular, we have estimated
the Carbon Footprint produced by STBs in both scenarios, BAU and INPUT, also presenting results for
two partial scenarios: the first one, where only virtualisation is considered, but power management is
not available; and the second one, where both virtualisation and dynamic adaptation are considered,
but no consolidation policies are applied.
For this purpose, we will use real data, collected by analysing and comparing several studies and
surveys conducted on the energy consumption of home equipment (for example from [1], [78],[80][82]) regarding STBs, and studies related to ICT consumption that focus on servers ([1], [83]). The STB
example refers to the European scenario: also in this case, numbers relevant to the European households
are collected from other studies [79].
In the following, we will first calculate the TCF for a Business As Usual scenario, according to the
equations in Section 7.1.1; then, we will repeat the same evaluation for the INPUT scenario, as stated
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above, also including intermediate scenarios that do not take into account Dynamic Adaptation and
Stand-by/Consolidation policies, according to the equations in Section 7.1.2. Lastly, we will compare the
different results.

Business As Usual scenario
Values relevant to STBs found in the literature considerably differ from one another, mainly due to the
typology of the considered STB (simple, complex, with or without High Definition feature, etc.)
[79],[80],[81].
𝐵𝐴𝑈
In our example, to evaluate the 𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
according to Equation (2), we use data relevant to Free-to-air
STB, as collected in [80] and reported in Table 14. The Embodied Carbon Footprint value has been taken
from [78].

Table 14: Data relevant to a single STB: average lifetime, average number of STBs in a household,
Embodied Carbon Footprint and annual energy consumption.

Device

𝒆𝒄𝒇𝑺𝑻𝑩

𝝉𝑺𝑻𝑩

𝛀

𝑾𝑺𝑻𝑩
𝟏𝒚

[kgCO2 eq]

[y]

[#]

[kWh]

25.00

3.9

0.52

52.85

STB
In Table 15:




𝜏 𝑆𝑇𝐵 is the average lifetime of a STB, the time it “lives” in a house before being substituted;
Ω, the ownership, is the average number of appliances per household;
𝑆𝑇𝐵
𝑊1𝑦
is the average annual consumption per appliance. The value can be easily worked out,
by considering a power of almost 10.2 W in active mode (for a time of 4 hours a day), and 5.2
W in stand-by mode (for the remaining 20 hours a day).

The total number of STBs is:
𝑁𝑆𝑇𝐵 = 𝑁𝐻𝐻 Ω

(14)

where 𝑁𝐻𝐻 , which amounts for 165 million, is the estimated number of European (EU-15) households
in 2010 [79].
The total amount of the TCF per year in Europe due to all the estimated STBs is:
𝐵𝐴𝑈
𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
= 𝑁𝑆𝑇𝐵

𝑆𝑇𝐵
𝑒𝑐𝑓 𝑆𝑇𝐵 +𝜏𝑆𝑇𝐵 ∗𝑜𝑐𝑓1𝑦

𝜏𝑆𝑇𝐵

(15)

𝑆𝑇𝐵
where 𝑜𝑐𝑓1𝑦
is calculated, according to (3), as:
𝑆𝑇𝐵
𝑆𝑇𝐵
𝑜𝑐𝑓1𝑦
= 0.6 ∗ 𝑊1𝑦

(16)

The result is:
𝐵𝐴𝑈
𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
= 3.27 𝑀𝑡𝐶𝑂2 𝑒𝑞

(17)

which corresponds to 38.12 kgCO2eq for each appliance per year.

INPUT scenario
𝐼𝑁𝑃𝑈𝑇
In order to calculate 𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
, numbers related to servers are required. With this goal, a short
digression about servers is necessary here. Servers can be categorized in 3 groups, according to [1]:




Volume servers, <$25,000 per unit
mid-range servers, between $25,000 and $500,000 per unit
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high-end servers, >$500,000 per unit

For our calculation, we believe the correct class of servers to be used is the mid-range. Table 15 reports
data related to this group.
Table 15: Data relevant to a single mid-range server: average lifetime, Embodied Carbon Footprint and
power in active mode.

Mid-range server

𝝉(𝒔)

𝒆𝒄𝒇(𝒔)

𝝋(𝒔)

[y]

[kgCO2eq]

[kW]

5

360

1.54

In Table 16:
𝜏 (𝑠) is the average lifetime; we have decided to use 5 years for servers, evaluating data
reported in the literature ([86]-[89]);
𝑒𝑐𝑓 (𝑠) is the Embodied Carbon Footprint for a server, taken from [83];
𝜑 (𝑠) is the instantaneous power of a server in active mode. To be noted that 𝜑 (𝑠) , as in [1], is
calculated as





𝜑 (𝑠) = 𝜑 ∗ (1 + 𝑆𝑃𝐶 + 𝐶𝑃𝐶) ∗ 𝑃𝑈𝐸

(18)

where 𝜑 is the power per server (607 W), SPC is the storage power consumption (24% of total server
power consumption) and CPC is the communication power consumption (15% of total server power
consumption); moreover, the total server power consumption is increased by a factor of 1.83 (PUE,
Power Usage Effectiveness), which comprises cooling, power provisioning and power backup systems.
STBs are supposed to be fully virtualised, (𝜉 = 1); therefore, the second term equals zero and, from
𝐼𝑁𝑃𝑈𝑇
this point forward, equation (6) for 𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
will be reduced to:
𝐼𝑁𝑃𝑈𝑇
𝑡𝑐𝑓1𝑦
=

(𝑠)

𝑒𝑐𝑓 (𝑠) +𝜏(𝑠) ∗𝑜𝑐𝑓1𝑦
𝜏(𝑠)

𝛾

(19)

𝐼𝑁𝑃𝑈𝑇
To determine the 𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
value considering the data relevant to the European panorama, we have
to determine the number of servers needed to virtualise the number of STBs. We can calculate 𝑁𝑠 as:

𝑁𝑠 = 𝑁𝑆𝑇𝐵 𝛾 = 𝑁𝐻𝐻 Ω𝛾

(20)

where:


𝛾=

𝑁𝑆𝑇𝐵 is calculated according to (14);
𝛾 is the portion of a server needed to virtualise a STB, defined, according to (5), as:
1

(21)

𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐵

where 𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐵 is the number of STBs that can be virtualised on one server.
According to Figure 17, the power profile for a server implementing Power Management techniques
can be expressed with the values reported in Table 16.
Table 16: Power values for a server with Power Management capabilities.
(𝒔)

𝝋𝒎𝒂𝒙

(𝒔)

𝝋𝒎𝒊𝒏

(𝒔)

𝝋𝒔𝒕−𝒃𝒚

[kW]

[kW]

[kW]

1.540

0.300

0.012
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(𝑠)

(𝑠)

(𝑠)

The value for 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 is calculated from equation (18); values for 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝜑𝑠𝑡−𝑏𝑦 have been
experimentally measured on servers belonging to the mid-range category.
𝐼𝑁𝑃𝑈𝑇
Therefore, from equation (13), the 𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
can be calculated as:
(𝑠)

𝐼𝑁𝑃𝑈𝑇
𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
= 𝑁𝑠

𝑒𝑐𝑓 (𝑠) +𝜏(𝑠) ∗𝐺∗[𝜌𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 +

𝑀 (𝑠)
𝑁 −𝑀
(𝑠)
(𝑠)
𝜑
−𝜌𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 +( 𝑠 )𝜑𝑠𝑡−𝑏𝑦 ]
𝑁𝑠 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑁𝑠
𝜏(𝑠)

(22)

As stated in Section 7.1.2, when stand-by/consolidation policies are not implemented, it means that
all servers are on. The TCF for this scenario can be obtained by setting 𝑁𝑠 = 𝑀: in this way, we
𝐷𝐴
have 𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
, where virtualisation and Dynamic Adaptation are considered, but not the consolidation
effect:
𝐷𝐴
𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
= 𝑁𝑠

(𝑠)

(𝑠)

𝑒𝑐𝑓 (𝑠) +𝜏(𝑠) ∗𝐺[𝜌𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 +(1−𝜌)𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 ]
𝜏(𝑠)

(23)

𝑉
Lastly, 𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
, due only to virtualisation, without any Power Management technique, can be obtained
(𝑠)

(𝑠)

by setting 𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝜑 (𝑠) in (23):
𝑉
𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
= 𝑁𝑠

𝑒𝑐𝑓 (𝑠) +𝜏(𝑠) ∗𝐺∗𝜑(𝑠)

(24)

𝜏(𝑠)
4

For our calculation, we fix 𝜌 = , presuming STBs are used only 4 hours a day [79]. Moreover, let us
24
assume that, for reliability reasons, the consolidation policy always guarantee a ratio between the
number of active server, M, and total number of server 𝑁𝑠 equal to:
𝑀
𝑁𝑠

= 2𝜌

(25)

In order to compare the Total Carbon Footprint of the INPUT scenarios with the BAU one, we define
saving as:
𝑆=

𝑥𝑥𝑥 −𝑇𝐶𝐹 𝐵𝐴𝑈
𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
1𝑦
𝐵𝐴𝑈
𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦

(26)

𝑥𝑥𝑥
where 𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦
can assume, each time, the value calculated in (22), (23) or (24), for each of the three
INPUT scenarios, respectively.

Figure 18 reports the percentage of carbon footprint saving obtained with the introduction of the
INPUT technologies (all the 3 scenarios) with respect to the BAU scenario. The INPUT scenarios are
calculated by varying the number of STBs, here indicated as 𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐵 , from 25 to 800.
In Figure 18, the blue line represents the savings obtained by considering only the presence of
Virtualisation (V), the red line savings obtained by adopting both Virtualisation and Dynamic Adaptation
(DA), and finally the green line also includes Consolidation policies (C).
The figure shows that the virtualisation of STBs provides positive savings only for a number of
virtualised devices per server above 𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐵 > 225. Below this number, the savings obtained through
virtualisation are not sufficient to cover for the increased server consumption due to the added
computational load. As the value of 𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐵 increases from 225, savings quickly rise for all the three INPUT
scenarios. The Virtualisation scenario reaches a saving of 40% for 𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐵 =325, and then continues gaining
at a slower pace up to 75% for 𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐵 =775. The further adoption of Dynamic Adaptation visibly increases
the savings with respect to the single Virtualisation: 40% saving is obtained with only 𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐵 =225, and
total savings reach up to 90%. The scenario that includes also Consolidation presents visible differences
from the DA one for lower values of 𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐵 . This behavior is due to the stronger impact that consolidation
policies can have on less loaded servers, which allows to power off a higher number of sub-components,
while such impact cannot be as critical on a fully loaded server.
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Figure 18: Saving, in terms of TCF, of the INPUT scenario respect the BAU one.

7.1.4 The Internet of Things Sensor example
The Internet of Things sensors are featured by providing very constrained processing capabilities,
along with a constrained power capacity, owing to be operated and powered by batteries; they are
applied in contexts such as wearable sensors and home automation, in order to reduce the deployment
costs and enhance usability.
The INPUT architecture presents a strong impact over the IoT sensors, enhancing their lifetime and
compensating their constrained computational capabilities with the delegation of processes
(Service_Apps) to other entities in the Personal Network.
This section considers the typical consumption of a sensor in the different stages to be in the order of
mW; this demonstrates how moving part of the processing requirements from the sensor to the edge
network reduces the impact on the lifetime of the sensor, since it allows the sensor longer sleeping
periods (duty cycles), instead of carrying out local processing.
To this purpose, as in the previous examples, we have defined the TCF (Total Carbon Footprint) based
on the Operating Carbon Footprint, which depends on the time that the sensor is sleeping or active and
on the communication time.
𝑂𝐶𝐹1𝑦 (𝑡𝑠 , 𝑡𝑎 ) = 24 ∗ 365 ∗ (𝑡𝑠 𝜑𝑠 + 𝑡𝑎 𝜑𝑎 + 𝑡𝑐 𝜑𝑐 ) ∗ 𝐹
𝑂𝐶𝐹1𝑦 (𝑡𝑠 , 𝑡𝑎 ) represents the Operating Carbon Footprint of the single IoT device on the span of one
year. F represents the conversion factor from kW to CO2 emission. 𝜑𝑠 represents the IoT device power
consumption during sleep time 𝑡𝑠 , 𝜑𝑎 represents the IoT device power consumption during active time
𝑡𝑎 , and 𝜑𝑐 represents the IoT device power during communication time, which is constant for the
purpose of this calculation; 𝑡 = 𝑡𝑠 + 𝑡𝑎 + 𝑡𝑐 sum up to one hour. We could simplify the Operating Carbon
Footprint equation by assuming that the communication time is marginal and the total operating time
of the IoT device is 𝑡 = 𝑡𝑠 + 𝑡𝑎 ; assuming that 𝑡 = 1 hour, we have 𝑡𝑎 = 1 − 𝑡𝑠 . Then, 𝑂𝐶𝐹1𝑦 (𝑡𝑠 , 𝑡𝑎 ) can
be written by only using a single time parameter:
𝑂𝐶𝐹1𝑦 (𝑡𝑠 ) = 24 ∗ 365 ∗ (𝑡𝑠 𝜑𝑠 + (1 − 𝑡𝑠 )𝜑𝑎 + 𝑥 ∗ 𝜑𝑐 ) ∗ 𝐹
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where 𝑥 is a constant parameter that adjusts the 𝜑𝑐 communication power consumption of the equation.
The reference consumption for an IoT device is measured for the different operations. In normal
conditions, when the IoT device enters sleep mode for the sake of power saving, the power consumption
from the board is 0.72 mA from a mere 0.06 A from the transceiver. When the sensor module wakes
up, due to an abnormal event or periodical tasks, the IoT device module enters a CPU doze mode, where
consumption varies between 41 mA and 48 mA. UARTs are used for this mode, one for debugging and
another to connect the clinical sensor. Finally, receiving and transmitting 6LoWPAN packets varies
between 44 mA and 56 mA.

Figure 19: Power analysis for the transmision of a 6LoWPAN packet carried out with the Tektronix DPO
7104C and a shunt resistance of 10 Ω ± 0.5%. It is presented V:yellow, I:blue, and Power:orange.

Therefore, the power characteristics of a reference IoT device from HOPU based on IEEE802.15.4 /
6LoWPAN define 𝜑𝑠 = 0.72𝑚𝐴, 𝜑𝑎 = 48𝑚𝐴 and 𝜑𝑐 = 56𝑚𝐴. Following the assumption of constant
communication time the power ratio between active mode and sleep mode of the IoT device defines the
𝜑
48
ratio break-point in the time domain. The ratio 𝑎 =
= 66.7 infers that the IoT device needs to be
𝜑𝑠

0.72

66.7 times longer in sleep mode than in active mode to use the same amount of the energy.
𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦 = 𝐸𝐶𝐹 𝑠 + 𝑂𝐶𝐹1𝑦 (𝑡𝑠 )
𝑇𝐶𝐹1𝑦 defines Total Carbon Footprint which consists of the sum of the Embodied Carbon Footprint
and the Operating Carbon Footprint of the single IoT device on the span of one year.

7.2 Potential Return of Investment of the INPUT Technologies
In order for Europe to maintain its global economic competitiveness, it is of paramount importance to
increase the innovation capacity, capture new trends, take advantage of emerging technologies, reenergize the manufacturing sector, and accelerate the pace of growing its businesses and creating jobs.
Innovation, in the form of new manufacturing processes and products, underpins the growth of
productivity that is necessary for rising standards of living, and also holds the key to solving many of
the world’s most pressing social challenges such as environmental protection.
INPUT aims at improving Europe’s innovation capacity via a variety of ways, for example, by
contributing to the acceleration of the business growing and job creation pace. INPUT will deliver a set
of results constituting holistic solutions to improve the capacity for designing and implementing
resources’ and energy usage efficiency within the Future Internet era. The delivery of these innovative
mechanisms will, on the one hand, facilitate its adoption by several Telecom Operators as well as
software houses, as it is a cross domain solution; on the other hand, it may facilitate the promotion of
additional added value services, built on top of this holistic solution, to pave the way for innovative
offerings from external service providers.
To these goals, INPUT targets at the creation of an ecosystem that will facilitate the EU industry
(including Telecom Operators, equipment vendors and SMEs) to promote innovative ideas and
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technologies along with the preparation of the corresponding business plans. Towards this direction, a
set of benefits is mainly recognized with respect to the Telco Operators based on the provided
capabilities for significant reduction of their OPEX and CAPEX, as well as the setup of a flexible services’
provisioning model. In fact, the Telecom Operator is seen as an innovator that has the potential, through
the developed mechanisms, to fully leverage and exploit its available resources in a flexible and energyefficient way. In more detail, through the automated consolidation and orchestration of the available
resources, the operator is able to achieve optimal use of resources, as well as to proceed to sustainable
infrastructural planning and evolution, and thus to achieve significantly reduced network CAPEX.
Furthermore, through a set of autonomic networking/cloud capabilities reduced OPEX will be also
achieved. As shown in Figure 18, the operators can also increase their ROI capabilities to 15% and higher
based on strategic decisions made upon the analysis of the fine-grained data (e.g. through real time and
long term analytics) useful to evaluate the QoE perceived by end-customers. Significant business value
is going also to be created on the manufacturers’ part through the softwarization of network functions
that lead to cost reduction and provide the potential to develop and support novel mechanisms and,
thus, push innovation in a quick way.
Operator as Innovator

ROI: 15% or higher
Full participation in Internet economy
Key assets are fully leveraged

Service Provider
ROI: 7-10%
Known quantity
Vulnerable to utility, service provider
and over-the-top competitions

Utility Provider
ROI: 5%
Critical infrastructure
Ripe for regulation

Figure 20: Operator as Innovator. Source: Yankee Group [90]

Revenue opportunities will be made available thanks to new service offerings and shifting of their role
in a higher position in the value chain. In parallel, competitiveness of the European market is going to
be increased through the emergence of a set of activities on behalf of the operators, as well as software
houses and relevant SMEs that follow the proposed novel Personal Cloud Services. This will be also
accompanied with acquisition of expertise from European companies (industry, SMEs) in a highly
innovative domain. Thanks to the OpenStack APIs provided to supply cloud service providers with a
simple and well-known interface to define their services like a conventional IaaS/PaaS system, services
development will benefit from a highly simplified environment to implement network-integrated cloud
services. This architectural solution will allow Telco Operators to radically innovate their role from
“Hardware Utility Producers” (suffering the competition of worldwide low cost solutions) to smart
software and added value “Technology Enablers,” with much shorter innovation cycles and time to
market. It should be noted that the overall commercial and business impact of INPUT is going to be
supported via the preparation of a set of studies on market development and business potential by the
INPUT consortium targeting at the proper and timely identification of cases that could be exploited from
a business perspective.
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8 Conclusions
This deliverable summarises the activities performed in the context of Task 2.1 of the INPUT ECfunded project. More specifically, it provides an overview of the current State-of-the-Art solutions and
research trends in the field of next-generation networking technologies, with special focus on Software
Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), as well as Cloud Radio Access
Network (C-RAN) architectures targeting at the softwarisation and virtualisation of radio access
network processing units and functionalities. Existing cloud infrastructure trends and solutions have
also been investigated with regard to employed virtualisation technologies (for datacentres) and virtual
networking handling the incoming/outgoing cloud infrastructure traffic.
In the same context, the existing network topologies and capabilities are briefly presented in this
deliverable and the main INPUT goal –tightly related to future network capabilities– is highlighted.
INPUT’s ultimate goal is to virtualise electronic and FI devices’ functionalities, capabilities and content
and to offer them as cloud services with high QoS, by residing closer to end-users and smart devices. In
brief, INPUT aims at exploiting the NFV capabilities for the design of the architectural solutions deployed
in the Access and Edge network, especially for application-level services and network-specific functions,
while utilising SDN for the support of control strategies and actions needed for the introduction of
computing and storage capabilities to edge network devices.
Besides the traditional cloud services’ market players (e.g. the service developers, the
equipment/infrastructure vendors), the service provider and the telecom network operator play a
significant role in the INPUT value chain, with main responsibilities the creation and provision of the
services and the orchestration of network functions for their efficient delivery to end-users.
INPUT’s effectiveness is mainly visible in three main use cases described in this document. The first
INPUT use case involves the virtualisation of existing personal electronic devices and their
content/functionalities such as entertainment home devices, set-top-boxes (with stored photos/videos
material), video streaming/recording devices (used for entertainment or for monitoring/surveillance),
online gaming devices, plain PCs running multiple applications and shared content, etc., each
constituting a separate business case scenario. In these business case scenarios, contrary to current
solutions, user data or Service Providers’ content are stored at an optimal location of a distributed cloud
infrastructure, and can be moved or copied/reproduced at multiple devices with the same QoS.
The second INPUT use case involves the virtualisation of IoT services offered in the context of Smart
Cities (related to transport, energy, personal health, tourist information, home automation, etc.), where
a number of measuring units (e.g. vehicles distributed in an urban area for the ITS case) growing
exponentially, generate sensed data (collected via sensors/intelligent machines) that need a scalable,
reliable, secure and self-healing approach taking into account delay restrictions. ITS services, personal
health services, sensors/energy smart meters/etc., centralised management, and pervasive intelligent
machines management are indicative INPUT business case scenarios of this category. In these cases,
contrary to existing solutions, data storage and analysis is orchestrated so that actions are carried out
locally (i.e. at the edge of the network) or at centralised cloud servers taking into account latency,
security and computational constraints.
The third INPUT use case envisages to replace existing mobile/portable devices (e.g.
netbooks/notebooks) with a virtual image of them provided “as a service” through which users will be
able to access any digital content (e.g. photos, videos, documents) either own personal material or from
external service providers (Live TV, streaming content, etc.) while on the move. This use case
emphasises on the mobility requirements of some of the aforementioned business case scenarios
involving mobile devices, such as the virtualisation of entertainment home devices/functionalities,
video streaming/recording devices, personal computers running special applications and having access
to shared data, as well as the ITS services in Smart Cities.
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Specific requirements from the perspective of the main INPUT stakeholders, namely, the end-users,
the service providers and the network operators are derived from the INPUT use cases and business
case scenarios. These requirements were categorized into functional ones, referring to specific
capabilities and functionalities that the INPUT solution shall offer, while others, the non-functional ones,
referred to performance, security/privacy, modularity, extensibility, maintainability, interoperability,
energy efficiency and other aspects of the INPUT solution operation.
On the basis of the described use and business case scenarios and the identified requirements, the high
level INPUT architecture has been defined in this deliverable. The INPUT architecture has been designed
in order to enable telecom Edge Networks to host and orchestrate cloud services, while optimising
specific target QoS and energy efficiency KPIs. The main INPUT solution functional nodes, their basic
functionality and interfaces have been identified and described.
Finally, the theoretical background supporting a comparative analysis of the carbon footprint saving
of the INPUT technologies in contrast to existing infrastructures has been explained in this deliverable.
Indicatively, for the Set-Top-Box example the comparative analysis performed shows a clear advantage
from INPUT technologies when adopted by a significant number of devices -in the order of hundreds.
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ANNEX A – INPUT BUSINESS CASE SCENARIOS
This Annex includes a list of indicative business case scenarios (BCSs) of the INPUT concept
falling into and further elaborating the main/”umbrella” INPUT UCs. For uniformity, these BCSs
are presented in a common template similar to the one utilized for the UCs’ description.

1 Virtualisation of Entertainment Home device functionalities
(VoHDF)
Table 1: Business Case Scenario 1: Virtualization of Home Device/Functionalities (VoHDF).

Generic Info
Business Case
Scenario

No 1

Goal/
Objective(s)

The goal of VHD is to virtualize the physical domestic appliances such as, NAS
(Network-Attached Storage), set-top-boxes and PCs, and provide a user with the
virtual image of these appliances. In this way, the user will have full access to all
of its home entertainment devices and features even when he is not in his
physical LAN.

Detailed
Description

A user away from home wants to retrieve a previously recorded content by using
either a smartphone or a PC/laptop to connect to his/her Personal Network, as if
he/she were in his/her home LAN.
The user connects to the INPUT Platform and via a specific User_App, he/she can
access the desired content located in a virtualized set-top box. Personal Network
services are made available to the user via the Net_Functions, which guarantee
the network services and the Layer 2/3 interconnection among physical/virtual
smart devices.
Regarding computing and storage, the former is performed inside the INPUT
Platform, while the latter can also be implemented as a DC_App in a Datacenter
domain depending on the current amount of available resources at the INPUT
Platform and on the end-to-end latency requirements.

Virtualization of Home Device/Functionalities (VHD)

Stakeholder roles

Interests / Benefits
-

Stakeholder
roles and their
interests

User
Network Operator/
Cloud Service Provider

-

Flexibility in accessing his/her Personal Network
and content
High QoE
Market share increase thanks to the new offered
services.
Efficient usage/Saving of network resources
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Classification

User

Single user

Locality

Fixed and/or mobile

Content type

Interactive

Content accessibility

Secure, Private

Time scale

Real-time, near real-time, delay tolerant

INPUT Approach

INPUT
innovation
vs. Current
Status

Evaluation
criteria/
Parameters to
be measured
for a successful
operation

Current Status:
Currently, users possess various entertainment devices and PC environment/
configurations at home, at office or when on the move. As a result, a large amount
of computational resources are replicated multiple times and used sparsely,
causing a waste of these resources and consequent undesired energy
consumption.
Input Innovation:
The INPUT approach will (a) allow the “substitution” of physical SDs (NAS, settop-boxes, PCs), with their “virtual images” (SD as a Service – SDaaS) and (b) offer
cloud services in the proximity of end-users offering thus short communication
delays/latencies. To this end, the functionalities that they typically provide have
to be replicated inside the INPUT platform in an optimal way.
Several advantages can be obtained by this substitution. For example, from the
user perspective, less physical devices means less power consumption, less noise
and a less cluttered house. In addition, virtualization provides top class
computational capabilities and better performance levels, saving the user from
the need to invest in more expensive devices.
The process of virtualization clearly causes more computational effort to be
moved to the Network Operator and Cloud Service Provider sides. However, this
effort is leveraged by the architecture and capabilities of the servers located on
these sides that facilitate the incorporation of optimization strategies for
resource management.
The security level will also benefit from virtualization, because the dedicated
security engines available in many server platforms (and possibly in the INPUT
Nodes) will allow providing encryption to the user without the need of dedicated
capabilities available to each one of them individually.
-

Efficiency of the interaction between the user and the virtual image of his/her
home entertainment appliance
Energy consumption [W]
QoS (e.g., throughput, latency)
QoE (e.g., video image quality, stalling)
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Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

-

Challenges

Design and management of the single virtual images inside each domain
Selection of strategies for the correct user identification/billing
Communication and interoperability among the different domains
Additional computational effort on the process of virtualization by the
Network Operator and Cloud Service Provider
End-user device and access network technology constraints

The correct communication among the User_Apps and the Service_Apps.

Miscellaneous
Relationship
with other
BCSs

2. Set-Top Box Photo Album (SEPA)
4. Online Gaming towards the Edge (OGE)

Other related
Information

2 Set-Top Box Photo Album (SEPA)
Table 2: Business Case Scenario 2: Set-Top Box Photo Album (SEPA).

Generic Info
Business Case
Scenario

No 2

Goal/ Objective(s)

SEPA aims to provide a new personal cloud service economically and
dynamically distributed in the Internet or in the edge cloud so that the users
are able to upload, store and share personal photos. SEPA replaces users'
conventional stationary photo album stored and managed in their set-top
box, own computer or on the Internet maintaining the same QoS.

Detailed
Description

SEPA is designed as a cloud service. A personal virtual image is created that
can be duplicated or distributed in the network. The placement and
distribution on the Internet or in the edge cloud is flexible and
determined/optimized according to multiple criteria: (1) location and
number of participating users (owner, other users, share partners), (2) state
of the service (initial uploading, private sharing with a group of users, public
sharing in the Internet, storage only), (3) energy policies, resource
consumption policies, payment, (4) service quality requirements (high
resolution, fast photo loading), (5) available resources in the edge data
center/conventional data center/nano/micro data center. According to
these criteria, the service is moved and placed on the network at some time
scales. Therefore, a management service is required that monitors service,
resources and network status/availability.
All three stakeholders (users, cloud service provider, platform provider/
network operator) can benefit from the cloudification. The user gets a
flexible service that is dynamically located where the user is accessing the
Internet to ensure a good performance. Furthermore, taking into account

Set-Top Box Photo Album (SEPA)
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the sharing of the photos, the location is optimized in order to provide good
service to all parties involved. Platform provider/cloud infrastructure
provider/network operator benefit from the flexible scaling and placement
since resources can be given on demand reducing the energy and resource
consumption. Depending on the user's request and payment, additional
resources for the service can be allocated.
Stakeholder roles

Users
Stakeholder roles
and their interests

-

Cloud Service
Provider/ Network
Operator

Classification

Interests

-

Fast picture loading
Accessible content everywhere, anytime (at
home, on holiday)
Possibility to share pictures
Market share increase thanks to the new offered
services.
Efficient usage/Saving of network (computing/
server, bandwidth) and energy resources

User

Fixed group

Locality

Fixed

Content type

Static

Content
accessibility

Private, shared

Time scale

Delay tolerant

INPUT Approach

INPUT innovation
vs. Current Status

Current status:
Conventional photo album services are stationary, located in one data center
or locally at the home computer or set-top-box. In case of local management
in the home network, access from outside the LAN is difficult (if not
impossible), the performance for other participants is poor when the
upload/download speed is not sufficient and the maintenance is timeconsuming. In the case of storage in the cloud, usually the service is not
designed in a dynamic way (to adapt to the specific users’ number and
requirements).
INPUT innovation:
The service is instantiated and placed very efficiently on the Internet or in
the edge cloud so that it can be accessed with a single smart device from
anywhere, fixed location or on the move, and used only on demand; thus
saving network resources, energy and costs and providing a high QoE. In
addition, depending on the user's contract plan, additional resources for the
service can be allocated.

Evaluation criteria/
Parameters to be
measured for a
successful
operation

-

QoE for users
Energy consumption, resource consumption
Provider costs
Management overhead
Migration must be transparent to the user
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Prerequisites:
- Monitoring: users' location, network availability/quality, users' service
settings (private/public sharing) and current service actions
(uploading/viewing)
- Management entity
- A flexible, programmable network
Constraints/restrictions:
- Virtual image migration requires some time and additional resources
- Some required parameters might be not accessible and must be
predicted (e.g. upcoming location of the user, user expectations)

Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

Challenges
-

Monitoring of required information
Service consolidation, orchestration,
management
Network programmability
Virtual machine/state migration

personal

cloud

service

Miscellaneous
Relationship with
other BCSs
Other related
Information

3 Video streaming/recording on edge cloud (VSREC) (Remote
Monitoring/Surveillance with Recording Capability)
Table 3: Business Case Scenario 3: Video streaming/recording on edge cloud (VSREC).

Generic Info
Business Case
Scenario

No 3

Goal/
Objective(s)

The goal of VSREC is to provide video streaming/recording as a personal virtual
cloud service (replacing the set-top box).

Detailed
Description

VSREC allows users to consume (stream or record/store) any kind of online
video-on-demand (movie, music, shared clips, etc.) or live events (TV show,
football match, etc.) to be available to be viewed at any time (with high QoE), on
any user’s device. VSREC is designed as a personal virtual cloud service, which is
stored in the edge cloud.

Video streaming/recording on edge cloud (VSREC)
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Stakeholder roles

Interests
-

End user
Stakeholder
roles and their
interests

-

Cloud service
providers

-

Network operator

Classification

-

Stream video content, live or on demand, with a high
QoE
Record (live) video content
High availability of recorded/stored video content
Revenues from advertisement in video, live
streaming, and increased number of subscribers
Reduced load on cloud data centers by offloading to
edge clouds
Decreased CAPEX/OPEX for network infrastructure
when offering services at the edge
Revenues from providing edge servers to Cloud
Service Providers

User

Single user

Locality

Fixed, mobile

Content type

Static

Content
accessibility

Private

Time scale

Near real-time

INPUT Approach

INPUT
innovation
vs. Current
Status

Current status:
For on-demand video streaming, content delivery networks (CDNs) are state-ofthe-art. They place and cache relevant content inside eyeball ASes (ASes with end
users). As the QoE of video streaming is mainly influenced by stalling (i.e., playout
interruptions) and image quality, CDNs aim at high QoE by placing the content
close to end users. It has to be noted that individual storage of videos is not
possible with CDNs.
Live streaming consists of video creation, broadcast, and transmission of video
data to the clients. The video content is created on the fly and broadcast to the
clients. After the broadcast the video content is discarded and thus cannot be
requested anymore.
Recently, for both types of streaming, HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) has
become the predominant technology. Thereby, a video content is split in chunks
of a fixed length and available in multiple bit rates, i.e., quality levels. Based on
the current network conditions, the clients request the next segment in an
appropriate quality in order to avoid stalling to the greatest possible extend.
INPUT innovation:
The INPUT envisages that the client’s physical set-top box device will be replaced
by a personal virtual cloud service, providing a very flexible video streaming and
recording service based on HAS technology. The service and the video content
are optimally placed in the network and can be accessed anywhere (while
stationary or on the move), anytime, with a single smart device and a high QoE.
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Evaluation
criteria/
Parameters to
be measured
for a successful
operation

-

Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

Prerequisites:
- Availability of personal virtual cloud service (set-top box)
- Flexible storage technology with high availability (content could be relevant
for different users), i.e., separation of service functionality and video content
storage
Constraints/restrictions:
- Near real-time constraints for streaming (especially live streaming)

Challenges

-

QoS (e.g., throughput, latency)
QoE (e.g., video image quality, stalling)
Network resources consumption
Network traffic
Energy consumption

Placement and migration of personal virtual set-top box
Placement of video content
Streaming of video content
Support of moving users

Miscellaneous
Relationship
with other
BCSs
Other related
Information

4 Online Gaming towards the Edge (OGE)
Table 4: Business Case Scenario 4: Online Gaming towards the Edge (OGE).

Generic Info
Business Case
Scenario

No 4

Goal/
Objective(s)

OGE use case aims to achieve a resource- and energy-efficient, dynamicallyplaced Internet cloud gaming. The advantage is that by dynamically moving the
service within and between data centers, energy and server resources can be
saved. Additionally, the latency and network utilization can be optimized if the
service is placed close to involved end users.

Detailed
Description

Compared to conventional games, the game host in OGE is not centrally located
in the Internet, but optimally placed for game players, telco/network operators,
and available data center resources according to several criteria. The game host
is realized as a cloud service (virtual image), which can be moved by (live)
migration within one data center, to other edge data centers/conventional data
centers/nano/micro data centers. In particular, it is focused on energy efficiency

Online Gaming towards the Edge (OGE )
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in data centers and live migration of online games towards the edge where the
users are located. The placement and distribution of the service on the network
is determined according to multiple objectives: (1) location and number of
participating users (game owner, game players), (2) type of game (ego-shooter,
first-person, third person), (3) energy policies, resource consumption policies,
payment, (4) service quality requirements (high resolution, low delay), (5)
available resources in the edge data center/conventional data center.

Stakeholder
roles and their
interests

Stakeholder roles

Interests

End user (game
player)

High QoE, especially:
- High resolution
- No noticeable stutter (no lags, no delays, no game
interruption)
- Unrestricted choice of the game world, gaming map
and players

Network Operator

Saving of network resources and energy consumption.

Gaming possible with acceptable to good quality with low
Service (Datacenter)
data center resource (servers) usage and low energy
Operator
consumption

Classification

User

Fixed group (after the game has started)

Locality

Fixed

Content type

Interactive

Content
accessibility

Shared

Time scale

Real time

INPUT Approach

INPUT
innovation
vs. Current
Status

Current status:
Current status is that game servers are centrally located in the Internet at data
centers. The game server is static and is scaled only in the long run.
INPUT innovation:
Innovation happens with respect to the three dimensions:
a) By migrating the server within a data center or even to other data centers,
the utilization in a data center can be controlled, scaled and optimized. Thus
power and server resources are saved.
b) A cloud gaming service (game host) is placed on edge data centers close to
the end-users which will reduce bandwidth consumption, save Internet
resources, costs and energy.
c) Low latency connection is provided between the users and the game host.
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Evaluation
criteria/
Parameters to
be measured
for a successful
operation
-

Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

Prerequisites:
- Design of game server as single replicable virtual image, including probably
separation between functionality and game data (gaming map tiles, maps,
etc.)
- Management entity, a flexible, programmable network
- Monitoring: users' location, users' network quality from user to data center,
game host’s resources in data center
Constraints/restrictions:
- Virtual image migration requires some time and additional resources
- Some required parameters might be not known a priori and must be
assumed (e.g. upcoming location of the user, QoE user expectations)
- Migration must be transparent to the user (no impact on QoE)
- End-user device and access network technology constraints
-

Challenges

QoE for the end user (in terms of packet latency between game host and end
user, resulting gaming resolution, amount of noticeable stuttering)
Resource savings compared to conventional approach: data center resource
and energy consumption
Network bandwidth usage between game server and each player
Provider costs
Management overhead

The realization of game host as virtual image that supports game migration.
For migration, the network must be dynamically adapted
For placement optimization, the impact of a server migration to a different
data center or within a data center on the end user QoE must be known.

Miscellaneous
Relationship
with other
BCSs
Other related
Information

State of the art migration techniques only migrate the “state of the game” to
other server or data centers. The virtual image as well as game data and gaming
functionalities are handled separately in advance – prior to the actual migration.

5 Office Collaboration over Cloud (OCC)
Table 5: Business Case Scenario 5: Office Collaboration over Cloud (OCC).

Generic Info
Office Collaboration over Cloud (OCC)
(example: Centralized Processing of Newspaper Articles for
Special Purposes)

Business Case
Scenario

No 5

Goal/
Objective(s)

In the case of OCC, INPUT aims at replacing existing isolated or interconnected
individual business office desktop PCs and/or laptop with a virtual image
provided “as an office cloud service” over which employees, business partners,
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customers, etc., can collaborate by uploading, storing, processing and sharing
instances of the same business related content, thus minimizing the need to
exchange large files, or store multiple copies, minimizing delays in data exchange
and processing.

Detailed
Description

Potential interest for OCC may originate from businesses (especially those with
significant number of mobile employees), such as: commercial businesses with
large number of salesmen/accountants/consultants/journalists, etc., as well as
doctors, lawyers, engineers, etc. The common requirement from the cybernation
of such businesses is the need for ubiquitous, efficient access to their work
documents wherever they are as well as the need to share information with other
colleagues or/and customers frequently.
The OCC BCS proposes the virtualization and cloudification of employee’s
desktops/laptops. The virtual image can be duplicated or distributed over the
network and thus, work can be accessible –under specific
authorization/authentication procedures- everywhere at any time.
The primary storage and distribution of work data is determined by a variety of
factors such as: special business prerequisites, business activities, business QoS
restrictions, the location and number of participating users (employee who
works on it, other employee colleagues, other partners, customers), status of
work/specific workflow, energy policies, resource consumption policies, service
quality requirements (big data volumes/storage restrictions, latency restrictions
etc.), available resources in the edge data center/conventional data
center/nano/micro data center. For instance, initially the image may be close to
employees’ location, then can be moved to colleagues’ locations, and finally can
be stored near customers’ location. Therefore, a management service is required
that monitors service, resources and network status/availability.
Stakeholder roles

Stakeholder
roles and their
interests

End users (business
users)

-

Cloud Service
Provider / Network
Operator

Classification

Interests

-

Business efficiency increase
Business
information
sharing
between
colleagues/customers; accessible anytime, anywhere
(even if out of office /colleague not available)
Services portfolio enhancement
Market share increase thanks to the new offered
services.
Efficient usage/Saving of network (computing/
server, bandwidth) and energy resources

User

Fixed group, dynamic group

Locality

Fixed, mobile

Content type

Static, dynamic

Content
accessibility

Secure, shared

Time scale

Delay tolerant
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INPUT Approach

INPUT
innovation
vs. Current
Status

Current status:
Conventionally, businesses/offices/industries are organised based on the
provisioning of a desktop/laptop work station per employee interconnected with
others either via a local network or over internet. Collaboration between
colleagues on the same data material is usually based either on shared files over
a company’s LAN, or placed on local company’s data servers, or even on multiple
exchanges of the data material via e-mails incurring delays in the
collaboration/processing/accessing of common data. Similarly, mobile
employees (salesmen, consultants etc.) need to preserve multiple copies of their
documents (in mail servers, usb sticks, external hard drives, laptops, etc.) to have
them available when visiting a customer/at office/at home, etc.
Cloud-based solutions for business activities are primarily utilised for data backup/storage purposes rather than for collaboration on the same data material or
for making data material available to customers. Besides, servers hosting cloud
services maybe located outside the telecom operators’ network or in another
country.
INPUT innovation:
In the context of INPUT, common business data are stored in an optimal location
of a distributed cloud infrastructure, and a unique instance of these data is
available for processing/accessing by various business employees, everywhere
with the same QoS. Moreover, common data/services addressing various
customers can be stored once, and can be accessible later, everywhere with the
same QoS.

Evaluation
criteria/
Parameters to
be measured
for a successful
operation

-

Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

Prerequisites:
- Flexible Programmable Network
Constraints/restrictions:
- Re-development/adjustment of existing workflow systems and business
intelligence systems so as to run images on cloud infrastructure (instead of
stand-alone servers with proprietary interfaces).
- Some required parameters might not be known a priory and must be
assumed (e.g. location of the user)
- End-user device and access network technology constraints
-

Challenges

-

QoS/QoE
Energy consumption
Storage efficiency
Processing power efficiency
Communication resources efficient utilisation

Business information/data storage and distribution in cloud infrastructure
depending on different business requirements
Service consolidation, orchestration and management of multiple virtual
images
Orchestration of work on images of common (possibly distributed) work
items
Network programmability
High security requirements posed by business users
Re-development/Adjustment of third party applications/systems
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-

Adjustment of existing business processes and training of personnel and
customers

Miscellaneous
Relationship
with other
BCSs

Other related
Information

Centralized Processing of Newspaper Articles for Special Purposes – A
representative example
Businesses providing “public-relations” services (internally or externally) need
to monitor, collect and filter the numerous electronic and printed material (social
media, newspapers, radio, TV, etc.), as well as store and present it to the
interested customers. Besides, more than one customers may be interested for
the same content. A centralised, cloud-based service would eliminate processing,
storage and data communication related costs besides the radical enhancement
of QoS.
Under the INPUT concept, more than one employee may collect input from
various sources, and work on the cloud-based virtual images of their
workstations residing near their location. These pieces of work may
automatically feed a common centralised cloud-based processor while the output
may be labelled, indexed and mapped to different customers based on their
profiles/account details. The output may be either stored at a central location or
different images (copies) of it can be distributed near the location of each
customer.

6 Dynamic deployment of ITS Services in Smart Cities (DITS)
Table 6: Business Case Scenario 6: Dynamic deployment of ITS Services in Smart Cities (DITS).

Generic Info
Business Case
Scenario

No 6

Goal/
Objective(s)

The goal of this use case is to demonstrate the advantages of a dynamic
deployment of ITS services in smart cities through virtualized IoT objects. In this
BCS INPUT aims at the “cloudification” of part of Advanced Driver Assistance
Services devices and/or mobile devices’ functionality as well as of FI Road
Transport Assistance systems so that part of ITS processing is performed on their
virtual image and provided “as a ITS service” to the aforementioned lightweight
devices.

Detailed
Description

Multiple services considered under the umbrella of ITS can benefit from the ITS
cloudification approach such as:
 Map and collaborative navigation services (personalized time-of-arrival
based on driving profile and current traffic conditions, road conditions or

Dynamic deployment of ITS Services in Smart Cities (DITS)
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other useful information received by other vehicle drivers)
Intelligent public transport services (incl. collaborative public transport
optimization, smart intersection for intelligent priorities)
 Cooperative logistics services
 Collaborative co-modal route planning.
More specifically, in the cases of “map and collaborative navigation services” and
“cooperative logistics services”, collecting, monitoring and filtering a huge
amount of data, as well as storing and presenting it to the end-user device
requires a lot of storage and processing power, while more than one user can be
interested in the same content. The processes of these services are performed at
the ADAS/end-user device side, while their cloudification at remotely located
cloud infrastructure may introduce quite high delay. Under the INPUT concept,
part of the ADAS/end-user device functionality will be substituted by its virtual
image, located at a distributed cloud infrastructure utilising telecom edge and
core network.
Indicatively, instead of having map information stored at each ADAS/in-vehicle
device, it can be stored at a core network point, efficiently accessible by a large
number of users. General traffic information can be stored/processed at a point
of the edge network covering a wide area, while specific logistics information can
be stored/processed also at the edge network, especially when it concerns local
logistics services. Finally, sophisticated ITS services processing triggered either
by the end-user or by the system, such as route optimisation based on various
conditions and algorithms, can be performed on the virtual image of the ADAS/invehicle device.
Likewise, sophisticated processing required in the case of “Intelligent public
transport services” can be performed at the virtual images of the smart enddevices (i.e. the smart intersections devices) located at the INPUT distributed
cloud infrastructure.
At the same time, having different users SDs’ (ADASs) images running on the edge
cloud under the INPUT concept, fosters their collaboration and exchange of data.


Stakeholder roles

Interests

Telco Operator
Cloud Service Provider

Increase in the number of subscribers thanks to the
more reactive and secure offered services.
-

Stakeholder
roles and their
interests

End-user, both private
users and public
authority users

Service developers

-

End users: experience a better trip experience
according to the rules set and the desired travel
route.
Public authority: being part of the group of users
the public authority can more effectively
implement
public
services
and
planning/optimization urban actions through
participatory solutions.

Opportunity of offering “INPUT compliant” new
virtualized objects to the overall platform both user
oriented (sensors and devices into vehicles, bikes,
etc…) and public authority oriented (virtualized
roadside units, semaphores, etc.).
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Classification

User

People moving in the city, city public authorities willing
to implement specific traffic planning strategies

Locality

Fixed and mobile

Content type

Information
interactive)

Content accessibility

Secure, Private/Public

Time scale

real-time, near real-time

from

service

providers

(partially

INPUT Approach

INPUT
innovation
vs. Current
Status

Current status:
Currently, either centralized architectures are commonly used for the
development and delivery of ITS services or stand-alone solutions are offered.
In centralized architectures, sensed data are collected from the equipment at the
field level and sent to the control center residing remotely in a central location
where data analysis and decision-making is performed. This approach is suitable
in a small network without latency and security constraints, but does not fit in a
context where the number of measurement units (e.g. vehicles distributed in an
urban area) is growing exponentially and where ITS services pose strict latency
requirements.
In other cases, ADASs (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems- In vehicle systems)
need to perform in stand-alone mode really heavy computations and to store a
large amount of data, which poses capacity and processing requirements -to
ADASs- that are disproportional to their actual functionality.
Input innovation
To successfully address these issues, a distributed network architecture making
the most out of edge computing should be adopted. For the ITS case, instead of
having data collected from various sources (mobile – vehicles, or static- FI devices
such as sensors, traffic signs etc.) and processed in a single location (centralized
approach) or in ADASs, INPUT envisages to perform the elaboration in the most
convenient INPUT node(s), such as the edge network nodes or even locally at
ADASs (vehicles computational platforms) depending on the current location and
the objects feeding data to the user's service.

Evaluation
criteria/
Parameters to be measured
for a successful operation
Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

Reduction in energy consumption with respect to a centralized approach [in
Joule]
Successfulness towards a distributed and collaborative deployment of an ITS
service [Y/N]
Reduction in the user experienced average service time [in
seconds]compared to a full centralized approach

Prerequisites:
- Runtime environment in each physical devices
- Selection of strategies for the correct identification of the optimal location for
the execution of the micro-services
- A collaborative approach should be already implemented by the users in this
scenario
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Challenges

The main challenge for this use case will be represented by the capability of
separating from the virtual objects the micro-services that should be instantiated
in the optimal edge cloud.

Miscellaneous
Relationship
with other
BCSs

Personal health agent, Remote Energy Management System

Other related
Information

7 Personal Health Agent (PHA)
Generic Info
Business Case/
Scenario

No 2.2

Goal/
Objective(s)

PHA aims to provide a virtual assistant (Agent) that monitors the health status
for patients that have recently received cardiovascular surgery, through
emerging wearable Internet of Things sensors (such as ear sensors1). These
sensors may provide very accurate data (pulseoximetry in case of the earomics),
thereby, enabling the opportunity to carry out diagnosis and anomalies
detections. However, most of times, this requires high processing capabilities
(obtain different derivades of the signal, FFT transformations and mathematical
analysis with deep learning). These capabilities are not feasible for wearable and
constrained chipsets. In this scenario, the INPUT Service_Apps are exploited to
analyse these signals in order to detect anomalies in real-time, while conserving
privacy and optimizing energy lifetime from wearable sensors.

Detailed
Description

Wearable sensors for telemedicine and healthcare monitoring are continuously
evolving presenting a higher accurate and reducing the impact from users’
movement, lack of medical knowledge for its correct usage and validation of
context to verify anomalies. An example of this evolution is what we find in the
pulsioximetry. During the last 5 years, the pulsioximetry has evolved from rigid
sensors with a lot of errors as a consequence of user movement, lack of expertise
to set-up correctly in the finger and low ergonomy (see example in:
http://www.nonin.com/Onyx9560-OEM), to more flexible devices with wireless
communications and taking care of higher ergonomy to enable continuous
monitoring, but however yet introducing high error and variability as a
consequence
of
the
users’
movement
(see
example
in:
http://www.nonin.com/OEMSolutions/WristOx23150-OEM). However, in the
last period )a disruptive approach has being used moving the sensors from the

Personal Health Agent – Internet of Things (PHA)

Emerging ear-based sensors for pulseoximetry are emerging based on the recent chipsets from NXP, these
chipsets are integrated into commercial products such as Bragi http://www.bragi.com/
1
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finger to the ear. Thereby, hand movements and usual users’ activities are not
influencing the signal (see example in: http://www.bragi.com/).
The increasing of accurate and sensitivity in the signals (waveforms),
contextualization and wearability of the sensors bring the opportunity to offer
remote / telemedicine anomalies detection and follow up for diseases such as
cardiovascular diseases for situations with high risk and need for providing a
continuous monitoring, such as heart surgery. However, these algorithms to
detect anomalies and process the waveforms require a high processing
capabilities (deep learning / neuronal networks, signal processing such as Fast
Fourier Transform etc.). In details, pulse oximeter provides the non-invasive
measurement of arterial oxygen saturation (SpO2). In addition to oxygen
saturation values (discrete data), the pulse oximeters provide a photoelectric
plethysmography waveform (continuous data), which reﬂects a combination of
volume and ﬂow changes in skin microcirculation. Plethysmography can be used
in the time domain and also in the frequency domain, for monitoring
arteriosclerotic anomaly. However, more relevant insights require the analysis
of the second derivative of the Plethysmogram, i.e., the Accelerated
Plethysmogram, which is very useful to detect disruptive changes, arterial aging,
and detect anomalies post-surgery.
For that reason, local processing by INPUT nodes bring all the benefits of offering
higher capacities to carry out the computation, edge network processing in terms
of privacy and real-time monitoring to detect anomalies. This use-case will make
easier the integration in a privacy-by-design approach the monitoring of elderly
people at home with non-intrusive sensors. It is remarkable that Ambient
Assisted Living and independent living scenarios require the promotion of smart
data instead of big data, where smart data means locally processed data and
converted into relevant information (events, anomalies, etc.), instead of just
transmitting raw data to cloud-enabled services.
This use-case enable the potential to enhance knowledge and disease evolution
insights using the historical data combined with data from other sources such as
activity monitors, ambient monitors, and other relevant sources of data. In
addition, to the possibility to communicate among the different users to contrast
anomalies, evaluate trends and enhance the algorithms accurate.
In order to make this use-case feasible, a virtual image with the described
capabilities from the Service_App (data processing, historical data store, events
and anomalies detection, and communication with external players / systems).
This Service_App can evolve with more functionalities and also to reuse other
sensors from other use-cases such as the home automation one, in order to
enhance algorithms with additional context (motion sensors, ambient monitors,
activity sensors such as bracelets, etc.).
Finally, it is remarkable how the deployment of this use-case following the
proposed architecture from INPUT enhance the privacy of the users, at the same
time that optimizes the exploitation of the Internet of Things capabilities in an
efficient, scalable and secure manner.
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Stakeholder roles

Interests

users

-

Healthcare monitoring
Surgery follow-up (cardiovascular)
Continuous monitoring
Health diseases prevention
Remote diagnosis / telemedicine
Aging population
Sharing of data and best practices

-

A new offered innovative service giving the potential
of increasing subscribers
Potential to build new offered services using shared
upon approval, data to enhance common knowledge
and service quality (algorithms enhancement)
Potential to satisfy new requirements for real
time/near real time
monitoring for critical
applications such as health care monitoring
Provisioning of advanced services in partnership with
other companies (healthcare insurances)
Enhancing of privacy and satisfaction of EU
regulations for personal data management

Stakeholder
roles and their
interests

Cloud Service
Provider

-

Platform/Network
operator

Classification

-

Increase the number of subscribers
Potential to satisfy new requirements and provide
new service offerings

User

single user

Locality

Mobile (Wearable sensors)

content type

dynamic, interactive

content
accessibility

secure, private, shared (under specifications conditions
and constrained to authenticated and trusted domains)

time scale

real-time, near real-time

INPUT Approach

INPUT
innovation
vs. Current
Status

Current status:
Most of pulseoximeters are used for discrete monitoring during a specific
moment (under 5 minutes). The previous approaches have been focused on
mobile health, i.e., integration with smart phones applications. Therefore, it
presents an additional difficulty and usability barrier for aging population. In
addition, since existing wearable sensors were focused on finger monitoring,
their accurate was not enough for providing anomalies detection / diagnosis.
Consequently, the lack of suitable and cost-effective infrastructure for real-time
monitoring has made that not a solution with described features can be found
for in-home monitoring, only expensive hospital equipment (patient monitors)
and sensors from companies such as Masimo (> 7000 euros per sensor) could
satisfy these actions. Finally, these mentioned systems for hospitals were focused
for patient monitoring on bed, presenting a limitation for the user in terms of
quality of life and independence.
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INPUT innovation:
INPUT provides a most cost-effective infrastructure for processing and storing
data, enabling the potential to distribute the processing requirements instead of
requiring a high cost dedicated equipment. In addition, the integration and
support with the Internet of Things and Wearable sensors makes feasible the
enhancement of the IoT/Wearable systems that are constrained in terms of
computational power and storage with high capabilities enabled by the edge,
making them cost-effective and scalable in terms of functions. INPUT and the
provisioning of functions via Service_Apps / Virtual Images enable a more
effective upgrade of the algorithms, contextualization with data from other
sensors (e.g., activity monitoring / fitness, motion sensors etc,). It should be also
taking into account, the Internet enablement capacity of the INPUT environment,
thereby it provides the capacity to enable advanced services such as inform about
anomalies to remote coaches (nurses). Since, the solution is based on Internet of
Things and wearables sensors, it provides a monitoring environment based on
the user environment (home) without presenting a high intrusion or disrupting
on his daily activities (independency). Finally, INPUT provides an enhanced
security and privacy regarding user access, data processing in local environment
and consequently user protection.
Evaluation
criteria/
Parameters to
be measured
for a successful
operation

Anomalies detection supported
Number of signal bytes analyzed per second (analytics capacity)
Quality of Service

Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

-

Requires real-time types of service
Requires secure access and secure interconnection with physical devices
Requires integration with third party systems (insurances companies)
Requires satisfy privacy regulations for personal data

-

Requires the user acceptance of the interconnection of their personal data
with Internet-enabled services
Requires raise awareness about privacy prevention of edge computing-based
solutions
Requires to ensure high reliability of the local network (IoT sensors) with the
edge network to ensure high protection and avoid errors by reliability
problems

Challenges

-

Miscellaneous
Relationship
with other
BCSs

Virtualization of Entertainment Home Device/Functionalities (VEHoD)
Remote monitoring/surveillance with recording capability
Home Automation

Other related
Information
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8 Remote Energy Management System (REMS)
Table 7: Business Case/ Scenario 8: Remote Energy Management System (REMS).

Generic Info
Business Case/
Scenario

No 8

Goal/
Objective(s)

REMS aims to provide end-users with a personal cloud service to monitor and
manage energy consumption of their home/office appliances while assisting
them in generating optimal energy efficient and convenient plans of appliances
operation.

Detailed
Description

Smart energy meters, remote power switches, smart plugs and various sensors,
more and more equip a modern home or a business building. Apart from the total
energy consumption measuring, several devices are available to collect energy
consumption and control power feed per power outlet. Besides that, building
upon the basic smart energy services, it is possible to have a series of
functionalities ranging from just providing awareness to even building
automated optimal energy efficient plans of appliances operation based on
historical data, weather conditions, emergency conditions, difference in energy
suppliers charging rates within a day, standby conditions, or convenient to the
end user requested operation of specific appliances.
Total or per appliance energy consumption is often collected by in-home private
servers, while historical data are stored. Moving these servers to the cloud not
only reduces energy consumption from not operating an in-house server but also
offers accessibility to data and the ability to control appliances power feed
remotely from a connected to the internet computing device, mobile or not.
Especially when targeting a more extended case than a home, such as a business
building, storage for keeping historical data combined with data from other
sources e.g. weather/other sensor data, may become quite large. Furthermore,
decisions as a result of data processing and clever reasoning may prove a
computational intensive task.
Under the INPUT concept, each end-user possesses a virtual image which
handles messages, stores data, controls appliances, and automates decisions
regarding its home. Being in the cloud offers further potentials of collaboration
between various REMS of different end users. Such collaboration may provide
sharing of data coming from sensors or measures and detected conditions,
between nearby homes that may require common policies to be followed.
Communication between various virtual images, not necessarily belonging to
nearby end-users may provide for the exchange of proved efficient plans and
probably let new end users build their initial policies upon knowledge and
historical data of older in the service end-users.

Stakeholder
roles and their
interests

Remote Energy Management System (REMS)

Stakeholder roles

Interests

End-users

-

Energy consumption reduction
Remote control
Automation
Sharing of data and best practices
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Cloud Service
Provider

Platform/Network
operator

Classification

-

-

A new offered innovative service giving the potential
of increasing subscribers
Potential to build new offered services using shared
upon approval, data
Potential to satisfy new requirements for real
time/near real time/ delay tolerant communication
among virtual images probably useful as a technology
for other service offerings.
Increase the number of subscribers
Potential to satisfy new requirements and provide
new service offerings

User

single user, fixed group, dynamic group

Locality

Fixed

Content type

static, dynamic, interactive

Content
accessibility

secure, private, shared

Time scale

real-time, near real-time, delay tolerant

INPUT Approach

INPUT
innovation
vs. Current
Status

Current status:
Most commonly energy suppliers deploy smart meters at end-users homes which
record total energy consumption in intervals and communicate that information
at least daily back to the utility for monitoring and billing purposes.
Total energy consumption often is monitored by end-users themselves as well,
by deploying in-house energy smart meters in order to raise their awareness on
their energy consumption and probably drive their decisions towards reducing
it. Data are stored locally in private home servers. Deployment of per power
outlet energy smart meters is also an option for the end-user in order to gather
more detailed data on energy consumption per appliance. Several outlet meters
also support power switching (on/off) and permit the end user to build 24h
schedules of connected to these outlet appliances. Furthermore, sensors like
smart thermostats often provide data to be exploited towards switching on/off
appliances like air-conditioners.
In any case, data are collected and stored in-house although there are cases
where these data are communicated to a service providing web access.
INPUT innovation:
According to the proposed system, collection and storage of data coming from
energy meters, and probably sensors, takes place in the cloud in a private virtual
image. The end-user no longer needs to maintain and operate a local server, thus
reduces costs of ownership and operation. At the same time, monitoring and
control of appliances is possible from anywhere with a connected to the internet
computing device, mobile or not.
Collaboration and sharing with other nearby or not end users is possible. This
way not only historical data and best practices may be shared but a sensor owned
by a user may be shared and used by another nearby one (e.g. a rain sensor or an
outdoor thermometer).
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Evaluation
criteria/
Parameters to be measured
for a successful
operation

Energy savings
Quality of Service

Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

Requires different types of service per group of functionalities ranging from
delay tolerant to real time
Requires secure access and secure interconnection between virtual images

-

Challenges
Miscellaneous
Virtualisation of Entertainment Home Device/Functionalities (VHD)
Remote monitoring/surveillance with recording capability
Virtualization of IoT services in smart city scenarios
Personal health agent

Relationship
with other
BCSs
Other related
Information

9 Pervasive Intelligent Machine (PIM)
Table 8: Business Case/Scenario 9: Pervasive Intelligent Machine (PIM).

Generic Info
Business Case/
Scenario

No 9

Goal/
Objective(s)

The goal of this BCS is to demonstrate the feasibility of INPUT in cases where smart
things, intelligent machines, drones, and robots will become the Telecommunications-ICT “terminals” of the future, capable of providing new ICT
services.

Detailed
Description

Industry, agriculture, mining, security, and several Institutions and Enterprises are
already adopting robots and autonomous machines. Optimization and cost
reduction create strong and growing interest in extending the use of pervasive
intelligent machines. In agriculture, for exampleError! Reference source not
found., robots and autonomous machines are used for tasks like crop inspection,
targeted use of water and pesticides, as well as in data gathering for optimising the
processes. In this context, the aforementioned autonomous machines should be
connected and controlled for a number of different agricultural applications.
Interestingly, also in this context, APIs can be opened to end-Users and Third
Parties to develop, program and provide any related services and applications.
Intelligent machines and pervasive robotics applications which will even make our
spaces more comfortable, safer and functional also in our third and fourth age.

Pervasive Intelligent Machines (PIM)
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In future Error! Reference source not found., it is expected that intelligent
machines and pervasive robotics would have an impact in helping the elderly
people, who constitute a large section of the population, to stay active and
independent, increase their quality of life and maintain social cohesion. Using
intelligent machines for the progressive digitalization of enterprises can create
global digital environments where enterprises can play multiple roles cooperating
and competing in global markets in a more effective, dynamic and flexible way. One
can image feedback mechanisms (based on almost real-time big data processing)
to improve performance and productivity of processes by self-corrections of
(internal and external) actions.
INPUT can support these scenarios, by allowing the sharing of the knowledge
created and mediated through a highly flexible and ultra-low latency
Telecommunications platform offering huge amount of processing and storage
power. In fact, enterprises processes can be mapped in huge data sets, which can
be processed with big data analytics and cognition methods to actuate then
optimized operations.
Eventually this use case will demonstrate the remote control and programmability
of a mobile robot through Telecommunications-ICT.
Stakeholder roles
Stakeholder
roles and their
interests

Classification

-

Interests

Infrastructure
Providers
and/or Network Operators
Service Enablers
Service Providers

Automation of industrial processes
New service paradigms
New business models

User

User (people) but also SME, LE, etc.

Locality

Fixed and mobile connectivity; centralised and
distributed processing and storage

Content type

Apps and (network/service)
programmable though API

Content accessibility

Secure, Private

Time scale

Real-time, near real-time

functions

are

INPUT Approach

INPUT
innovation
vs. Current
Status

Current Status:
Legacy infrastructures, cannot cope with the new emerging network and ICT
service requirements, as dictated by the growing number (and the heterogeneity)
of terminals, devices, things attached to the network, as well as the high-level of
dynamism, programmability and flexibility. New business and service paradigms
are emerging in the Telecommunications and ICT arena, such as:
1) “Anything as a Service”, where intelligent terminals, devices, machines, and
robots will allow the “digitalization” of the society and the economy in many
aspects (e.g., agriculture, education, health).
2) “Immersive Communications” which are well beyond the “commoditization” of
current communication paradigms (e.g., voice, messaging, etc.), by providing
new forms of communications (e.g., artificially intelligent avatars, cognitive
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robots-humans interactions, etc.) that however require ultra-low latency and
highly flexible network and service platforms.
Input Innovation:
INPUT platform is enabling the provisioning of ICT services by using virtual
resources both in the Cloud and nearer to the end-users (users/people, SME or LE)
thus allows to reduce the end-to-end application latency, which is a factor of
success for the future ICT.
Evaluation
criteria/
Parameters to
be measured
for a successful
operation

End-to-end application latency (including IT response time and network
latency) in the order of ms, allowing acceptable levels of reaction time for
intelligent machines, robots, etc.
Reduced time for the Operations (e.g., thanks to automating configurations)
Stability

Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

-

Automating Operations and transactions (identification/billing)
Enabling secure APIs at different levels
Security
Interoperability between different domains

Challenges

The main challenge for this use case will be the minimization of the end-to-end
application latency, by finding the best trade-off in allocating the IT and network
resources.

Miscellaneous
Relationship
with other
BCSs

Dynamic deployment of ITS Services in Smart Cities

Other related
Information

http://sdn.ieee.org/images/files/pdf/5g_experimentation_-_whitepaper_v5.1.pdf

10 Home Management Systems / Home Automation – internet
of Things (HMS)
Generic Info
Business Case/
Scenario

Goal/
Objective(s)

No 10

Home Management System (HMS)

HMS aims to provide end-users a personal cloud service to monitor, manage and
extend home devices and appliances related functions regarding automation,
appliances and utilities breakdowns prevention, early detection of anomalies to
mitigate impact (damages), and operational control. INPUT provides a relevant
value through the provisioning of extensible functionality via Service Apps
deploying near to the devices virtual images that support complex event
processing, data correlation, data aggregation, data storage, etc.
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Thereby, the sensing or actuation components can be physically deployed,
however the in-house IoT objects are virtualized offering extended capabilities,
including also higher robustness to attacks (security DoS) via firewalls
(Net_Function) and also interoperability with semantic protocols mapping
(Net_Function).
These, virtualized IoT objects range from diverse sensors to wearables and
control units. Furthermore, sharing of IoT objects among users of a trusted
group as well as historical data and best practice plans is illustrated as a
capability. Thereby, extending the potential of the sensors data beyond the
home borders.
Finally, User_Apps over personal devices and Smart TV simplifies the
interactions (instead of using convention control panels) into a more ubiquitous
and accessible interface.
Gases sensors, remote power switches, water electro-valves, ambient monitors,
motion sensors, humidity/water leaks sensors and various sensors, more and
more equip a modern home/a business building. Examples of these sensors can
be found in the HOPU home automation and IoT sensors portfolio:
http://www.glueandblue.com/
At the same time, wearable computers in the form of watches, bracelets or else
become more and more popular every day. Thereby, creating an ecosystem of
personal and smart devices at home.
HMS aims in managing the operation of home appliances by exploiting data from
several IoT objects towards addressing (1) operational efficiency, (2) home
safety and security, (3) home maintenance (breakdowns management) and (4)
in-house comfort level.
Detailed
Description

Home automation and security sensors are often utilized to provide safety at
home (such as smoke detectors, fire sensors (CO, VOC, …), etc.) and sometimes
for the security of an home (such as motion or intrusion detectors etc.). Upon an
unwanted event is a detected, relevant actions are triggered. In the case that
these sensors are IoT objects accessed through a private server, the user is
provided with the ability to monitor its home and to get alarmed when an
unwanted event happens. These sensors are emerging in the form of vertical
applications with limited extension and reusability capabilities. For that reason,
the virtualization of their logic enables a wide range of opportunities to develop
advanced services in a most cost-affordable and scalable way.
Furthermore, several wearable computers in the form of watches, bracelets or
else gain an increasing adoption. Such wearables could be utilized to detect the
location of a person within the house and conditions at the location point and
optimise local comfort level, such as optimal lighting or temperature at the
location of a person, while trigger energy efficient plans for the rest of the house
e.g. turning of or reducing lighting for the in-house location that no person is
present or targeting a moderate energy efficient air conditioning.
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The concept of this use case is for each in-house IoT object to have a virtual
counterpart in the cloud while moving the private server responsible for the
control of IoT objects, storage of data and generation of operation plans as a
virtual image into the cloud. The combination of data coming from several IoT
objects may be used to device several multi-objective optimal operation plans of
home appliances. Furthermore, exposing the virtual counterpart of an IoT object
to the cloud provides for the capability of sharing IoT objects such as sensors
among users of a group. Thus, nearby homes may share among them data from
the same or different sensors towards a clever reasoning and probably triggering
a common set of actions, and even build a crowd context about weather, energy
consumption, users’ behaviours etc., in order to reduce false alarms and enhance
the HMS solution efficiency. Apart from sharing sensors, sharing of historical
data and best practices among nearby or not homes may be quite helpful in
devising optimal plans, forecasting certain events by an expert system or just
letting new end users build their initial policies upon knowledge and historical
data of older in the service end-users.
There are several applications one can build based on the functionalities this
service provides while considering diverse environments. For example,
considering an office environment where noise level sensors, ambient monitors,
light sensors, and presence monitors allow to figure out the context and status in
an environment, operation plans of appliances maybe devised to energy
efficiently adjust the environment towards providing optimal work conditions
or optimal comfort levels during meetings.
Finally, the decoupling of the sensors with their logic counterpart (sensor-level
processing) and control panels (home-level processing for a specific family of
products) enhances the evolution / upgrade of the solutions, in terms of number
of sensors to take play into the logical development (covering from security,
automation to even other purpose sensors such as the mentioned wearable
activity sensors), logical process (incorporating more context and
heterogeneous data sources), and capacity to interact with other systems
(personal devices, remote systems, etc.)
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Stakeholder
roles and their
interests

Stakeholder roles

Interests

Users

-

Energy consumption reduction
Breakdowns management
Water efficiency
Safety and Security
Optimal comfort level
Remote control
Automation
Anomalies detection
Sharing of data and best practices

-

A new offered innovative service giving the potential
of increasing subscribers
Potential to build new offered services using shared
upon approval, data
Potential to satisfy new requirements for real
time/near real time/ delay tolerant communication
among virtual images probably useful as a technology
for other service offerings.

Cloud Service
Provider

-

Sensors / IoT
Objects providers /
manufacturers

-

Platform/Network
operator

Classification

-

Increase sales of sensors
Provisioning of advanced capabilities and solutions
such as behaviour adaption, anomalies detection, etc.
Scalable and secure remote management to enhance
the Quality of Service, Support and Maintenance
Include new functionalities in the devices after they
are deployed in the user’s environment (Virtual
Images)
Reduce
devices
power
consumption
and
consequently enhance lifetime
Reduce devices costs (more capabilities enabled by
the edge and cloud computing)
Reduce control panels complexity and development
costs
Increase the number of subscribers
Potential to satisfy new requirements and provide
new service offerings

User

single user, fixed group, dynamic group

Locality

Fixed

content type

static, dynamic, interactive

content
accessibility

secure, private, shared

required
resources/building storage, processing, secure data sharing
blocks
time scale

real-time, near real-time, delay tolerant
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INPUT Approach

INPUT
innovation
vs. Current
Status

Current status:
Most commonly security suppliers deploy motion sensors, cameras, water
detection and smoke detection sensors at end users homes, which detect simple
events based on a predefined threshold.
These sensors rely on a panel or gateway to collect the data and inform the user
or an insurance company about the event of interest. An example of this kind of
solutions can be found in control panels from Interlogix2 (previous General
Electric Security). They require to include user interfaces (touch screens or
button pads), processing unit and multiple communication interfaces
(routing/gateway). This component can be simplified relying on generic routers
for networking and communications interfaces, and enabling protocols via
Net_Functions, logic via Service_Apps and user interfaces via User_Apps running
on domestic and personal devices such as Smart TV and Personal home.
The current control panels have a limited memory to make historical data store,
a limited number of protocols support (interoperability), a physical dependence
for its location and finally a low fault tolerance since the dependence of all the
home security to a single failure point.
INPUT innovation:
According to the proposed system, collection and storage of data coming from
several IoT objects (e.g. gases sensors, ambient monitors, electro-valves and
other sensors) takes places in the cloud in a private virtual image. The end user
no longer needs to maintain and operate a local server, which reduces costs of
ownership and operation. At the same time monitoring and control of appliances
is possible from anywhere with a connected to the internet computing device,
mobile or not. Collaboration and sharing with other near-by or not end users is
possible. In this way not only historical data and best practices may be shared but
also services provided by different IoT object can be merged to obtain more
complex and efficient features.
Enhancement of interoperability capabilities via the abstraction of the
functionalities from the different sensors into a common framework semantically
interoperable. In addition, new emerging protocols can be used via Net_Functions
units (example support OMA LwM2M and other RESTFul-based protocols as
alternatives to the original / legacy protocol such as ModBus TCP).
Enhance of the memory capacity with the capacity to extend the data storage
resource (virtual image) as the historical data grow up on time.
Capacity to interconnect different sensors and enable powerful complex event
processing and local processing algorithms, without depending on proprietary
platforms for logical development or to a vertical market (e.g., only security or
only home automation for a specific collection / family of sensors). In addition to
make easier the evolution / upgrade of the logic with the update off Service_Apps

Control panels for home automation and security from Interlogix:
http://www.interlogix.com/intrusion/category/controlpanels/http://www.interlogix.com/intrusion/category/control-panels/
2
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via updating virtual images version, enhancement of the user experience with the
enabling of remote management, and integration with the other home systems.
Security and privacy regarding user access as well as collaboration with other
end users may be effectively illustrated in INPUT environment, since
Net_Functions can be deployed to satisfy firewall and access control for the enddevices in a more scalable way, without resulting in the DoS and energy
exhaustion of IoT devices powered by batteries. Therefore, it also enabled an
additional security and in-home network protection for attackers.

Stakeholder
requirements

End user:
- Deployment of gateway and IoT objects into their own environment.
- Provide network access to IoT objects (energy meters / switches / sensors /
wearables).
- Personal devices (smart phones / Smart TV) to support User_Apps that
provide the visualization and user interface.
Cloud service provider:
- Guarantee security and privacy
- Illustrate real time/ near time/ delay tolerant types of communication as
needed
- Provide management tools for remote support and maintenance.
Platform/Network operator:
- Support secure communication
- Support real time communication
- Support network management
- Support resources allocation
- Support end-to-end connectivity (addressing)
- Support access control management
-

Required
INPUT building
blocks and
composition
Evaluation
criteria/
Parameters to
be measured
for a successful
operation
Prerequisites,
triggers,
constraints/
restrictions

HMS as a virtual image
IoT objects as virtual objects
Composited objects as virtual objects (complex objects based on the
composition of simple functionalities from other existing IoT or virtual
objects)
Secure network among multiple virtual images HMS
Internet-enabled communication among multiple HMS and between a HMS
and IoT objects (meters/ sensors/ switches/ wearables)
Functionalities upgradability
Resources scalability and real-time allocation
Systems interoperability and communication exchange

-

Energy savings
Quality of Service
Quality of Experience
IoT objects lifetime (end-devices energy savings)
Number of new services enabled via virtual images / virtual objects (not
available in the integrated components by themselves)

-

Requires different types of service per group of functionalities ranging from
delay tolerant to real time
Requires secure access and secure interconnection between virtual images

-
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Challenges
-

Provisioning of Internet connectivity to all the end-devices at domestic
environments (IPv6 deployment, NAT…)
Security and authentication of entities

Miscellaneous
Relationship
with other use
cases

Virtualization of Entertainment Home Device/Functionalities (VEHoD)
Remote monitoring/surveillance with recording capability
Virtualization of IoT services in smart city scenarios
Personal health agent

Other related
Information
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11 INPUT Business Case Scenarios Summary
The following table summarises the basic characteristics of the INPUT BCSs.
Table 9: Summary of BCSs Characteristics.

VHD

SEPA

VSREC

User

Single

Fixed
group

Single

Locality

Fixed,
mobile

Fixed

Fixed,
mobile

Fixed

Fixed,
mobile

Fixed, mobile

Content Type

Interactive

Static

Static

Interactive

Static,
dynamic

Partially
interactive

Content

Secure,
private

Private,
shared

Private

Shared

Secure,
shared

Secure,
private
/public

Real-time,
near realtime, delay
tolerant

Delay
tolerant

Near

Real-time

Delay
tolerant

Accessibility
Time Scale

real-time

OGE

OCC

DITS

REMS

Fixed group,
People
Single, fixed
dynamic moving in the group, dynamic
group
city
group
Fixed

PHA

PIM

HMS

Single

Fixed group

Single, fixed
group, dynamic
group

Mobile

Fixed,
mobile

Fixed

Static,
dynamic,
interactive

Dynamic,
interactive

Secure,
private

Secure, private,
shared

Static, dynamic, Dynamic,
interactive
interactive
Secure, private,
shared

Real-time,
Real-time, near
near real-time real-time, delay
tolerant

Secure,
private,
shared
Real-time,
near realtime

Real-time, Real-time, near
near real- real-time, delay
time
tolerant
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ANNEX B – THEORETICAL & PRACTICAL ASSESSMENT OF
WIRELESS/WIRED WAN TECHNOLOGIES
In this Annex, we provide a description of the current and future, standards-based, wireless
and wired WAN (Wide Area Network) technologies, focusing on their key performance
capabilities (bitrates, latency, etc.) and applications/services supported, while highlighting
their pros and cons.
More specifically, the technologies dealt with are the following:


Wireless technologies: GSM, GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, HSPA, HSPA+, LTE, LTE-Advanced,
WiMAX-fixed, WIMAX-Mobile, WiMAX-m, satellite.



Wired Technologies: ADSL, ADSL2, ADSL2+, VDSL, VDSL2, G.vector, G.fast, 5GBB,
BPON, GPON, EPON, 10G-PON, NG-PON.

Finally, a practical assessment of the currently commercially available wireless and wired
technologies in terms of bitrate and latency is provided.

1 Wireless WAN Technologies
1.1 GSM/GPRS/EDGE Technologies Family
GSM (Global System for Mobile communications), first deployed in 1991, is the most
widely used cellular technology in use in the world today. It has been a particularly successful
cellular phone technology for a variety of reasons including the ability to roam worldwide,
provided billing agreements are in place. The basic services offered over the GSM are: (a)
Speech or voice calls, (b) circuit-switched data services with user data rates up to 9.6 kbps and
(c) SMS (Short Message Service).
GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) is an enhancement over the GSM which adds packet
(data) switched services, such as web-browsing. Depending on the selected coding scheme, the
number of available timeslots, the cell load, the channel quality, the distance from BS, etc. GPRS
allows for data rates up to 172 Kbps.
EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution) is an evolution to the GSM mobile cellular
phone system which enables packet data to be sent over a GSM TDMA system at speeds up to
384 kbps. In some instances GSM EDGE evolution systems may also be known as EGPRS, or
Enhanced General Packet Radio Service systems.
EDGE evolution or Evolved EDGE is intended to build on the enhancements provided by the
addition of GPRS where packet switching is applied to a network. It then enables a three-fold
increase in the speed (up to 1Mbps) at which data can be transferred by adopting a new form
of modulation (8PSK).
GSM/GPRS, EDGE and Evolved EDGE technology capabilities are presented in the following
table:
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Table 1: GSM/GPRS/EDGE/ technologies capabilities
Technology

GSM/GPRS

EDGE

Evolved EDGE

3GPP Standards’ - based Technology

Standardization Status

Release’ 97, 98, 99
completed

Spectrum Licensing
Technology Exploitation
Frequency Band | Duplexing
Method
Bandwidth
#Carriers | #Channels
Transfer Mode
Access Technique
Modulation
Mobility
Channel Conditions

GSM Licensed Spectrum bands

QoS

Release 98
completed

Release 7
completed

Mobile data services: internet, file/music transfers, e-mail attachments
GSM Bands (900kHz, 1800kHz bands) | FDD
Steps of 200KHz
BW sharing / 5 MHz carriers
2-way wireless
TDMA
GMSK

GMSK, 8-PSK

16QAM, 32QAM

Supported
LOS/NLOS
Best Effort (Radio resources are shared among users) | No bitrate
guarantee

Security/Authentication

Security functionality, Encryption, Subscriber Authentication in
compliance with 3GPP specs

Typical Coverage

2G Cells’ radius - depending on channel quality, cell load, etc
Up to 172 kbps

Data Rates

Up to 384 kbps

Up to 1 Mbps

Depending on network resources, channel quality, cell load and terminal
capabilities.

In general, GSM/GPRS/EDGE are considered as legacy technologies with relatively low bit
rates practically with no QoS guarantees. However in most developed counties these
technologies currently offer wide geographical area coverage even at remote and underserved
areas.

1.2 UMTS/HSPA/HSPA+ Technologies Family
UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) (standardised by 3GPP)
introduces a new air interface compared to GSM/GPRS/EDGE technology, enabling data rates
up to 384Kbps in DL and 144Kbps in UL.
HSPA (High Speed Packet Access) is a generic term referring to improvements in the UMTS
Radio Interface in the 3GPP Releases 5 and 6; both in the UMTS downlink namely the High
Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and the uplink namely the High Speed Uplink
Packet Access (HSUPA). Both HSDPA and HSUPA can be implemented in the standard 5 MHz
carrier of UMTS networks and can co-exist with UMTS networks based on the 3GPP Release 99
(R99), while they reuse the existing UMTS core network.
HSDPA allows data transmission up to 14.4 Mbps per cell in downlink and maximum up to
2-3 Mbps per user over a 5 MHz bandwidth depending on the UE terminal
capabilities/category, cell traffic and radio channel conditions.
HSUPA defines a new radio interface for the uplink communication to improve capacity and
data throughput and reduce the delay of the uplink dedicated channels. The maximum
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theoretical uplink data rate that can be achieved is 5.76 Mbps depending on the UE terminal
capabilities/category, cell traffic and radio channel conditions.
Compared to UMTS, HSUPA usually combined with HSDPA provide enhanced support for
interactive, background, and streaming services by improving the communication
characteristics in the uplink, and performs better when users are located close to the Node B,
however without guaranteed QoS.
HSPA+ is an evolution of HSPA based on WCDMA access technology (standardized in Rel 7
and on), it reuses the UMTS core network and the UMTS spectrum allocations of 5 MHz
bandwidth. HSPA+ supports theoretical peak data rates of 28 Mbps for the downlink and 11.5
Mbps for the uplink in 5MHz bandwidth (using a 2x2 MIMO scheme and modulation scheme of
16QAM). The downlink rate can reach up to 42 Mbps (using 64QAM and 2x2 MIMO), ~86Mbps
(using 2x2MIMO and DC-HSDPA), and even ~168Mbps (using 4x4MIMO and DC-HSDPA, acc. to
latest 3GPP Releases).
HSPA+ may reuse the existing HSPA core network, however permits a flattened all-IP
architecture as an option. In this architecture, the Node Bs connect to the network via IP
bypassing legacy elements for the user's data connections, allowing for lower latency and
higher data rates. The benefits of HSPA+ for the end-user include a better perceived quality in
high speed data communications (broadband applications, internet, interactive services), as
well as a significant reduction in network delay (latency), however without guaranteed QoS.
UMTS, HSPA and HSPA+ technology capabilities are presented in the following table:
Table 2: UMTS/HSPA/HSPA+ technologies capabilities
Technology

UMTS

Standardization Status

3GPP Standards’ - based Technology
Release 5 & 6
Release 4
completed
completed

Spectrum Licensing

UMTS Licensed Spectrum bands

Technology Exploitation

Triple-play services: high-speed data/internet, mobile TV, long high-quality
video streams, large file/music transfers, e-mail attachments, multi-player
gaming

Frequency Band | Duplexing
Method
Bandwidth
#Carriers | #Channels
Transfer Mode
Access Technique

HSPA

HSPA+
Release 11
Completed

UMTS Band (2110-2170 MHz DL , 1920-1980 MHz UL) | FDD
Steps of 5 MHz
BW sharing / 5 MHz carriers
2-way wireless
WCDMA

Modulation

QPSK

Mobility
Channel Conditions
QoS

Supported

HSDPA: 16QAM,
QPSK
HSUPA: QPSK

DL: 64QAM combined with
MIMO & Dual Carrier
UL: 16QAM

LOS/NLOS
Best Effort (Radio resources are shared among users) | No bitrate guarantee

Security/Authentication

Security functionality, Encryption, Subscriber Authentication in compliance
with 3GPP specs

Typical Coverage

3G Cells’ radius - depending on channel quality, cell load, power, etc. (cell
breathing)
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DL: up to
384Kbps
UL: up to
144Kbps
(theoretical)

Data Rates

DL: 28.8/43.2/84Mbps
(R7/R8/R9) (5/10/10MHz)
UL: 11.5/23Mbps
Up to 672 / 70 Mbps
(DL/UL) (Release 11, 8carrier HSPA+ with 4x4
MIMO)

DL: 14.4 Μbps
UL: 5.76 Mbps
(theoretical)

Depending on network resources, channel quality, cell load, application mix
and terminal capabilities.

Note that applications and services with high data-rate, low-latency (as low as 30 ms for
HSPA+, while in UMTS this is up to 150 ms) requirements can be well served by HSPA and
especially HSPA+ technologies with good QoS depending on cell load and air interface
conditions; however, with no guaranteed QoS.

1.3 LTE Technologies Family
LTE comprises the latest commercial 3GPP standardisation step of access networks towards
an All-IP system (Rel. 8 and beyond), while EPC (Evolved Packet Core) is the respective 3GPP
core network evolution to support LTE. The general LTE/EPC network architecture is depicted
in the following figure.
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Figure 1: LTE Network Architecture

Compared with the 2G/3G technologies, LTE offers the following technical advancements:


Flexible spectrum usage with scalable bandwidth (1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 MHz)



Significantly increased data rates



Improved latency (as low as 10ms)



Greater system capacity



Better network performance at cell edge



Compatibility with earlier 3GPP and non-3GPP systems (WiFi, WiMAX)



Mobility across the cellular network at speeds up to 350 Km/h



“Quadruple play” services support



QoS support
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The benefits for the end-user include a better perceived quality in high speed data
communications (broadband applications, internet, interactive services), as well as a significant
reduction in network delay (latency), which is as low as 10 ms. However, the enforcement of
QoS and user bitrates guarantees depend on the individual LTE network deployment.
LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) is a term used for the version of LTE that addresses IMT-Advanced
requirements, as specified in Release 10, while LTE-A functionally was frozen for Release 11 in
September 2012.
LTE-A reuses LTE core network (EPC) and is both backwards- and forwards-compatible with
LTE. LTE-A is supported by a tremendous ecosystem of manufacturers and operators
worldwide, and has already proven itself to be the global next generation technology.
Considering the LTE-A technical capabilities, the technology is a further evolution of LTE, an
OFDMA-based technology with new transmission protocols and multiple-antenna schemes,
supporting:


Wider bandwidth for up to 100 MHz via aggregation of up to five 20 MHz blocks
(Carrier Aggregation) even when carriers are not.



Higher order MIMO of up to 4X4 in Uplink and MIMO of up to 8X8 in Downlink



Coordinated Multipoint Transmission (CoMP) with two proposed approaches:
coordinated scheduling and/or beamforming, and joint processing/transmission in
Release 11.



Heterogeneous network (Het-net) support including enhanced Inter-Cell Interference
Coordination (eICIC).



Advanced relays, that decode the incoming signals and forward only those addressing
nearby users, thus increasing the total number of users per relay.

The table below summarizes the technical capabilities of LTE and LTE-A.
Table 3: LTE and LTE Advanced technology capabilities
Technology
Standardization Status
Spectrum Licensing

3GPP Standards’ - based Technology, 3GPP Release 11 completed

LTE

LTE Advanced

Technology Exploitation

“Quadruple play” services: the triple play service of voice, high-speed
internet & television (VoD or regular broadcasts) combined with
wireless service provisions

Frequency Band | Duplexing
Method

3G Frequency bands (1920-1980 MHz paired with 2110-2170 MHz,
1900-1920 MHz and 2010-2025 MHz unpaired),
3G extension band (2500-2690 MHz), GSM spectrum refarming |TDD,
FDD

Operation in Licensed Spectrum bands

Bandwidth

Scalable BW: 1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15 and 20
MHz

Up to 100 MHz using carrier
aggregation

#Carriers | #Channels

At least 200 users/cell for up to 5 MHz
(expected: at least 400 users/cell for
higher BW)

At least 400 users/cell

Transfer Mode
Access Technique
Modulation
Mobility

Point-to-Multipoint, 2-way wireless
DL: OFDMΑ, UL: SC-FDMA
DL: QPSK, 16QAM,64QAM, UL: QPSK, 16QAM
Support of fixed/nomadic/mobile users (up to 350km/h)
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Channel Conditions
QoS
Security/Authentication
Typical Coverage

Data Rates

LOS/NLOS
Supported
Embedded security via SAE
(expected) Cell radius: 5km – 100km (extreme case: high performance
not expected)
Data rate depends on channel quality,
BW and antenna elements at Tx and
Rx
DL/UL: 100/50 Μbps (for 20 MHz)
DL/UL: 173/58 Mbps (2x2 MIMO)
DL/UL: 326/86 Mbps (4x4 MIMO)

Data rate depends on
channel quality, BW and
antenna elements at Tx and
Rx
DL: Up to 3 Gbps
UL: Up to 1.5 Gbps

1.4 WiMAX Technologies Family
WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access) is a wireless communications
standard designed to provide 30 to 40 Mbps data rates, with the 2011 update providing up to
1 Gbit/s for fixed stations. The name "WiMAX" was created by the WiMAX Forum (formed in
June 2001).

Figure 2: WiMAX architecture

WiMAX is based on interoperable implementations of IEEE 802.16 wireless networks
standard. Each of these updates added various functionalities and expanded the reach of the
standard.
“Fixed”-WiMAX (IEEE 802.16-2004): “Fixed” WiMAX may deliver Broadband Wireless
Access to fixed and nomadic users. It is suitable for real-time (IPTV, Video Telephony, VoIP,
interactive gaming) and non-real time (internet/intranet access, FTP, e-mail) applications. The
technology combines:


Scalable bandwidth (from 3.5-20 MHz)



High bitrates; spectral efficiency 3-3.5 bps/Hz



Adaptive high-order modulation (64QAM) based on SOFDMA multiplexing



Extended coverage in LOS/NLOS environment
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QoS for mixed service environment and real-time applications



Low latency

“Mobile” WiMAX (IEEE 802.16-2005): The evolution of IEEE 802.16-2004 standard that in
addition supports mobility; this is the variant that suits mostly to a Mobile Operator’s business.
WiMAX-m (IEEE 802.16m): The evolution of IEEE 802.16 standards includes also ΙΕΕΕ
802.16m to provide an advanced air interface for operation in licensed band. The advantages
of WiMAX-m compared to “mobile” WiMAX include higher user throughput, optimized mobility
and optimized cell size. Key features of WiMAX-m are:


Scalable bandwidth (5, 7, 8.75, 10, 20, 40, 100 ΜΗz)



Minimum peak data rates of 300Mbps (DL, 4x4 MIMO) and 112Mbps (UL, 2x4 MIMO)
at bandwidth 20MHz



Optimized cell size up to 5 km (compared to IEEE 802.16e)



Mobility up to 350 Km/h



High QoS



Low latency (<10 ms)



Seamless interworking with legacy (3GPP, 3GPP2) radio access systems including
legacy IEEE 802.16x systems



Powerful and efficient security mechanism to protect network, system and user



Small terminal suitable for worldwide use



Worldwide roaming capability



Capability for multimedia applications within a wide range of services and terminals.
Table 4: WiMAX technology capabilities
Technology
Standardization Status

Fixed WiMAX

Mobile WiMAX

WiMAX-m

Standards’-based Technology (IEEE)
IEEE 802.16-2004
IEEE 802.16e
IEEE 802.16m
(“fixed” WiMAX) (“mobile” WiMAX) Completed
completed
completed

Spectrum Licensing

Required (3.5 GHz in Greece)

Technology Exploitation

Triple-play services: high-speed data/internet, mobile TV, long highquality video streams, large file/music transfers, e-mail attachments,
multi-player gaming

Frequency Band | Duplexing Method
Bandwidth
#Carriers | #Channels
Transfer Mode
Access Technique
Modulation
Mobility
Channel Conditions
QoS

2.5, 3.5, 5.8 GHz | TDD (IEE 802.16-2004 TDD/FDD)
Steps of 5 MHz (IEE 802.16-2004 3,5 MHz)
BW sharing (can be optimized with various techniques & algorithms)
2-way wireless
OFDMA
Up to 64 QAM
supported
LOS/NLOS
Supported
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Security/Authentication

Security/Encryption/Authentication protocols of leading edge used
(DOCSIS BPI+, PKM-EAP, TLS, CCMP, DES3, AES)

Typical Coverage

30 Km (LOS), 7 Km (NLOS)

Data Rates

10-20 Μbps
BW=3.5/7MHz
(Spectral efficiency =
3-3.5 b/Hz)

15-60 Μbps
BW=5/7/10/20 MHz
(Spectral efficiency =
3-3.5 b/Hz)

DL: 300Mbps (4x4
MIMO)
UL: 112Mbps (2x4
MIMO)
BW=20MHz

Depending on network resources, channel quality, cell load, application
mix and terminal capabilities.

WiMAX offers a number of advantages including:


High throughput comparable to DSL (high-speed internet, broadband applications)



Attractive economics, e.g., cost effective backhaul (compared to e.g., E1/T1, LMDS)



QoS supported in contrast with HSPA/HSPA+ broadband services



Security robustness comparable with any competing wireline broadband option (even
for government, bank, hospital applications)

However, its overwhelming disadvantages are to be held responsible for its failure to become
a mainstream technology among MNOs, with the ones still using it planning to abandon it (e.g.
Sprint plans to shutter WiMAX network by end/2015 turning off at least 6000 WiMAX BSs).
These disadvantages include:


Lack of interoperability with 3G/4G



Not supported by major vendors



Additional spectrum / license is required



Performance/quality issues in indoor and unstable outdoor environments –
demanding requirements for indoor CPEs usage.

1.5 Satellite Technologies
Satellite access provides a viable Internet access solution for those who cannot get other
methods of broadband. Modern satellite service is typically provided to users through
geostationary satellites that can offer high data speeds, with newer satellites using Ka band to
achieve downstream data speeds up to 50 Mbps.
Satellite access is based on three primary components: a satellite in geostationary orbit (also
referred to as a geosynchronous Earth orbit - GEO), a number of ground stations known as
gateways that relay data to and from the satellite, and a VSAT (very-small-aperture terminal)
dish antenna with a transceiver, located at the customer’s premises. Other components of a
satellite system include the following:


A modem at the user end, which links the user's network with the transceiver



A centralized network operations center (NOC) for monitoring the system

All network communication passes through the network's hub processor. The number of
remote VSATs that can be connected to the hub is virtually limitless.
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Figure 3: Typical satellite system

The new generation of high-powered GEO satellites are positioned 35,7 kilometres (22,2 mi)
above the Earth, operating in Ka-band (18.3–30 GHz). These new satellites are designed and
optimized for broadband applications, employing a number of narrow spot beams, which target
a much smaller area than the wide-area beams used by earlier communication satellites. This
spot beam technology allows satellites to reuse the assigned bandwidth, enabling them to
achieve much higher capacity than conventional broad beam satellites. The spot beam
technique also increases performance and capacity by allowing for more power and increased
receiver sensitivity into specific areas. Spot beams of two types are available:


Subscriber spot beams, which transmit to and from the subscriber-side terminal



Gateway spot beams, which transmit to/from a service provider ground station.

Inmarsat’s new mobile broadband service is called Global Xpress and promises 50 Mbps
download speeds. Steerable beams allow capacity to be directed where it’s needed. Its first
super-satellite, the Inmarsat-5 F1, came online in June 2014 and currently covers Europe, the
Middle East and Asia. Inmarsat reckons it will have a couple more craft up by the end of 2014,
and have global coverage in 2015.
ViaSat’s Ka-band bird, ViaSat-1, went live in 2012. It provides fixed-location Internet service,
over a slab of North America, through consumer-oriented sellers like Exede Internet. Download
speeds are up to 12 Mbps. The spot beam nature of ViaSat-1 means you can’t move around with
the dish. ViaSat is planning the launch of ViaSat-2 in 2016, which it says will provide “double
the bandwidth economics,” which presumably means more bandwidth for less money, or more
capacity, but in any case sounds like a good thing. It’s also promising more coverage area,
including outside the U.S. ViaSat-1 obtained increased capacity by reducing its coverage area.
Hughes’s current HughesNet Gen 4 service uses the Echostar XVII launched in 2012, and
offers speeds up to 15 Mbps. A new Hughes’ EchoStar XIX is planned for mid-2016, with 50%
more capacity than EchoStar XVII.
One of the major disadvantages of the GEO satellite communications is the increased latency,
which can be more than 0.6 seconds. On the other hand, medium Earth orbit (MEO) and low
Earth orbit (LEO) satellites exhibit lower delays. For example:
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LEO constellations of Globalstar and Iridium satellites have delays of less than 40 ms
round trip, but their throughput is at 64 Kbit/s per channel. The Globalstar
constellation orbits 1,420 km above the earth and Iridium orbits at 670 km altitude.



O3b Networks MEO constellation orbit at 8,062 km, with RTT latency of
approximately 125 ms.



The planned COMMStellation, scheduled for launch in 2018, will orbit the earth at
1,000 km with a latency of approximately 7ms. This polar orbiting constellation of 84
microsatellites will provide throughput in excess of 1.2 Gbit/s.

A summary of the satellite technologies capabilities are presented in the following table:
Table 5: Satellite technologies capabilities
Technology
Standardization Status
Spectrum Licensing
Technology
Exploitation
Frequency Bands
Transfer Mode
Access Technique
Modulation
Mobility
Channel Conditions
QoS
Security/Authentication
Typical Coverage
Data Rates
Latency

Satellite
ITU & ETSI Standards’ - based Technology
Licensed Spectrum bands (ITU-R & Continental/Regional Spectrum
Regulators e.g. CEPT, CITEL, APT, APEC, RCC)
Wireless Broadband Internet/Intranet Access, e-mail with large attachments
Content Messaging/Distribution, Live video/audio streaming and/or VoD,
Radio/TV broadcasting, Location services
L, C, Ku, Ka
2-way wireless
Depends on implementation (usually TDMA-FDMA, MF-TDMA)
(usually) QPSK based
Usually used for Fixed/Nomadic services (Mobility supported for specific
services/terminals)
LOS
Best Effort (Radio resources are shared among users) | No bitrate guarantee
Security functionality, Encryption, Subscriber Authentication depending on
implementation
100 – 6,000 km (depending on implementation)
Depending on implementation, SAT type
DL: 1Mbps-1Gbps,
(LEO/MEO/GEO), channel quality (esp.
UL: ~256Kbps-10Mbps
affected by weather conditions), cell load,
40ms - ~600-700 ms
terminal capabilities etc.

In general, satellite technologies are usually considered suitable for wide area broadcasting
services (SAT Radio/TV/Content broadcasting), ubiquitous location services (e.g. GPS,
GLONASS, GALILEO) as well as for broadband data services in underserved areas with no fixed
or mobile network alternatives. The satellite networks capabilities depend highly on each
implementation specifications; in general satellite network capabilities can be sufficient for
applications with no specific QoS –especially latency- requirements.
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1.6 Wireless WAN Technologies Summary
The following table presents the bitrates supported by each wireless WAN technology
described in the previous sections, along with some typical applications/services that can be
offered.
Table 6: Support of Applications/Services by WAN technologies
BWA
Technology

Peak Bit Rate (theoretical)

Applications & Services

GPRS

172 kbps

Wireless Internet/Intranet Access

EDGE

384 kbps

UMTS

384 kbps

UMTS TDD

HSDPA
HSUPA

HSPA+

LTE

LTE-Advanced

Fixed -WiMAX

16 Mbps (combined DL – UL )
(5MHz, 16QAM)
14.4 Mbps (5MHz)
5.76 Μbps (5MHz)
DL: 28.8/43.2/84Mbps
(R7/R8/R9) (5/10/10MHz)
UL: 11.5/23Mbps
Up to 672 / 70 Mbps (DL/UL)
(R 11, 8-carrier HSPA+ with 4x4
MIMO)
DL/UL: 100/50 Μbps (20
MHz)
DL/UL: 173/58 Mbps (2x2
MIMO)
DL/UL: 326/86 Mbps (4x4
MIMO)
DL/UL: 3 Gbps/1.5 Gbps
(Scalable BW up to 100 MHz
UL MIMO 4x4 & DL MIMO 8x8)
10-20 Μbps
BW=3.5/7MHz
(Spectral efficiency = 3-3.5
b/Hz)

Wireless Internet/Intranet Access
Wireless Internet/Intranet Access
Wireless Broadband Internet/Intranet Access
Data applications
Interactive applications: VoIP, Push-to-talk (PoC), Online
multi-player gaming, etc.
Mobile-TV and multimedia services based on TDtv
Wireless Broadband Internet/Intranet Access
e-mail with large attachments
Content Messaging/Distribution
Multiparty VideoConference
Live video/audio streaming and/or VoD
Broadcast / Multicast digital content (MBMS)
Interactive services: VoIP, Push-to-talk (PoC), Online
gaming, IM, x-sharing, online shopping, voting, etc.
Infotainment
Multimedia downloading, LBS, M2M, Localized services
All HSPA/HSPA+ applications will be supported with
higher QoS (lower latency, higher bitrates) and
lower cost/bit. New applications can also be provided
(e.g., telepresence, remote surgery, etc.)

All LTE applications will be supported with higher QoS,
while FMC services can also be regarded as a viable case.
Wireless Broadband Internet Access
Voice and Videoconference over IP
Multimedia downloading - Live streaming - VoD
Interactive services
Content Messaging/Distribution
Infotainment, LBS, M2M,
Wireless Backhaul
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Mobile-WiMAX

15-60 Μbps
BW=5/7/10/20 MHz
(Spectral efficiency = 3-3.5
b/Hz)

All Fixed-WiMAX applications supported; in addition it
supports MOBILITY

WiMAX-m

DL: 300Mbps (4x4 MIMO)
UL: 112Mbps (2x4 MIMO)
BW=20MHz

WiMAX-m expected to introduce 4G characteristics and
solve interoperability issues with 3GPP standards

DL: 1Mbps-1Gbps
UL: ~256Kbps-10Mbps

Wireless Broadband Internet/Intranet Access, email with large attachments. Content
Messaging/Distribution, Live video/audio
streaming and/or VoD, Radio/TV broadcasting,
Location services

Satellite

2 Fixed WAN Technologies
2.1 xDSL (Digital Subscriber Line)
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL; originally digital subscriber loop) is a family of technologies
(xDSL) that provide Internet access by transmitting digital data using a local telephone network
which uses the public switched telephone network (PSTN). DSL service is delivered
simultaneously with wired telephone service on the same telephone line which enabled
operators to re-use their existing telephone wires so that they can deliver high bandwidth data
services to end-users. This is possible because while voice telephony is restricted to ~4 KHz,
DSL uses higher frequency bands for data, (for example up to 1 MHz for ADSL or 30 MHz for
VDSL2), with different regions of this range allocated for upstream (US) or downstream (DS)
traffic.
The bitrate of consumer DSL services typically ranges from 256 Kbit/s to over 100 Mbit/s in
the direction to the customer (DS). Bitrates of 1 Gbit/s have been reached in trials, but most
homes are likely to be limited to 500-800 Mbit/s. Researchers at Bell Labs have reached
broadband speeds of 10Gbps, while delivering 1Gbit/s symmetrical ultra-broadband access
services using traditional copper telephone lines.
There are many DSL connection variants:


Symmetric Digital Subscriber Line (SDSL) - downstream and upstream data rates are
equal



ISDN Digital Subscriber Line (IDSL): ISDN based technology that provides a bitrate
equivalent to two ISDN bearer and one data channel, 144 Kbit/s symmetric over one
pair



High bitrate Digital Subscriber Line (HDSL), ITU-T G.991: the first DSL technology that
used a higher frequency spectrum than ISDN, 1,544 Kbit/s and 2,048 Kbit/s
symmetric services, either on 2 or 3 pairs at 784 Kbit/s each, 2 pairs at 1,168 Kbit/s
each, or one pair at 2,320 Kbit/s



High bitrate Digital Subscriber Line 2/4 (HDSL2, HDSL4), ANSI: 1,544 Kbit/s
symmetric over one pair (HDSL2) or two pairs (HDSL4)
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Symmetric Digital Subscriber Line (SDSL), specific proprietary technology: up to 1,544
Kbit/s symmetric over one pair



Single-pair High-speed Digital Subscriber Line (G.SHDSL), ITU-T G.991.2:
standardized successor of HDSL and proprietary SDSL, up to 5,696 Kbit/s per pair, up
to four pairs



Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) - upstream data rate is lower than
downstream



ANSI T1.413 Issue 2: up to 8 Mbit/s and 1 Mbit/s



G.dmt, ITU-T G.992.1: up to 10 Mbit/s and 1 Mbit/s



G.lite, ITU-T G.992.2: more noise and attenuation resistant than G.dmt, up to 1,536
Kbit/s and 512 Kbit/s



Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line 2 (ADSL2), ITU-T G.992.3: up to 12 Mbit/s and 3.5
Mbit/s



Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line 2 plus (ADSL2+), ITU-T G.992.5: up to 24 Mbit/s
and 3.5 Mbit/s



Very-high-bit-rate Digital Subscriber Line (VDSL), ITU-T G.993.1: up to 52 Mbit/s and
16 Mbit/s



Very-high-bit-rate Digital Subscriber Line 2 (VDSL2), ITU-T G.993.2: an improved
version of VDSL, compatible with ADSL2+, sum of both directions up to 200 Mbit/s.
G.vector crosstalk cancelling feature (ITU-T G.993.5) can be used to increase range at
a given bitrate, e.g. 100 Mbit/s at up to 500 meters



G.fast, ITU-T G.9700 and G.9701: up to approximately 1 Gbit/s aggregate uplink and
downlink at 100m.



Bonded DSL Rings (DSL Rings): a shared ring topology at 400 Mbit/s



Etherloop: Ethernet local loop



High Speed Voice and Data Link



Internet Protocol Subscriber Line (IPSL): developed by Rim Semiconductor in 2007,
allowed for 40 Mbit/s using 26 AWG copper telephone wire at a 5,500 ft (1,700 m)
radius, 26 Mbit/s at a 6,000 ft (1,800 m) radius. The company operated until 2008.



Rate Adaptive Digital Subscriber Line (RADSL), designed to increase range and noise
tolerance by sacrificing upstream speed



Uni-DSL (Uni Digital Subscriber Line or UDSL), technology developed by Texas
Instruments, backwards compatible with all DMT standards



Frequency Division Vectoring, copper networks working with fiber.

In the following paragraphs the considered as dominant xDSL technologies are presented in
brief with focus on their key capability characteristics, such as bitrates, spectrum, bandwidth,
duplex, modulation, distance supported.
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ADSL is a DSL data communications technology that enables faster data transmission over
copper telephone lines than a conventional voice-band modem can provide. ADSL use
approximately 1 MHz of the copper wire spectrum and can generally only be distributed over
short distances from the telephone exchange (the last mile), typically less than 4 Km, but has
been known to exceed 8 Km if the originally laid wire gauge allows for further distribution.
ADSL differs from the less common symmetric digital subscriber line (SDSL). Bandwidth (and
bit rate) is greater toward the customer premises (downstream) than the reverse (upstream).
This is why it is called asymmetric.
The marketing reasons for an asymmetric connection are that, firstly, most uses of internet
traffic will require less data to be uploaded than downloaded. For example, in normal web
browsing a user will visit a number of web sites and will need to download the data that
comprises the web pages from the site, images, text, sound files, etc. but they will only upload a
small amount of data, as the only uploaded data is that used for the purpose of verifying the
receipt of the downloaded data or any data inputted by the user into forms, etc. This provides
a justification for internet service providers to offer a more expensive service aimed at
commercial users who host websites, and who therefore need a service which allows for as
much data to be uploaded as downloaded. File sharing applications are an obvious exception to
this situation. Secondly internet service providers, seeking to avoid overloading of their
backbone connections, have traditionally tried to limit uses such as file sharing which generate
a lot of uploads.
ADSL2 or G.dmt.bis is the ITU G.992.3 standard. It optionally extends the capability of basic
ADSL in data rates to 12 Mbits/s downstreamand, depending on Annex version, up to 3.5 Mbit/s
upstream. ADSL2 uses the same bandwidth as ADSL but achieves higher throughput via
improved modulation techniques.
ADSL2+ extends the capability of basic ADSL. By doubling the frequency band of typical ADSL
connections from 1.1 MHz to 2.2 MHz ADSL2+ doubles the downstream data rates of the
previous ADSL2 standard from 12 Mbit/s to 24 Mbit/s downstreamand (and up to 1.4 Mbit/s
upstream) and up to 3.5 Mbit/s upstream depending on the distance from the DSLAM to the
customer's premises. Also, ADSL2+ allows port bonding also known as G.998.x or G.Bond which
may be used to combine multiple wire pairs to increase available capacity, or extend the copper
network's reach. So if 2 lines capable of 24 Mbit/s were bonded the end result would be a
connection capable of 48 Mbit/s download and twice the original upload speed.
VDSL or VHDSL or ITU-T G.993.1 standard approved by ITU in November 2001 is a DSL
technology that permits the transmission of asymmetric and symmetric aggregate data rates,
data transmission rates faster than ADSL over a single flat untwisted or twisted pair of copper
wires (up to 52 Mbit/s downstream and 16 Mbit/s upstream), and on coaxial cable (up to 85
Mbit/s downstream and upstream) using the frequency band from 25 KHz to 12 MHz with both
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and discrete multi-tone modulation (DMT). These
rates mean that VDSL is capable of supporting applications such as high-definition television,
as well as telephone services (voice over IP) and general Internet access, over a single
connection. VDSL is deployed over existing wiring used for analog telephone service and lowerspeed DSL connections. A VDSL connection uses up to seven frequency bands, so one can
allocate the data rate between upstream and downstream differently depending on the service
offering and spectrum regulations.
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VDSL2 or ITU-T G.993.2 standard is an enhancement to VDSL designed to support the wide
deployment of triple play services such as voice, video, data and high-definition television
(HDTV) and intended to enable operators and carriers to gradually, flexibly, and cost-efficiently
upgrade existing xDSL infrastructure. VDSL2 permits the transmission of asymmetric and
symmetric aggregate data rates up to 200 Mbit/s downstream and upstream on twisted pairs
using a bandwidth up to 30 MHz. It deteriorates quickly from a theoretical maximum of 250
Mbit/s at source to 100 Mbit/s at 0.5 km and 50 Mbit/s at 1 km, but degrades at a much slower
rate from there, and outperforms VDSL. It is capable of supporting speeds of around 1–4 Mbit/s
downstream over distances of 4–5 km, which means that VDSL2-based systems, unlike VDSL
systems, are not limited to short local loops or MTU/MDUs only, but can also be used for
medium range applications. Starting from 1.6 km its performance is equal to ADSL2+.
The main high-speed link (e.g. a fibre optic connection) terminates at a hub near the
customers' location. The existing copper wire infrastructure is then used to carry the high speed
connection for the short remaining distance to the customers.
G.vector or ITU-T G.993.5, "Self-FEXT cancellation (vectoring) for use with VDSL2
transceivers" (2010), describes vectoring for VDSL2. Vectoring is a transmission method that
uses the coordination of line signals for reduction of crosstalk levels and improvement of
performance in the order of 100 Mb/s (over very short distances). It is based on the concept of
noise cancellation. The degree of improvement depends on the channel characteristics.
Vectoring may be for a single user’s or for multiple-users’ benefit.

Figure 4: Typical vectoring gains

G.vector’s large DSL benefit is expected to accelerate video, voice, wireless (through backhaul
of increasingly smaller cells), and other highly revenue generating telecommunications
services, and enable their provision to more customers at a lower cost than was previously
anticipated in DSL access networks, as well as a large interoperable market for equipment
ensuring cost-effective availability of high-speed DSL access networks worldwide.
G.fast or ITU-T G.9700 and G.9701 standard can be considered as a further evolutionary
step of VDSL2 technologies (supporting loops up to approximately 2500 m) being a DSL
standard for local loops shorter than 250 m, that offers performance targets between 150
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Mbit/s1 and 1 Gbit/s, depending on loop length, by making use of higher frequencies (106/212
MHz).
The term “G.fast” is a recursive acronym for fast access to subscriber terminals; the letter “G”
stands for the ITU-T G series of recommendations.
Formal specifications have been drafted as ITU-T G., also called G.fast-psd, and G.9701,
codenamed G.fast-phy (G.fast physical layer specification), with approval of G.9700 granted in
April 2014 and approval of G.9701 expected in December 2014. Development was coordinated
with the Broadband Forum’s FTTdp (fiber to the distribution point) project. Broadband Forum
has begun developing a testing suite for G.fast systems, which will include test plans for
interoperability events, system performance and functional testing; alongside a framework
whitepaper, and possibly also a certification program. ITU-T and Broadband Forum have been
working in close collaboration to ensure that G.fast solutions can be quickly placed into FTTdp
deployments.
The first chipsets were introduced in October 2014, with commercial hardware expected in
2015, and first deployments planned for 2016.
The G.fast key functionalities2 are following:
Under phase 1 of G.fast, an industry standard of a maximum aggregate speed of 700Mbps
over 100 metres has been set, while in phase 2, it is 1.25Gbps over 70 metres.
It uses a frequency range of 106MHz in the 1st phase and 212 MHz profile in a future
amendment, compared to 8.5, 17.664, or 30 MHz profiles in VDSL23. To enable co-existence
with ADSL2 and the various VDSL2 profiles, the start frequency can be set to 2.2, 8.5, 17.664, or
30 MHz, respectively.
G.fast uses time-division duplexing, when ADSL2 and VDSL2, use frequency-division
duplexing. In G.fast, data is modulated by using discrete multi-tone (DMT) modulation, as in
VDSL2 and most of ADSL variants. G.fast modulates up to 12 bit per DMT frequency carrier,
reduced from 15 in VDSL2 for complexity reasons.
G.fast offers advanced robustness against impulsive noise events (up to 10 ms duration)
without having any data loss while the latency maintains low; fast rate adaptation (FRA)
enables rapid (<1 ms) changes of the data rate.
G.fast combines the fibre-like speeds and the customer self-installation benefits of ADSL2. As
a result, with G.fast service providers will have a tool to supplement and further monetize fibre
to the home (FTTH) strategies, while consumers within the “Fibre to the distribution point”
(“FTTdp”) architecture, will have an over-the-counter solution, self-installed equipped to
support bandwidth-intensive services such as Ultra-HD ‘4K’ or ‘8K’ streaming and IPTV,
advanced cloud-based storage, and communication via HD video.

Some recent tests have proven that this technology can be efficient for distances up to 100 meters.
Overview of G.fast: Summary overview and timeline, Frank Van der Putten, Rapporteur ITU-T Q4/SG15, AlcatelLucent, Belgium found at:
http://uppersideconferences.net/g-fast-summit2014/pres-gfast2014/day_1/day_1_2_Frank_van_der_putten.pdf
3 This spectrum overlaps with the FM broadcast band between 87.5 and 108 MHz, as well as various military and
government radio services. To limit interference to those radio services, the ITU-T G.9700 recommendation,
specifies methods to shape the power spectral density of the transmit signal.
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G.fast promises fibre-to-the-premises speeds over short distances of copper through a
combination of DSL technologies including pair-bonding, vectoring to eliminate cross-talk on
VDSL2 and "phantom mode", which creates virtual pairs between copper pairs. But just like
VDSL2, its performance is affected by crosstalk between lines and without the vectoring noise
cancelation process, G.fast rates are severely degraded. For example, if crosstalk is present and
vectoring absent, the G.fast rate drops to about 200 Mbit/s because of the high frequency G.fast
operates and the impact of crosstalk is much more severe than on VDSL2. The improved linear
precoding algorithm and the non-linear precoding algorithm are the only vectoring options
available at the moment. The latter offers more gain on high frequencies but obtain almost the
same gain as the former when the frequencies are low.
G.fast makes ultra-broadband affordable and accessible nearly everywhere, even in multipledwelling units (MDUs)4. G.fast has forced operators to continue investing in their already
existing copper infrastructure so as to build ultra-fast networks. In addition, the reuse of
existing infrastructure with innovative technologies offers the ability of fast roll-out and a rapid
return on investment which renders the G.fast an increasingly appealing option.
5 Gigabit BroadBand or 5GBB: Ultra-high speed 5GBB copper line access technology
beyond G.fast, was first highlighted by Huawei in Q1 2014, with a roadmap of commercial
availability by the end of 2020. 5GBB will leverage even shorter copper loops than G.fast (50m
or less), but by ratcheting up the spectrum once again (this time to 500 and even 800 MHz). It
is expected to deliver an access speed of up to 5 Gbps (aggregate) over copper in future; thus
aiming at the realization of ultra-broadband networks.

2.2 Summary on the Evolution of xDSL Technologies
An overview of the evolution of the aforementioned copper line access (last-mile)
technologies driving to 1Gbps and beyond is depicted in Figure 5:

Figure 5: Evolution of xDSL Technologies

The table below, provides a brief depiction of the comparative characteristics of the most
commonly used fixed line broadband technologies including their evolution.

G.fast distribution point units (DPU) get deployed within 250 meters of the home and can support up to 16
residences per DPU.
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Table 7: Comparative characteristics of fixed Line Broadband technologies
Access
technology

ADSL

ADSL2

ADSL2+

VDSL

VDSL2

Vectoring

Standards

ITUG992.1-2

ITUG992.3-4

ITUG992.5

ITUG993.1

ITUG993.2

ITUG993.5

Speed
(spectrum
usage)

8/1.3 M
(1.1 MHz)

12/3.5M
(1.1
MHz)

24/1.4M
(2.2MHz)

50M
(4.3
MHz)

30-50M
(12MHz)

Distance

<5 Km

<5 Km

<5 Km

0.3-1.3
Km

~1 Km

Services

Internet
access in
a
relatively
passive
mode

Double
play
services
(voice,
Internet)

Triple play services (voice/VoIP,
Internet, IP-TV)

G.fast

5GBB

50-100M

500M-1G
(106-212
MHz)

2G~5G
(500800MHz)

~1 Km

~200m

~50m

Ultra-broadband applications and
services

2.3 Optical/Fiber access Technologies
Optical/Fiber access networks have been assessed as a solution for the subscriber access
network since the late 70s - early 80s. Fiber access networks are capable of delivering
enormously high bandwidth at large distances beyond 20km (significantly higher than the
distances supported by high-speed DSL variants) and can supply all current and predicted
future voice, data and video services requirements while offering fast and simple repair, low
cost maintenance and easy upgrade.
A Passive Optical Network (PON) is a point-to multipoint network. A PON consists of an
optical line terminal (OLT) at the central office (CO) and a number of optical network units
(ONUs) near end-users that share the outgoing bandwidth of the OLT. The goal of PON is to
reduce the amount of fiber. The optical network is called passive because it also consists of
passive elements (splitters, splicers, etc.) which repeat the input signal.
The introduction of the optical fibre in the fixed access network can be based on PON or pointto-point architectures. Optical access networks come in many “flavours” such as fiber-to-thecurb (FTTC), fiber-to-the-building (FTTB), fiber-to-the-home (FTTH)5, etc., depending on how
close is the optical fiber terminated to the end-user.
A FTTN (fiber-to-the node) scheme, where a fiber is terminated close to the subscriber in a
local node (ONU) and the final drop (from the ONU up to the end-users), is made through
conventional copper wires (e.g. VDSL/VDSL2) which reduces the amount of fiber and CO
equipment required as well as the absorbing power, thus PON architecture is a more cost
effective solution for fixed access network evolution (Figure 6) compared to point-to-point
architectures, where one dedicated optical fibre connects the end-user to the CO; however thus
providing even tens of Gbps.

If the optical fiber reaches the home, the architecture is FTTH and the user will be provided with an optical
modem called network termination (NT).
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Figure 6: PON (FTTC, FTTB and FTTH) fixed access network architectures

The main drawback of PONs is the need for complex mechanisms to allow shared media
access to the subscribers so that data traffic collisions are avoided. A solution to this can be via
the use a Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) scheme, in which each ONU is allocated a
particular wavelength, so that all ONUs can use the main fiber link simultaneously. An actual
preferred solution is based on a Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) scheme, in which each ONU
is allowed to transmit data only at a particular time window dictated by the OLT. This means
that only a single upstream wavelength is needed, which considerably lowers the associated
costs as a universal type of ONU can be employed in every site.

2.4 PON Standards Evolution
BPON (Broadband PON) is based on ATM and supports relatively low speed with 155 Mbps
upstream/622 Mbps downstream operation.
GPON (Gigabit PON) is the evolution of BPON standard. It supports 1 Gbps asymmetrical
operation and has more security. The protocols used by GPON are ATM, GEM (Generic
Encapsulation Method), and Ethernet.
GEPON or EPON (Ethernet PON) is an IEEE standard that uses fast Ethernet for sending data
packets over PONs which are point to multipoint to the premises (FTTP) or fiber to the home
(FTTH) architecture. GEPON supports 1 Gbps symmetrical operation and operates at 2.5 Gbps.
GEPON supports ATM, Ethernet and WDM protocols using a superset multi-protocol layer.
GEPON supports Class of Service (CoS) operation for time-sensitive transport of data payloads
such as video.
The main advantages of the GEPON are the following:




Scalability and service flexibility
High density and availability
Modular planning and rollout / Cost effective installation / Easy configuration
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Table 8: Key comparative characteristics of BPON, GPON, GEPON
Characteristics
Standard
Protocol
Rates
Distance

BPON

GPON

EPON/GEPON

ITU-T G.983
ATM

ITU-T G.984
Ethernet and/or ATM (via
GEM)
1244 up /2488 down

IEEE 802.3ah
Ethernet

622 up /1244
down
20 Km

20 Km

1244 up /1244
down
20 Km

PON evolves from BPON, GPON, and GEPON - the key characteristics of which are displayed
in Table 8 for comparison- , to 10G EPON, XG-PON1, and NG-PON2. GPON evolves to XG-PON1
and then to NG-PON2 and GEPON evolves to 10G EPON and then to NG-PON2. GEPON and GPON
were first proposed by EFMA/IEEE and FSAN/ITU-T.
10G PON provides bandwidth of more than 100 Mbps to each subscriber in either symmetric
or asymmetric upstream/downstream links. 10G PON is similar to 1GPON and supports zerotouch management and flexible networking. It is also highly secure and not inexpensive to
deploy. 10G PON includes 10G EPON and XG-PON1. 10G EPON standards were released with
IEEE 802.3av in September 2009 while XG-PON1 was standardized by ITU-T in June 2010 as
the G.987 family of recommendations. 10 GPON is expected to be widely deployed between
2013 and 2018.
NG-PON is characterized by flexible bandwidths, smooth evolution / upgrade, large split ratio
(more than 1:128), wide coverage (distance between OLTs and ONU/ONTs is more than 60 km
to 100 km), power splitter usage to extend the distance covered by OLTs, colorless ONU, and
low cost due to the reuse of existing network elements (incl. OLT, ODN, ONU).
There are three mainstream technology options for NG PON2:


TWDM-PON, a hybrid of TDM/WDM-PON, that was viewed as the preferred option for
NG-PON2 in the FSAN meeting held in April 2012



WDM PON, incl. many variants (tunable DWDM PON, injection-locked DWDM PON,
tunable UDWDM PON, and coherent UDWDM PON)



OFDM-PON, offering excellent performance and bearing multiple services; however,
with disadvantages such as it doesn’t coexist well with other PONs, high cost ONU and
OFDM-PON of long industrial cycle and low optical power.

NG-PON2 standardization is still underway and is not expected to be commercially available
until 2018. NG-PON2 roadmap is depicted in Figure 7 below.
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Figure 7: NG-PON2 roadmap

3 Practical Assessment of WAN Technologies in terms of QoS
This Section includes a practical assessment of the currently commercially available wireless
and wired technologies, in terms of bitrates (uplink and downlink) and latency achieved. To
assess the impact of the mobile device itself on the end-user’s QoS, we collected performancerelated measurements using two different mobile devices with “same” characteristics
(Samsung S4 and iPhone 5).

3.1 Wireless Technologies
To assess the wireless/cellular technologies, we collected 2G (GPRS, EDGE), 3G (UMTS, HSPA,
HSPA+) and 4G (LTE) performance-related measurements (i.e., network latency, Download
Bitrate, Upload Bitrate) in various distances from a Base Station, using various mobile devices
(iOS, Android).
To achieve this, we utilized the OOKLA application/tool -available to both iOS and Android
App Stores- which is capable of measuring the above mentioned measurement under a single
“test”. Example snapshots of the application capabilities are depicted below. Note that he
OOKLA is the world's most popular internet speed test with over 5 million tests per day,
utilizing more than 2500 servers worldwide.
The distance from the BS (see figure below) was “calculated” via a custom application/tool
that COSMOTE has developed internally, which is capable, among others, of depicting networkrelated info (BSs locations/info, serving BS name/id, cell-id, LAC/TAC, etc.), storing and
uploading network-related measurements such as, RSSI/RSRP, RSRQ, RSSNR, CQI, latency,
maximum download bitrate.
In addition to the above 2G/3G/4G network performance related measurements (obtained
at various distances from a Base Station), and in order to assess the impact of the mobile device
itself on the measurements obtained (and as such on the user’s QoE), we also collected
measurements at a specific distance from a selected 3G/HSPA/HSPA+ BS using two mobile
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devices with the “same” characteristics/ capabilities (one Samsung S4 Android device and one
iPhone 5 iOS device).

Figure 8: OOKLA application/tool capabilities

Figure 9: COSMOTE App/Tool utilized to measure the distance from the serving Base Station

3.2 Latency
The latency measurements obtained via the OOKLA application/tool, for 2G, 3G and 4G
wireless technologies, are depicted in the figures below. As shown:


For GPRS/EDGE, the max latency obtained was 823 ms, the min was 476 ms, while on
the average the network latency is 677.3 ms.



For 3G/HSPA/HSPA+, the max latency obtained was 93 ms, the min value achieved
was 35 ms, while on the average the network latency is 49.25 ms



For 4G/LTE, the max latency measured was 38 ms, the min one was 16 ms, while on
the average the network latency is 23 ms.
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Figure 10: Latency-related Comparative Results
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Figure 11: 2G Latency-related Measurements
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3G Latency (ms) vs. Distance (m)
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Figure 12: 3G Latency-related Measurements

4G Latency (ms) vs. Distance (m)
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Figure 13: 4G Latency-related Measurements

3.3 Downlink Bitrate
The downlink measurements obtained via the OOKLA application/tool, for 2G, 3G and 4G
wireless technologies, are depicted in the figures below. As shown:


For GPRS/EDGE, the max downlink bitrate achieved was 277.2 Kb/s, the min one is
27.2 Kb/s, while the average value is 178.44 Kb/s
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For 3G/HSPA/HSPA+, the max download bitrate achieved was 25.04 Mb/s, the min
one 4.27 Mb/s, while the average value is 16.15 Mb/s



For 4G/LTE, the max value achieved was 93.11 Mb/s, the min value was 12.91 Mb/s,
while the average downlink bitrate value is 38.56 Mb/s
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Figure 14: Downlink Bitrate-related Comparative Results
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Figure 15: 2G Downlink Bitrate-related Measurements
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3G Downlink bitrate (Mb/s) vs. Distance (m)
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Figure 16: 3G Downlink Bitrate-related Measurements

4G Downlink bitrate (Mb/s) vs. Distance (m)
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Figure 17: 4G Downlink Bitrate-related Measurements

3.4 Uplink Bitrate
The uplink measurements obtained via the OOKLA application/tool, for 2G, 3G and 4G, are
depicted in the figures below. As shown:
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For GPRS/EDGE, the max uplink bitrate value achieved was 179.2 Kb/s, the min was
26.4 Kb/s, while on the average the uplink bitrate was 121.05 Kb/s



For 3G/HSPA/HSPA+, the max uplink bitrate value achieved was 3.78 Mb/s, the min
one 0.87 Mb/s, while the average one was 2.77 Mb/s



For 4G/LTE, the max value achieved was 45.55 Mb/s, the min one was 0.94 Mb/s,
while on the average the uplink bitrate value is 23.36 Mb/s.
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Figure 18: Uplink Bitrate-related Comparative Results

2G Uplink bitrate (Kb/s) vs. Distance (m)
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Figure 19: 2G Uplink Bitrate-related Measurements
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3G Uplink bitrate (Mb/s) vs. Distance (m)
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Figure 20: 3G Uplink Bitrate-related Measurements

4G Uplink bitrate (Mb/s) vs. Distance (m)
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Figure 21: 4G Uplink Bitrate-related Measurements
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Figure 22: Example Measurements’ Snapshots

3.5 QoS Performance vs. Device
To assess the impact of the mobile device itself on the measurements obtained, we collected
performance-related measurements at a specific distance from a selected 3G/HSPA/HSPA+
Base Station (113 meters, indoors with Line-of-Sight) using two different mobile devices with
“same” characteristics, that is, the Samsung S4 android device and the iPhone 5 iOS device,
respectively. The results obtained are depicted in the following figures. As shown:


iPhone 5 achieved lower latency ~10ms on the average (56.08 vs. 46.64 ms)



iPhone 5 achieved higher download bitrate on the average of the order of ~4.5 Mb/s
(18,97 Mb/s vs. 14.46 Mb/s of the S4)



No significant differences observed as far as the upload bitrates achieved (2.31 Mb/s
vs. 2.26 Mb/s, respectively).

Figure 23: Latency-related Comparative Measurements (Samsung S4 vs. iPhone-5)
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Figure 24: Downlink Bitrate-related Comparative Measurements (Samsung S4 vs. iPhone-5)

Figure 25: Uplink Bitrate-related Comparative Measurements (Samsung S4 vs. iPhone-5)

Figure 26: Example Measurements’ Snapshots (iPhone-5)
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Figure 27: Example Measurements’ Snapshots (Samsung S4)

3.6 Wired Technologies
To assess the performance of the ADSL/VDSL technologies, we have gathered a significant
number of downlink and uplink measurements per user profile for various distances of the
endpoints (users/line) from the CO. The profiles assumed are: (1) 24 Mb/s downlink – 1 Mb/s
uplink and (2) 50 Mb/s downlink – 5 Mb/s uplink.
The results obtained are depicted in the following figures. More specifically, 2 sets of
downlink and 2 sets of uplink bitrate ADSL measurements in a total distance of 5000m are
depicted in Figure 28 - Figure 31.

Figure 28: ADSL2+ Downlink Bitrates Achieved vs. Distance (50 – 1500m)
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Figure 29: ADSL2+ Downlink Bitrates Achieved vs. Distance (1500 – 5000m)

Figure 30: ADSL2+ Uplink Bitrates Achieved vs. Distance (50 – 1500m)
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Figure 31: ADSL2+ Uplink Bitrates Achieved vs. Distance (1500 – 5000m)

The following figures (Figure 32 - Figure 33) depict 1 set of downlink and 1 set of uplink
bitrate VDSL2 measurements in a total distance of 1000m.

Figure 32: VDSL2 Downlink Bitrates Achieved vs. Distance (50 – 1000m)

Figure 33: VDSL2 Uplink Bitrates Achieved vs. Distance (50 – 1000m)

The bitrate variation versus distance can be noted in both ADSL2+ and VDSL2 especially in
the downlink, while the upload speed is not affected by distance from the exchange as
significantly as the download speed is. (However, there are other factors in addition to distance
that will affect data transfer speeds such as quality of phone line, EMI (ElectroMagnetic
Interference), the number and type of other services using the line, the capacity of the uplink
and customer’s modem/router.)
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